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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Introduction 
The American construction market is the largest in the worid and offers a wide range of exciting 
opparnmities to C"mrtvii2n conAmnies—Regionally, the American economy represents nine 
"Canada's"; five of thenine geographic divisions described in the text have populations greater 
than rq.nRriq's, while the other fixsr-éach exceed one-half of Canada's population. There are 41 
American metropolitan areas with population exceeding one million, compared to three in Crinti2  

Construction expenditures in California alone are approximately equal to those in Canada. 

Some of the workl's largest construction firms have entered the American market daring the past 
decade, as activity in developing nations and the Middle East nations slowed. Our information 
suggests that the American  market  allows for a higher profitability than the Canadian market, 
particulariy when compared with the tight Toronto and Montreal markets. More promising still is 
the fact that the American market is relatively open to fonrign competition and the rend is toward 
increased foreign penetration of the market However, Canadian firms shoukl be awatz that, while 
individual projects and the market in general may allow higher profitability, information obtained 
from the U.S. Department of Commerce suggests that foreign construction companies to date are 
suffering losses on their U.S. activities1  and that it may take a few more years for the investments 
of these firms to start paying off. 

The recently-enacted Canada-U.S. Trade Agreement is expected to enhance Canadian exports of 
construction services and materials by reducing border-crossing delays through eased access to 
temporary work permits, by focusing future government negotiating efforts on proctrement 
matters, and by securing capital investments against adhoc protectionism. However, the impact 
upon construction exports into the United States, while positive, is not expected to be dramatic, 
and it will be less than the impact upon domestic construction activity. As expressed in a U.S. 
analysis of the pact, "the impact on the U.S. construction industry will be minimal because there 
are very few existing barriers and the Canadian contractors able to compete in the U.S. are 
probably already doing business here". This view, however, does not encompass the fact-that 
relatively few Canadian contractors seriously attempted to enter the American market prior to the 
trade agreement 

1The Department of Commerce's 1987 Survey of Current Business shows the Net Income position of Foreign Direct 
Investment Construction Firms as being a loss of SUS 27 million in 1981, a loss of SUS 44 million in 1982, a 
profit of SUS 13 million in 1983, a loss of SUS 65 million in 1984, and a loss of SUS 133 million in 1985. This 
may be influenced by What a Commerce Department Officer desczled as "a Japanese philosophy that the cost of 
entering a market is to lose money for ten years". 



Given the large size of the American market, the increased global competition in the construction 
industry, the comin' g into force of the trade agreement, and the minimrd efforts undertaken to date, 
the federal  rade  department together with Ernst & Young  Management Consultants (formerly 
Woods Gordon) and the r-nrindimi Construction Association felt that a review of the American 
market, widely distributed to Canadian construction organizations, would be of long-term benefit 
to the Canin  industry. 

Structure and Characteristics of the US. Market 
The economy in which the American construction market operates is not unlike our cram. Botta 
economies have enjoyed strong growth since 1982. Canadian interest rates generally exceed but 
follow the swings in American rates, because of the large volumes of dollars which readily cross 
the border, and because of the potential impact of changes in the interest rate differential upon the 
value of the Canadian currency.  The  economies have similar per capita incomes,  with  about a ten 
percent margin in favour of the United States. Each nation is experiencing similar demographic 
and economic changes, such as the aging population, a movement toward service employment and 
away from industrial activity, a requiremmt for improved training, and an adjust:um:It to rapid 
teclmological evolution and Ileralized trade. Economic growth is not uniform across either nation; 
for example, Cermdin growth hàs been highest in Ontario and lowest in the Atiarnic provinces, 
while American economic growth has been highest in New England (until recently) and lowest in 
Texas. 

Reflecting these similarities in the underlying economic forces, the structure of the rqnsu%n and 
American construction industries also cchibit similarities. Spending on new construction in both 
countries is divided roughly one-half residential, one-titird private nonresidential, and one-fifth 
public nonresidential. On a per capita basis, the nuinber of firms in the two countries are about 
equal; there are approximately ten  rimes as many construction firms in the US. as in Canada, and 
ten times as many "large" (over $US 10 million in annual sales) firms Firms of this size account 
for about 35 percent of industry revenues in each country. HOWCVCr, the "large" American firms 
are considerably bigger than "large" Canadian companies, and have historically been much more 
active inurnationally. Construction wages are also comparable between the two countries, 
averaging  SUS  496 weekly in the United States versus  SUS  485 in rnngeia in 1989. 

During recent years, American construction firms have been loszn" g market share internationally, as 
well as in their own market. The value of international contracts won by those American 
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contractors which arc ranked amongst the world's largest 250 firms decreased from  SUS  44 billion 
to SUS 23 billion during the 1981 to 1986 period. Fuzthermore, in the American market, foreign 

firms have increased their contracts from SUS 3.6 to SUS 8.9 billion during the five-year period 

preceding 1987. The bulk (70 percent) of the foreign penetration in the American market has 

resulted from acquisition of existing American firms, with the remainder stemming from the 
establishing of new branch offices. German, Japanese, French, and British firms are the most 
prominent international players in the United States, although Canadian firms have aLso enjoyed 
some success. The trend in both the American and offshore markets, then, appears to be one of 
increased globalization. 

Construction unionization in the U S has declined significantly during recent decades from 50 
percent unionization in 1966 to a cent level of around 25 percent This is lower than Canadian 
levels, although, as discussed in Section Eve, unionization still plays a considerable role in cities 
such as New York, Boston, Philadelphia and San Francisco. 

The issue of insurance and liability is more prevalent in the United States than in rehAda - Section 
Six pmvides further information on this subject, as well as on matters of taxation. Tax reforms 
introduced in 1986 have served to decrease construction activity, particularly that which was based 
to a high degree on tax-related considerations. The negative aspects of these changes are expected 
to be absorbed by the early 1990's, wltile the stimulative aspects will increase steadily. 

Growth and Outlook by Segment 
There are a number of factors affecting the pace of U.S. construction activity. Some are of a local 
nature, such as California or Florida implementing restrictions or development guidelines upon 
certain segments or in certain cities. Others are of a more general nature and include: 

• federal budgetary concerns slowing the pace of needed infrastructure spending; 
• improved east-west relations, and the potential for reduced military spending and increased 

infrastructure spending 
• trade deficits contributing to excess plant capacity and therefore limiting industrial 

construction  expenditures; 
• tax changes slowing the pace of office and condominium construction; 
• the aging of facilities and the requirement for renovation, repair and =modeling expenditurm 
• technological changes which alter the requirement for particular types of construction;  
• environmental developments potentially stimulating significant construction expendimres in 

areas such as emission reduction, water diversion, and vraste neatment 
• continued suburbanization and the resulting dm-nands upon mass transit systems; 
• the aging and over-use of highvrays, bridges, airports, water and sevrage facilities and the 

requirement for increased expenditures. 
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Reflecting these and other market forces, there are a number of segments which appear to have the 
greatest growth potential in the early 1990's and which may be of interest to qualified Canadian 
firms. These areas, in approximate order of attractiveness, include: 

• maintenance and renovation; 
• mass transit 
• hig,hways and bridges; 
• health care facilities; 
• environmental construction projects; 
• manufacturing facilitie. 
• water supply system. 
• schools; 
• certain commercial facilities. 

These areas are reviewed in Section Three of this report. Should the CCA and External Affairs 
wish to organize a nade mission of Canadian contractors, we recommend that one or more of these 
segments be given initinl consideration. 

In each of these areas, the si= of the American market and the projected growth volumes are huge 
by Canadian standards. For example, residential renovations, including do-it-yourself activity, are 
expected to amotmt to SUS 105 billion in 1989 and to surpass new residential spending by the 
mid-1990's. Expentlinnes on manufacturing beaks total socce SUS 15 billion annually and 
project fairly strong levels as the economy modernizes, as foreign investment increases, and as the 
trade deficit declines. At more specific levels, the opportunities appear equally impressive.. Along 
the west coast, for example, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Honolulu, among others, all 
have mass transit ex-penditure projections in the billions of dollars over the next decade. Other 
infrastructure areas, such as airports and sewage systems, have annual requirements in the SUS 5 
billion-plus range.  Regionally, the Western states as well as the New England states have been 
experiencing rapid grcrwth and, allowing for a slowdown during the early-1990's, project strong 
future activity. Regional activities are discussed in Section Four of the Report. 

While representing potentially exciting oppornmities, some caution should beextercised when 
examining these statistics and trends as a means of identifying "wùming regions and segnraus". A 
particular region or segment having had five years of good growth does not necessarily indicate 
that five more years of good growth are in store. Indeed, the odds arc that it may indicate the 
opposite, as high volume of construction activity may lead to a situation of excess capacity of 
office space, industrial facilities, housing and other buildings. While we have encountered many 
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documents stating that construction in a certain region and segment is expected to grow, say, for 
 two years, we have attempted to keep such information as a minimum. Typically, information that 

a certain market is booming indicates that it may ahtady be too late for Ceirvoinn firms to capitalize 
on the boom. Thus, while identifying growth regions and segments will assist the individual 

firm's market penetration effort to some degree, we feel that it is more important that Canadian 
firms identify stable regions which make sense for them, and enter these regions wh ile keeping in 
mind the information and advice provided in this study. 

Strategies for Entry 
Beyond the basic analysis of market trends, it is equally important that potential entrants iden tify 
segments and regions vihich are consistent with their own financial, organizational, and 
technological capabilities, and that  local contacts be established as a means of entering the market. 

The majority of foreign firms are entering the American market through the acquisition route. 
While no existing information discerns between profitability by type of investment, government 
and industry officiaLs generally feel that entering via an acquisition is more profitable in the long- 
term than entry through opening a new office. This route gives the foreign firm an established 
presence in the market, and it may be less expensive than opening and marketing an entirely new 
operation. 

While acquisition is a preferred method, some Japanese firms have ernered the U.S. market 
through establishing greenfield operations, although this route appears to be falling into disfavour. 
For reasons of geography and culture, Canadian firms would presumably have an casier  time than 
Japanese firms in opening a local office or in entering a joint venture as a means of entering the 
market - some Canadian companies may fuxi this to be preferable to acquisition, particularly if 
faced with an onerous purchase price. 

Recommendations 
Section Seven of the report discusses various guidelines and recommendations, adherence to 
which should assist Cnnniii2T1 contractors in penetrating the U S market. Some of these include: 

• Firms should enter into U.S. segments in which they have r2Tmdim expertise. While this 
would appear to be an obvious point, some C2nArti2n fnms in previous U.S. experiences 
have bid for and won projects which were "out of their league". Of the projects that we 
discussed with Cmrutrlian firms, these are the ones which have subsequently caused 
difficulties. 
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• By constructing many of the Japanese-financed capital projects, several Japanese firms have 
benefitted from the huge amounts of Japanese investment flowing into the United States. In 
penetrating the market, it would clearly be helpful for Cnn,c3i2n contractors if CanniiiAn 
developers, engineers and manufacturers were similarly aligned with Canadian construction 
firms. To date, this does not appear to have been the case. Perhaps it would be possible for 
the CC.A, along with the federal indusuy and trade departments, to foster these  ries  with 
CirtadiRri engineers and developers more aggn:ssively. Certainly, there is room for 
individual Cangdin firms to more closely align themselves with individual Architectural-
Engineering firms, developers, transit authorities, manufacturers and materials suppliers. 
Such a path is recommended. 

• C-2*12fri2Ti films should generally adopt a local partner as a means of conducting work in the 
United States. Although thi.s may also seem to be obvious, firms have in previous instances 
entered into geographic markets where they lacked the "local know-how" and lost money on 
the project because of friction with the unions or with the state govermnent inspectors. The 
local partner should have knowledge of the "little" things such as local lawyers and bank 
managers, as well  as having smooth relations with  local union leaders and government 
officials. As firms becoan better establishexl in the U.S. region and develop their contacts 
with labour, industry and government, the need for local partnerships becomes less critical. 

• The formality of client transactions should be handled through a locally-established office. 
Ladeecl, the economics, prole-et location, and future plans may be such that the C-RnRcli2n firm 
may wish to post staff in this office on a permanent basis. The hiring„ firing, and 
subcontracting in many instances is best left to the local partner (with joint consultation), 
particularly if local unions and governments are involved. While unionizzaion has been 
declining in the American industry for several years (see Section Five), we have nonetheless 
encotmtered instances where Canadian firms were plagued by local American unions and 
inspectors to the point of virtually being bankrupted. 

Thee is formal or informal local favounisai in many instances, and Canactuin firms should 
be prepared for this. However, the clients tend not to distinguish C.enniiinns from out-of-
state firms, and in this sense there is no foreign discrimination which is not also applied to a 
firm from another state. In preparing plans, or in suiffmg the project management and project 
engineer for their American activities, Cgneldien firms do not appear to have had difficulties 
using some resources from their Canadian_offices, 

• At some point, pOtential entrants will have to decide to "get out there and do it". Bid 
documents are generally not difficult to obtain - for example, a CPmdinn waterfront-design 
engineering firm which currently does fo 	its annual business itrthellnited-Sees 
has zzached its profitable stage through inking  with local firms and presenting its relevant 

• expertise in a proposal The firm's partners suggest that appropriate expertise, proper local 
partners, efficient bidding, and tight control of overheads should land contracts without a 
huge front-end expense. Canadian construction firms from British Columbia to the Atlantic 
could also follow this strategy. 

e 

• Firms should obtain some knowledge of the local environment prior to bidding,. Through 
visiting the region of interest and through attending the types of meetings that can be arranged 
by the local CmInclinn Consulatel, the firm will gain valuable knowledge of the region. 

'Officers with the thirteen Canadian Consulates (and fourteen satellite offices) in the United States have often 
established good contacts and have sutficient goodwill to  on  doors for Canadian firms. lbese officers should be 
used by companies when entering a particular region. 

• 
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• Companies should be prepared, on most goyernment funded projects, to encounter 
requnements for business set-asides, requirmg that certain portions of work be reserved for 
"disadvantaged groups". This may require working with under-capitalized or under-qualified 
firms, and handling considerable paperwork in the process . Furthermore, appropriate 
minority firms may be in high demand, paniculariy during strong economic times. 

• If companies do enter the market through acquiring a local firm, it is recommended that the 
local character and entrepreneurs be retained in the acquired company. American 
construction  unions, inspectors, suppliers and developers tend to appreciate, recognize and 
reviard established firms and people more than, as described by one Maryland contractor, 
"people who blew into town yesterday". 

Purpose of this Report 
This study for the Department of External Affairs and International Trade and the Canadian 
Construction Association is intended to provide executives, managers, engineers and other 
workers in the Canadian construction industry' with the background information required to 
penetrate the American market The document is intended to meet a variety of needs for firms 
across Canada that are looking to the United States for new oppommities - for example, it could 
serve as a reference document prior to attending a zee show or a meeting with a potential joint 
venture parmer. It aLso provides project managers with material pertaining to regional unionization 
levels, wage rates, trade labour, taxation and other items of interest to industry. 

In participating in the design of this study, the CCA stressed tvio things. First, that the Canadian 
construction industry has capabilities in virtually all segments. Second, that the niche orientation 
of a-  large number of its members could mean that, for many Canadian firms, the best market 
opportunity may still be found in their arca of specialization, even if it has only modest growth 
prospects in the United States. For these reasons, our report covers each of the major market 
segments, rather than merely focussing on the few with the greatest projecuxl market growth. 

The CCA also stressed that firms which supply materials (such as structural steel, bricks, certain 
concretes) and specialized services (such as steel erection, concrete freprooftng, piling) should 
benefit from the information contained in the study. Thus, while of interest to contractors, this 
report should aLso be of value to rgnmiinn speciality firms and subcontractors. 

As discussed earlier, there are particular segments and regions which offer strong long-term 
potential for Canadian industry. Sec tions Three (segments) and Four (regions) address these in 

'It may aLso be of 'interest to Canadian developers, designers, and some manufacturers. 
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some detail. Government and association officials, in arranging a trade mission or in formulating 
particular policy, may wish to refer to these Sections. 

Methodology 
The content of the study has been derived both from an extensive review of existing information 
gathered  from  American and r**1-2cen sources, and from a series of interviews and meetings held 
with construction experts in Cariedima and American academia, governments, assorinrions, and 
industries. Meetings with the r2nAdian Construction Association and the Department of External 
Affairs early in the process Were useful in providing us with an indication of the type of 
information desired by the co-clients. The subsequent gathering, analysis, and editing of the 
information has been completed with the interests of the two clients in mind. There was agreement — 
by the co-clients that the experiences and lessons already absorbed by Canadian firms in the U.S. .2 
market would be of use in this report, and we have therefore contacted selected firms with 
experience in the American market. 
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SECTION ONE: INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. construction market is large - slig,htly over SUS 400 billion was spent on construction in 
1988 - and opportamities exist for increased penetration by Canadian construction firms into many 
regions of the market.  Some eighty million Americans live in states bordering Can2d2,  and the 
United States remains one of the most active construction markets in the world. 

The construction market in general, and in North America in particular, is becoming more 
international. Foreign contractors are entering the American market in increasing numbers. As 
described by an executive with a leading international firm, in explaining the reasons behind his 
firm's penetration of the market, "Latin America is broke, there's little action in the hfideast, Africa 
has an occasional interesting project, and we're cautious on the East bloc - this. leaves the EEC, the 
U.S. and Southeast Asia". 

Contractors from the United States and other countries are aLso increasingly penetrating the 
Cln2dinn construction market. Fully 56 of the 250 largest international contractors are working in 
Canada and these firms captured SUS 6.5 billion worth of CRTIRili2n business in 1988, up from 
SUS 3.8 billion the previous year. Greater profits, geographic diversity, and broadened 	• 

knowledge of business trends, are the usual benefus derived by exporting construction goods and 
services - these are the factors driving the increased international competition. 

1.1 RECENT CANADIAN ACTIVITIES 
There are a number of considerations that to date have restricted the international success of 
Cpnadian  construction contractors. For example, inadequate financing  is  felt to have prevented 
many r2Tindinn firms from bidding in export markets. Provincial procurement practices have led 
to the development of construction firms with local expertise, and inhibited the growth of large 
national companies of suffacient size to compete effectively in the U.S market'. The signifacant 

foreign-ownership levels in the Canadian economy has created a situation where parent companies 
often engage familiar American construction comractors when establishing or expanding their 
Canadian operations2. This has arguably deprived rarmilinn contractors of market share. Fmally, 

Canatii2n construction, development, and engineering firms have not combined efforts to the same 
extent as firms in other cotmtries, and this has limited the success of Canndinn construction firms 

1Provincial procurement practices may not be an overly significant barrier, as, on average, Canadian construction 
firms appear to be approximately the same size as American firms. Howcver, the largest Canadian firms are small 
relative to their American counterparts. 
2A similar pattern is felt to be occurring in the United States, where recent Japanese capital invesunents have used 
Japanese construction firms in most 	 • 



azpairick Construction 

Frankel Steel " 
Milne & Nicholls 
Mollenhauer Construction 
PCL Construction 
Petrifond Foundation 

Table 1-1: Examples  of Recent U.S Projects of Canadian Contractors 

Company 
Atlas-Gest 

Banister Continental 

Bechtel Canada 
Black and McDonald 
Both Belle Robb 
Canron 

Commonwealth Construcion 
Concordia 

WA. Stephenson 
Schokbeton 
Taylor Woodrow 
Western Caissons 
George Wimpey Canada 

Project 
Submerged tunnel in Mobile, Alabama 
Underground pumping station in Chicago, Illinois 
Crude oil line in Louisiana 
Sewer tunnel in Wisconsin 
Coal handling facility in the U.S. 
Defence and Aerospace projects in the Florida region 
Office and hotel complexes throughout the U.S. 	. 
Steel Erection for Office building in New York City 
Bridge in Troy, New York 
Gold mine in Butte, Montana 
Learning stores throughout the U.S 
Aparnnents in Oklahoma  City, Oklahoma 
Subway station in Buffalo, New York 

Rapid transit extension in New York State 
Steel Supply and Erection for Office Buildings in New York 

various U.S. projects 
Commercial developments in Florida 
21 US projects tmderway in 1988 
Office building in Baltimore, Maryland 
Power darns in Washington and Alabama 
Mass transit projects in Seattle and other areas 
Prefab concrete for casino in Atlantic City and hotel in D.C. 
Airport in Florida, among other projects 
Subway piling in Washington, D.C. 
Rapid transit in Miami, Florida 
Roads and sewers work in Florida 

Source: Canadian Construction Association  and other  sources.  



in bidding on certain projects. The latter point is particularly noteworthy, as alignnx:nt with 
developers and designers is often a successful strategy for penetrating a fateign construction 
market 

Despite these traditional limitations, as indicated in Table 1-1, there are a number of  Canin  firms 
which have had recent success in the U.S. market In conducting this report, we have drawn from 
the experiences of SOLII: of these firms. In this regard, the Fitzpatrick, Stephenson, Milne and 
Nicholls, Black and McDonakl, MacLaren, and Molle:nhaner Construction firms have been 
particularly helpful. It is hoped that other contractors will benefit from the problems and successes 
encountered by these firms, and from the strategies which these firms have used in entering the 
market 

1.2 THE CANADA-U.S. TRADE AGREEMENT 
The ()nneiR-U.S. Trade Agreement eliminates certain labour certification and prior approval 
requirements and thus provides for easier border crossing by business persons trading in goods 
and services. The agreement made only limited progress in the procurement area. Access to state 
and local government procurement vras not enhanced. Industrial restructuring and other spin-offs 
will, according to the rwmfinirt Construction Association, increase r2rtgefinn nonresidential 
construction levels by two percent more than would otherwise be the case, by 1995. Activity in 
the United States may increase marginally in the border states. Western New York State, for 
example, in the Buffalo region, is experiencing increased economic activity as a result of the FTA. 

The FTA is expected to enhance Camirlisen exports of construction services  by reducing border-
crossing delays through easal access to temporary work permits, by focusing future government 
negotiating efforts on procurement mamas, and through securing capital investments against adhoc 
protectionism. However, the impact on construction exports into the United States, while positive, 
is not expected to be dramatic, and it will be less than the impact upon domestic  construction  
activity. As expressed in a U.S. analysis of the pact, "the impact on the U.S. construction 
industry will be minimal because there are very few existing barriers and the Canadian contractors 
able to compete in the U.S. are probably already doing business here". This view, however, does 
not encompass the fact that relatively few Canadian contractors seriously attempted to enter the 
U.S. market prior to the trade agreement. 

Given the large size of the American market, the increased global competition in the construction 
industry, the trade agreement, and the minimal efforts to date, the federal Department of External 
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Affairs and International Trade, together with Ernst & Young Management Consultants and the 

Canadian Construction Association, felt that a review of the U.S. market, viidely distributed to 
rInntii2n  firms, would be of long-term benefit to the Carminn industry. 

1.3 THE REPORT 
Clients and Objectives 

This report presents the findings and opinions of the management consulting firm of Woods 

Gordon (recently renamed Ernst & Young Management Consultants) and may not necessarily 

reflect the views or policies of the co-clients. 

The report has been conflicted for the federal Department of External Affairs and International 

Trade and the Comdian Construction Association. The former promotes Canadian trade interests 
abroad - officials from the department, particularly Marvin Bieman, Doreen Conrad, and William 

Clarke, provided guidance and input throug,hout this study. Commercial Officers and Consellers 

from Canadian  Consulates abroad were 2so helpful in providing suggestions, contacts, and 

information. 

The latter, the ranwiin Construction Association, represents some 20,000 construction firms in 
Canada  Officials from the CCA were active in providing input regarding the types of information 
that potential U.S. market entrants would require. Robert Nuth, Michael Makin, William Nevins, 
and John Morton from the Export Committee were particularly helpful, providing advice 
throughout the study. The CCA also formed an advisory board to review the report and provide 
useful suggestions during the course of the work. 

In ex=ining American market prospects, it is clear that without careful planning and clear 
identification of specific areas of opportunity, and without a good understanding of potential 
problems, Canadian construction firms will not successfu lly penetrate the U.S market. While 
several previous Canadian entrants have enjoyed success in the huge American market, there are 
also examples of firms who have encounterexl problems with unions, local favourtism, and a lack 
of local market awareness. The purpose of this report then is to provide Canadian construction 
firms with the market background required to succeed in the U.S. market The report describes the 
opportunities, constraints and characteristics of the market for those Canadian firms who may be 
interested in particular regions or particular segments. 
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Table 1-2: Regions and Segments Studied in this Report 

Segment 

1)Residential 
2) Industrial 

3) Commential 

4) Institutional 

5) Marine 
6) Roads 
7) Airport Runways 
8) Waterworks, Sewage 

9) Dams and Irrigation 
10)Electric Power 
11) Railvrays, Telephone 

12)Gas and Oil  

Includes 
single, semi, duplex, apartment and row housing 

factories, mines, mills, railway stations 
warehouse, grain elevators, hotels, restaurants, offices, stores 
schools, churches, hospitaLs, clinics 
docks, breakwaters, canaLs, dredging, piling, dykes 
highways, streets, parking lots, sidewalks 
runways, landing strip' s 

ditches, mains, hydrants, sewage systems, treatment plants 
dams, reservoirs, irrigation, land reclamation 

generating plants, vrater control =cures, transmission lines 
tracks, telephone lies, cables, microwave projects 

gas mains, pumping stations, refmeries, pipelines 

Region 
Northeast: 
New England 
Mid-ArlAntic 

Midwest: 

E-N Central 
W-N Central 

South: 
S-Atlantic 

E-S Central 
W-S Central 

West: 
Mountain 
Pacific 

Includes 

Connecticntt, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont 
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania 

Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin 
Iowa, Kan.sas,  Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Dakota's 

Delaware, D.C, Maryland, Carolina's, Virginia's, Florida, Georgia 

Alabama, Kentucky, Mississippi, Tennessee 
Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana 

Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada 
California, Oregon, Washington, Alaska, Hawaii  



The= was considerable discussion during the early stages regarding the breadth and scope of the 
study. While we have identified specific segments and regions of high growth, for the most part 
we have attempted to cover all regions and all segments of the U.S. construction market. The 
CCA emphasized on many occasions that they did not wish to pre-judge (through focussing on 
only a few oppornmities) what may and may not be  of  int=est to their member firms. At the start-
up meeting, William Clarke of External Affairs and International Trade outlined a similar mandate 
as that desinx1 by the CCA, "a study to be of equal interest to Fredericton (New Brunswick) 
contractors looking toward Maine and Trail (British Columbia) contractors interested in Spokane"'. 
Tips, while we have encountered many documents stating that construction in a certain region and 
segment is expected to grow, say, for two years, we have attempted to keep such information at a 
minimum. Typically, information that a certain market is booming indicates that it may almady be 
too lam for CanndiRn firms to capitalize on the boom. We feel thar it is more important that 
Canadian firms identify stable regions which make sense for them, and enter these regions while 
keeping in mind the information and advice provided in this study. 

Report Organization 	 - 

Including this Section and the Executive Surmnarf, this report comprises eight sections and nine 
appendices.. Section Two discusses American construction trends in a fairly general manner. 
Sections  Three and Four of the report examines the various regions and construction segments 
(listed in Table 1-2) of the Am:rican market, identifying some segments and regions as offering 
particular growth potentiaL The study also details the availability, wages, unionization and other 
characteristics of the construction labourers and trades and these are the subject of Section Five. 
Section Six discusses Mat= of taxation and insurance. Information on market constraints and 
penetration strategies vras considered essential by the CCA to helping Canadian contractors 
penetrate the U.S. market and the report the=fore adchesses these issues (in Section Seven). 
Section Seven also draws upon the previous U.S. market experiences of Canadian contractors. 

As requested by the Department of External Affairs and International Trade, the study summarizes 
trade shows, trade journals, associations, and other information sources of potential value for 
aspiring entrants into the U.S. market - this information is included in the Appendices. 
Descriptions of prominent local competitors as well as information on mgional costs and taxes is 
aLso provided in the Appendices. 

1 A prime goal of the government, in sponsoring this study, is to increase the number of nertmiqn firms who pursue 
contracts in the border states - "the ccxnpany with a gravel truck and portable cement mixer in Cams, Alberta who 
can lay fœmdations in nordiern Montana". 
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The Appendices also list the numerous Canadian and American sources which have provided the 
basis of the report's content. In all, some sixty American publications, fifty American 	 .1 

interviewees, fifteen Canadian interviewees, and twenty Cnnminn publications were consulted in 
preparing the report. While most sources were quite cooperative, two U.S. sources were 
particularly helpful. The U.S. government, mainly the Department of Commerce, and the 
Associated General Contractors were both very generous with their time and information, in the 
name of increased competition. 
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Table 2-1: Canadian and American Economic Data 

	

Canada 	United States 

1987 Per Capita GNP (SUS) 	 16,200 	 18,500 

1989 Labour Force (million) 	 12 	 115 

1989 Prime Rate (96) 	 10.5 	 9.3 

25-Year Growth in GNP (% annually) 	 4.3 	 3.1 

	

5-Year Growth in GNP (% annually) 4.3 	 4.0 

1988 Population (million) 	 25.8 	 245.8 

Cities with >1 million population (number) 	 3 	 41 
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SECTION TWO: THE NATIONAL CONSTRUCTION SCENE 

2.1 ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
The gross national product of the United States, at $C 5800 billion in 1987, was approximately 
10.6 times larger than that of Cannii2  As summarized in Table 2-1, the American economy has 
expandexi at a reall annual rate of 3.1 percent during the past quarter centmy, which is a 
considerably lower rate than the real Canadian growth figure of 4.3 percent during the same 
period. 

Interest rates are the prime levers for controlling economic growth in both Canada and the United 
States. Interest rates in eqn2fia generally move in parallel to those in the United States because of 
the large amounts of capital which freely moves from one economy to the other and the potential 
impact upon the Canadian currency which results from a large discrepancy in interest rates. Rates 
have declined in both countries from the 20 percent range in 1981 to prime rates of 9.3 percent and 
103 percent respectively in the United States and ren2fIR in 1989. However, inierest rates, 
particularly in Cennti, have risen during the latter months of 1989, making the spread between 
Cnnari2  and U.S. rates higher than that which traditionally exists, thus strengthening the Canadian 
dollar and making carports less competitive. Pressure will likely grow during 1990 to reduce the 
rxnada-U.S. interest rate spread. 

In recent years, both economies have enjoyed strong growth. During the past five yr-ars, Canadian 
and American economig growth has averaged 4.3 percent and 4.0 percent respectively. As a 
result, unemployment has decreased from almost ten percent of the U.S. labour force in 1982 to 
around six percent in 1988, and from eleven percent of the CAnadinn labour force to below eight 
percent during the same period. The =employment figures perhaps =dentate the growth 
somewhat as the size of the labour force, on which the unemployment figures are based, has also 
grown during this period. 

The majority of these new American jobs have come from firms with less than 100 employees. 
Indeed, some 95 percent of new jobs created dining the past six years have been from small start-
up businesses. Nineteen of every twenty new jobs have been created in the service sector and 
currendy approximately 70 percent of all American jobs are in the service sector. As in Canada, 
there has been a clear shift of employment in the last decade from manufacturing to services; total 

1  meaning the growth in Gross National Product cliscœmting inflation. 
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Percent Growth in Population 	Per Capita income 
1980-88 	1950-88 1988 

9%  62%  17055 

Table 2-2: The Regions - Population Rankings, Population Growth and Per Capita Income 

United Sta tes 
Regions 
South Region 
Midwest Region 
Northeast Region 
West Region 
Divisions 
South Atlantic 
E-N Central 
Mid-Atlantic 
Pacific 
W-S Central 
W-N Central 
E-S Central 
Mountain 
New England 

Population in 100,000 
1988 	1980 	1950 

2458 	2265 	1513 

848 	753 	471 	 13% 	80% 	 , 	15861 
599 	590 	444 	. 	2% 	35% 	 16594 
506 	492 	394 	 3% 	28% . 	 18735 
505 	432 	202 	 17% 	150% 	 17900 

426 • 	389 	211 	 15% 	102% 	 15798 
422 	417 	303 	 1% 	39% 	 16611 
376 	369 	301 	 2% 	25% 	 18670 
371 	318 	151 	 17% 	146% 	 18652 
269 	237 	145 	 14% 	86% 	 17100 
177 	173 	141 	 2% 	28% 	 16554 
153 	147 	115 	 4% 	33% 	 13856 
134 	114 	51 	 18% 	183% 	 18119 
130 	123 	93 	 8% 	40% 	 18923 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census; July, 1908. 
'Income defined as gross state product 
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American employment in services doubled during the seventeen year period from 1969 to 1986, 
versus a six percent decline in manufacturing employment 

While the trend tovrard service employn:ent has had a positive impact upon retail, office and other 
forms of construction, the impact has not been directly correlated. Much of the growth in service 
sector employment has been absorbed through the operation of existing facilities for longer service 
hours and for longer work-weeksl. 

Service sector jobs in the United States are expected to expand by 16 million to a total of 76 million 
by the end of the centtny,2  with long-term commercial construction being a main beneficiary. 
Envirrmmental issues  are  also becoming increasingly prominent and testing., cleanup and 
construction services will be associated with this growing trend. 

As in rnnar12 , the American economic growth and construction activity has not been equally strong 
in all regions. New Hampshire, for eirample, with less than two percent unetnployraent, has had 
strong economic and construction activity during the 1980's, in line with the New England 
region's booming high technology and service industries. At the other extreme, Texas has 
seventeen percent unemployment, and has had poor levels of construction activity as a result of the 
slump in oil prices. While the population and economic clout has been migrating south and west 
during the past two decades, the nrust-belt" has been experienciing an economic  renaissance  and is 
expected to continue its strong economic growth during the next decade. 

2.2 DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS 	- 
The population of the United States has not shown strong growth - expanding at about one percent 
annually in recent years. Total population is fœecast to grow from 246 million in 1988 to 260 
million in 1995, which suggests limited growth in new residential construction. The largest 
population region is the South viith 34 percent of the total population, followed by the Midwest 
with 24 percent and the Nordteast and West Regions each with 21 percent of the nation's 
population. Growth in population has been highest in the western and southern regions during the 
past decade. 

'convenience stores, fast food outlets, retail stores, fmancial instimtions and other industries are increasingly offering 
their services on a 24-hour day and/or seven-day week basis. 
2with the fastest growth expected in high skill  occupations such as  engineering,  medical technology, computer 
programming, and systems analysis. 
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Table 2-3: Percentage Breakdown of New Construction in the U.S. 

• residential (48 percent of total new  construction  activity) including 
- single-family (28 percent); 
- multi-family (6 per' cent); 
- home improvement (14 percent); 

• private non-residential (32 percent) 'including 
- office space (6 percent); 
- manufacturing facilities (3 percent); 
- electric utilities (3 percent); 	• 
- hotels and motels (2 percent); 

• public works (20 percent) including 
- highways (6 percent); 
- sewers (3 percent). 

Source: 1989 U.S. Industrial Outloot U.S. Department  of Commerce 



Potential entrants should view the American market as a collection of regional markets of 
significant wealth and population. For «ample, there  are  41 metropolitan areas in the US. which 
have populations exceeding one million, compared to only three in Canada. Eve of the nine 
geographic divisions listed in Table 2-2 have populations exceeding that of rmfmdn  as a whole, 
while the œmaining four divisions each exo:ed one-half of C2mada's total population. Some thirty 
percent of the American population resides in the states which border C2112,1%  

The American economy will see increasing amounts of rationalization and dislocation in coming 
years. The rapid technological changes, labour shortages and the aging population will force 
significant gkills re-training requireMents upon the workforce. One out of eight Americans is now 
over the age of 65, and this figure will rise to one-in-five viithin forty years. Life expectancy is 
also expected to rise from 75 years in 1985 to arotmd 78 years in 2020. As with each of the 
demographic trends discussed above, the aging population will impact upon the types, location', 
volume and timing of American construction activity. 

2.3 CONSTRUCTION CHARACTERISTICS AND TRENDS 
Characteristics 

The breakdown of the new construction market in the United States, illustrated in Table 2-3, is 
quiœ similar to that which exists in C'Inn,12, where 47 percent of new constructionis residential, 37 

percent is private non-residential, and 16 percent is public construction. It is felt that the larger 
share of American military construction accounts for much of the difference in public construction, 
while Canada's higher orientation toward resource industries contributes to its higher share in 
private non-residential construction. 

As indicated in Table 2-4, there was approximately SUS 400 billion worth of new construction put 
in place in the United States in 19882. The value of ncw construction put in place declined slighdy 
in 1988 from the record level of 1987, as the small  increases in public works construction could 
not match the declines in private construction. 

1For example., regions surl as Arizona and Nevada, and segments such as nursing homes and retirement 
commimities will see more activity. 
2There are varicus economic spioeffs which increase the effect of the acmal construction expenditures. In the United 
States, it is estimated that each million dollars of construction generates a total of $3.61  million in economic 
wtivity across all industries and services, while creating 49 jobs. 
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Table 2-4: Value of New Construction Put in Place in the United States, 19824 col 
(in billions of 1982 US. dollars except as noted) 

Residential 	 84.7 	171.3 	167.9 	165.2 	 190 	' W  
Single-family 	 413 	100.7 	98.7 	94.7 	 114 	: cc 
Multi-family 	 15.5 	22.4 	19.0 	18.8 	 23 	! . 
Home improvement2 	 27.7 	48.2 	50.1 	51.6 	 53 	. wl 

', na 
Private non-resickenial 	 108.1 	111.7 	111.7 	108.6 	 132 	: al 

Manufacurring facilities 	 17.3 	11.6 	12.3 	13.5 	 15 
. 	 in Office 	 23.0 	22.5 	22.1 	.19•8 	 26  

Hotels and motels 	 4.1 	6.3 	5.7 	5.1 	 7 	bi Other commercial 	 14.2 	24.7 	24.2 	23.0 	 29 
Religious 	 1.5 	2.3 	2.4 	2.4 	 3 	a 
Edu=ional 	 1.5 	2.9 	2.9 	3.0 	 3 
Hospital and Institutional 	 5.9 	5.1 	5.7 	6.0 	 7 	ti 
Miscr-llaneous buildings 	 1.7 	2.8 	3.1 	3.1 	 4 ' C Telepticau and telegraph 	 7.1 	7.6 	7.6 	7.4 	 8 
Railroads 	 2.6 	2.3 	2.4 	2.5 	 2 	; t 
Electric utilities 	 18.3 	14.4 	14.1 	13.7 	 16 
Gas utilities 	 5.5 	4.8 	5.0 	4.8 	 5 	d 
Petroleurn pipelines 	 0.4 	0.3 	0.3 	0.3 	 .4 
Farm structures 	 3.7 	1.6 	1.5 	1.4 	 2 
Miscellaneous structures 	 1.3 	2.4 	2.4 	2.4 	 3 

Public works 	 53.8 	66.0 	68.1 	68.5 	 80 
Housing and stdevelopment 	1.7 	1.3 	1.2 	1.2 	 2 
Faderal industrial 	 1.6 	1.2 	1.4 	1.3 	 1 
Frhrgrional 	 5.9 	7.5 	8.3 	8.7 	 10 
Hospital 	 2.0 	1.9 	1.9 	2.0 	 .3 
Other Public Buildings3 	 5.8 	9.6 	9.7 	9.9 	 11 
lfighways, Streets and Bridges 	16.3 	19.8 	21.4 	21.8 	 26 
Military facilities 	 2.2 	3.7 	3.7 	3.6 	 4 
Conservation and development 	5.0 	4.8 	4.6 	4.2 	 5 
Sewer systems 	 5.5 	8.3 	7.6 	7.3 	 9 
Water supplies 	 2.9 	3.3 	3.4 	3.6 	 4 
Miscellaneous public structures4 	4.9 	4.7 	4.9 	4.9 	 5 

Source: 1989 U.S. Industrial Outlook U.S. Department of Commerce, International Trade Administration 

I this colmnn lists =tuent dollar expenditures in 1988. 
2home improvement excludes do-il-yourself 	and repair expenditures which are estimated to total SUS 50 
billion in 1988. 
3 includes courthouses, police and fire station, prisons, passenger terminais, civic centres. 
4includes recreation facilities, power generating fitities .  transit systems, airfields. 

,Prt 
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Type of Construedon 	 1982 	1987 	1988 	1989 	 19881  
(88SUS) 	fir 

Total new construction 	 246.6 	349.0 	347.6 	342.3 	 401 
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According to the most recent Census of Construction Industries, there were a total of 14  million 
construction companies1  in the United States in 1982, three-quarters of which were individual 
:proprietorships. Slightly over four thousand of these firms had annual receipts of greater than 
:$US 10 million, collectively accounting for 36 percent of industry revenues. The average "large" 
i firm (greater than  SUS  10 million in annual revenue) conducted SUS 22 million worth of business 
in  1982, an amount which has likely reached $US 25-30 million as of 1988. 

When adjusted by the usual factor of one-tenth to reflect the relative population, the Camdinn 
; corporate structure is quite similar to that in the United States. For example, as of 1988, there 

were around 130,000 construction firms in Canada. The 650 large firms (with sales over  SUS  10 
million) accotmt for 34 percent of total industry =venues. These "large" Canadiar' firms each 
average SUS 20-25 million in annual business, an amount very similar to the average "large" firm 
in the United States. Due to the sizeable number of individual proprietorships, the average annual 
billing of a Ca Tmdinn  construction firm is only about $300,000, similar to the average American 
construction company. One Canadian contractor expressed the opinion that American firms will 
travel greater distances than Canadian firms to pursue contract work, and that competition in 
Cinatia is therefore more localized. However, this opinion does not mesh with the view of certain 
U.S. executives that the Am=rican industry has become highly regionalized during the past two 
decades, nor with the information suggesting that American contractors in general are of 
comparable size to Canadian firms. 

American construction firms are not as dominant on the world stage as in former years. The total 
value of international contracts won by those U.S contractors listed amongst the worid's 250 
largest construction firms has decreased in value from  SUS  44 billion in 1980 to  SUS  23 billion in 
1986, largely due to the rise of Japanese and European firms. This total dropped further in 1987, 
before rising to  SUS  26 billion in 1988. 

In addition to losing market share internationally, American firms are being faced with renewed 
competition in their own markets. Many of the largest international construction contractors have 
entered the American market during the past five years, largely because of declining prospects in 
Third World markets. This has been accomplished mainly through buying existing American 
firms, although many companies have aLso entered through establishing branch operations. 
Foreign-owned construction firms won SUS  8.9 billion worth of American construction contracts 

1  Includes devriopers and subdividers 
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Table  2-5:  Foreign   Contractors with the Most U.S. Construction Work in 1985 

Company/Country U.S. Affiliate Connection U.S. Contract 
($US million) 

Elolzmann - Germany 
Kumagai Gumi - Japan 
Davy - Eng,land 

Archirodon - Switzerland 
Kajima - Japan 
Bilfinger - Germany 
PCL _ ranarin 

Ohbayashi - Japan 
JCC Johnson - Sweden 
SAE - France 
Bovis - England 
SAE - France 
Shimizu - Japan 
SAE - France 
Mitsubishi - Japan 
SAE - France 
Bovis - England 

Jones - North Carolina 
ICumagai - California 
Davy McKee - Pittsburgh 
Fuller - New York City 

 Kajima - New York 
Fm Con - Missouri 
PCL - Denver 
Ohbayashi - Los Angeles 
Santa Fe Engineers - Calif  
Spaw - Houston 
BIL - Oakland 
Carlson - Mass 
Shimizu - New York City  
Heller:- Sacramento 
Mitsubishi - New York City 
Pinkerton - Atlanta 
Lehrer - New York  City  

acquisition 
branch operation 
acquisition 
acquisition 
branch operation 
acquisition 
branch operation 
branch operation 
acquisition 
acquisition 
branch operation 
acquisition 
branch operation 
acquisition 
branch operation 
acquisition 
acquisition 

Source: International Construction Week, McGraw Hill, 1986. 

1571 
574 
500 

457 

315 
287 
270 
239 
217 

197 

195 
191 

135 
132 

128 

104 
na 



; in 1987, an amount equal to 3.5 percent of all U.S. construction contracts that year, and more than 
double the SUS  3.6 billion level recorded in 1982. As indicated in Table 2-5, German, British, 
Japanese and French companies accounted for the majority of this activity. PCL, the largest 
Canadinn player in the U.S. market, ranked eighth amongst foreign contractors, with American 

î contracts of approximately WS ro million (see aLso Appendix F). 

Reduced ter.hnological superiority and productivity' are often listed as two reasons behind the 
declining international dominance of American contractors. American research and development 

expenditures2  in the construction industry are painted unfavourably in Research and Development 

in the US. Construction Industry relative to other countries, as indicated in Table 2-6. It is 

estimated that one Japanese contractor alone (Shimizu) has an annual research and development 
budget of SUS  40 million. Shimizu and other interna tional cornpanies are felt to have taken much 
of the technological initiative in the international construction research scene during recent years. 

The United States construction market has aLso evolved into more of a regional marketplace over 
the past twenty years. Two decades ago, large national firms moved around at will and worked in 
many different states. One executive with whom we met worked for a firm which, during his 

period twenty years ago, had simultaneous jobs in California, Wyoming, Colorado, Michigan, 
Texas, Kentucky, the Carolinas, Georgia and Florida. Currently, firms, in his view, concentrate 
on fewer regions and tend not to move people from region to region. The evolution of regional 
firms sufficiently large to handle virmally any type of job has forced malty of these national firms 
to retrench, sell out, or simply disappear. The trend toward two income families has aLso played a 
role in causing large firms to adopt eregional contractor" strategy by opening several autonomous 
regional offices, rather than continuing to MOVC people arotmd the country. 

Trends 

There are many trends and characteristics which are discussed in our review of individual segments 
and region.s. Many of these trends often hit the Cweili2rt market after affecting the American 
market, and thus may be of interest even to C.,%Tiarlin furns not exploring the U S market. 

1 A 1980 study by Lester Thurow states that American construction productivity grew at 3.4 percent manually 
between 1948-1965, before dropping dramatically to -1.8 p=cent annually from 1965-1972. Productivity gains since 
1972 have been minimal. 
2ean%«s construction R&D is primarily centered in the National Research Councirs Institute for Research in 
Construction. Estimates of Canadian R&D are rot  available- 
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Table 2-6: Construction Research & Development Spending in Selected  Countrit 

1 	 As Percent of Construction  Revenue 

Sweden 

Denmadc 

United Kingdom 
Japan 
Netherlands 
New Zealand 
United States 
Ausualia 

China 

Source: Research and Development in the US. Construction Industry 

.57 

.53 

.45 

.28 

.21 

.14 

.12 

.07 

.03 

\ 



• a dwindling supply of young workers available to the construction industry because 
of demographic trends and low unemployment rates. Barring substantial productivity 
gains, tig,ht labour markets and labour quality could become major problems during the 
next decade. Growing conce rns regarding the availability of trained workers have led to 
the formation of a coalition of various construction associations to examine training issues. 
HMIS are paying increased attention to hiring and retaining key people, and to recruiting 
and training entry-level field personnel. For example, Korte Construction of St. Louis has 
opened its own "university" which offers courses in marketing, production, control and 
other areas for its current emollment of over 200 office employees and union craftspeople. 
Substance-abuse programs, physical and mental health programs, and minority hiring and 
training programs are aLso human resource areas of note amongst American fums. Non-
union firms, not having access to union halls, are increasing their levels of contact with 
other companies, in order to move high-demand labourers from one project to another in an 
efficient manner, 

• an anticipated stabilization in the cost of liability insurance during the next several 
years, although this largely depends upon future legislative and jrdiri21 developments. As 
in other industries, matters of insurance, lidgatibn and liability art MOTC prominent in the 
American construction industry than in its Canadian cœmterpart. Part of the stabilization in 
insurance costs is felt to be attributable to an incitasing trend toward arbitrated settlements; 

• the increasing prevalence of Employee Share Ownership Plans (ESOP's) amongst 
construction firms. For example, firms in Maryland and North Carolina recently 
implemented employee ownership plans - there are typically 2-3 of these implemented 
amongst major construction firms in the U.S. each month; 

• the increasing desire by privam project sponsors for the constructor to take equity 
positions in the project in order to spread the risk. For example, one of the country's 
largest ccetractors, Bechtel, has become active in assuming equity position in its projects. 

• related to the above, there is a trend toward the privatization of  infrastructure  
developments, as city and county governments attempt to find funding for road-tunnel, 
sewage and water treatment projects. 

• there is an increase in the level of contracting out by governments. In the view of 
certain industry playeis, govermnents will increase their level of contracting construction to 

Il  
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private firms, rather than using government employees, because of the resulting efficiene, 
gain and deficit reduction. 

• there are some notable financial and operating trends in the construction industry, 

including increase' attention to cash management and collecting receivables, 
decentralization of =crating and finance to the job level rather than headquarters level, 
increasai surety bonding problems, and increased devotion of management time toward 
matters of dispute resolution and claims atiministrafion; 

• the Savings and Loans industry has suffered major fmancial problems since the high 

interest rate years of 1981 and 1982. A rescue package recently agreed upon by Congrea 
is currently being implemented and projects the expenditure of SUS 150 billion (considere 
conservative by many sources) through the Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC) to bail-or 

several hundred banks over the next thirty years. This is relevant to the construction and 
development scene to the extent that an estimated SUS 300-500 billion worth of real estate 

holdings (nursing homes, theatres, marinas, houses) will be released from bank's 

portfolios during the next several years - conversion of these holdings to more profitable 
usages may be an increasingly important activity in the United States. For example, the 
RTC cmrendy holds some 30,000 parcels of commercial and residential property in 35 
states destined to be put on the market in the near  future,  and this will obviously affect 
construction activity in these regions. Some $6.4 billion worth of these properties are 
located in Texas and Oklahoma; 

• concein regarding environmental issues is rapidly growing and tends to be more 
advanced in the United States than in Canada, particularly in California and New England. 

Environmental impact studies  are  becoming increasingly rigid and agencies such as the 
South Coast Air Quality Management Agency are becoming more active in altering building 
designs and monitoring construction. Associated with increased environmental concern is 
a movement toward the strategy of "mitigation", wherein the development of certain 
projects would be approved in return for equivalent concessions on the part of the 
developer in other area% 

• labour shortage problems may lead to increased mergers and acquisitions in order to 
improve the workforce efficiency and flexibility of particular companies. Tax changes that 
make it more expensive to transfer construction businesses from older to younger 
generations may also prompt increased selling and acquiring activity. Industry officials 
also expressed the view that publicly-held construction firms tend to under-perform the 
market and as a result often end up going private, again possibly stimulating merger and 
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acquisition activity (in this regard, public offerings will not be a common trend in the 
construction industry). Fmally, foreign firms will increasingly penetrate the American 
market via acquisitions and this vAll also (=tribute to M&A activity in the construction 
contracting industry. The construction materiaLs segments, including cement, aggregates, 
ready-mix and asphalt, have SC= significant acquisition activity during the past two years 
and this trend is expected to continue, even at quite high prices; 

• the increased use of robots in construction. For example, robots are expected to 
handle heavier loads and work in dirtier environments, and it is projected that robot use will 
spread from hazardous waste cleanup into areas such as trenching, gracling,, and tunneling; 

• information technology systems-related trends include the use of computerized 
scheduling applications by a wider range of U.S. companies, as a selling tool, as a 
communication tool for field managers and estimators, and as a method of minimizing 
response time to sudden changes in the construction schedule. Field supervisors are 
increasing their use of on-site management computers. Contractors are faced with a 
demand for more structured, detailed and accurate billings and are increasingly using 
computers to assist them in this area. Many contractors arc using computers as part of the 
estimating process. Those firms not yet computerized are gradually establishing databases 
and training estimators to use their systems in the future. Fully integrated job • 
costing/accounting systems are common in the American construction scene, while project 
management software should see rapid acceptance over the next few years. Software for 
integrating the cost-bidding packages of the contractors with the designing packages of the 
designers will be increasingly common in future years; 

• construction industry technological advances are expected in areas such as seismic 
design of bridges and buildings and in fixe  modeling. Construction material advances will 
also be increasingly evident during the next few years. For example, cement types which 
develop the strength of seven-day portland cement in only four hours are nearing 
commercial application. These require less formwork, and can be placed at colder 
wintertime temperatures; 

• shifts toward "team approach" construction, wherein the private owner selects the 
contractor and designer as soon as the project is formulated, and away from the traditional 
"hard bid" approach where the architect is first hired and the subsequent design is put up 

for bid without any contractor input. This trend stems from a belief that projects designed 

with contractor input will proceed more smoothly. Not surprisingly, the team apriroach is 

more commonly adopted on complex projects such as high-rise office developments. By 

4 
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providing pre-constructien services, the contractor's profit from the job may increase 
substantially. The increased role of contractors in proposing "better ways to do the job", 
more formally lmown as value engineering, generates savings which are often split 
between the owner and the contractor; 

• an increased role for economic development agencies, particularly in marketing their 
regions and interests to potential investors. These agencies, of which some 7500 
responded to a survey by Site Selection magazine in April of 1989, are using expanding 
budgets to develop computexized databases, provide financial assistance, conduct site 
studies, and even construct buildings. They represent a good regional information source 
and contact point for Canadian contractors interesorl in particular regional markets (see the 
April '89 issue of Site Selection); 

• the existence of impact fees paid by the developer when obtaining die building permit to 
help finance municipal improvements associated with the development Impact fees already 
adst in about twenty percent of the areas saved by economic development organizations. 
They are of more relevance to developers than coruractors; 

• progressive contractors in the U.S. are allocating group planning time toviard 
identifying ideal customers, markets and projects. Emphasis upon solid market planning 
and execution, strong long-term public and client relations, the use of some non-technical 
people far planning and marketing, the use of women in marketing and sales, and the 
establishment of written marketing plans are  described in a study by Flel Marketing 
Services as leading to dramatic:ally improved results for those firms adopting such 
practices; 

• the increased suburbanization of corporatz America. To avoid inner-city traffic, high 
• crime rates, and decaying educational systems, corporations have increasingly been 

following employees in moving to the suburban areas. 1  Lower remal rates, lower real 
estate taxes, free parking, and worker satisfaction have also been factors driving this trend. 
The srale of the shift has been such that in 1949 there were only one hundred suburban 
industrial parks in the United States, whams there are 500 industrial parks in the Chicago 
suburban area alone in 1989. The "edge city" trend is well symbolized through the success 
of Los Angeles and its çnteglite towns in entrepreneurial growth and in attracting 

'In 1967,34 percent of œsidents in the thirt' y largest American cities lived in suburbia. By 1983, this figure had 
risen to 44 percent. In 1967,11  pescent of employees in the thirty largest American cities winked in suburbia. By 
1983, this figure had risen to 18 percent. While central core population declines had stripped by 1983 ,  it is felt that 
central core employee declines had not stopped 
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immigrants, new businesses and increased employment The suburbanization trend is 

morepronounced in the U.S. than in rinntin:  
• the response by urban areas to the above trend has lxeen the funding and encouragement of 

re-vitalization and renewal projects in the downtown core. Retail projects, - 
particularly downtown mulls, have been a common method of inducing other downtown 
developments and of preserving historic areas. Consistent with this trend is the increased 
role of Redevelopment Agencies in spurring this growth. For exanrple, the influential San 
Francisco Redevelopment Agency  bas an annual budget of around SUS 100 million and 
overseas some SUS 700 million in annual construction and rehabilitation of housing, 

offices', parks, community centres, and infrastructure in depressed neighbourhoods. 

These agencies are typically fimded by city tax increment bonds. In line with the potential 

in this area, a recent study conducted for the Canadian architectural industry identified 

restoration and revitalization as an important area of oppornmity for Canadian firms in the 
U.S. mark= 

• the increased domination of small business in the area of overall employment 

creation and its effect upon employment turnover, company failures, office and industrial 

construction, and other issues. Construction of commercial, office, and industrial space is 

increasingly oriented toward small clients as large, labour intensive facilities will not be 
centered in the United States as much as in past decades. 

2.4 CONSTRUCTION OUTLOOK 
The economic forecasts in the US. Inclustricd Outlook project conditions that are generally 

favorable for construction during the early-to-mid 1990's - continued economic growth, fairly 
stable interest rates, slow inflation, declining federal budget deficits, and declining trade deficits. 

However, for the next few years, growth in new construction in the U.S. will be lower than 

overall economic growth, partly because of the need to absorb the current oversupply of 
commercial buildings. In addition, high real interest rates will inhibit construction, particularly in 
the residential segment, and the federal budget deficit will likely lirait public works spending, 
despite the well-publicized need for additional infrastructure investment2. 

'Olympia and York is currently completing two office buildings in this project. 
2  A 1988 Merrill Lynch review of the infrastructure situation in the U.S. described the stock of public works 
facilities as markedly deteriorated, entailing  serions  ramifications for the productive fimctioning of de economy. 
This study is reviewed in Section 43. 
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On the positive side, the recovery of the U.S. manufacturing sector and the expected decrease in 
the trade deficit will continue over the long term, thereby boosting demand for industrial 
construction. Construction of medical facilities will increase in certain regions because of 
d=nographic and instimtional factors. Maintenance and repair woric, both residential and 
nonresidential, are expected to increase more rapidly than the overall  economy, as the existing 
stock of structures becomes older and more extensive, and as international competition continues to 
force modernization and other adjustments upon American business. School construction à 
expected to increase as the children of the baby boom generation progress through the system, and 
many universities also have ambitious renovation and expansion  plans. Water-related facilities and 
systems are expected to require high levels of expenditure, particularly in the northeastern region 
where leaks are a problem, and in the western region where severe water shortages are occurring. 

The following Section cliscusses the outlook and characteristics of individual consmiction 
segments in more detaiL 
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SECTION THREE: ACTIVITY AND OUTLOOK BY SEGMENT 

This section discusses the characteristics, trends and outlook for the residential, nonresidential and 
public construction markets of the United States. 

3.1 RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION 	 - 

Introduction 

The Americ:an residential construction scene is quite localized and 	the barriers to 
market entry are low and thousands of small operations characterize the industry. However, 	. 
numerous large buiklers, completing more than three thousand houses per year, aLso exist and they 
are quite sophisticated in their operations. 

The number of housing starts nationwide decreased in 1988 and is projected to decline further to 
about 1.40 million units in 1989. However, the value of residential construction is supported by 
increases in both average house size, and home improvement expenditures, and has continued to 
grow in recent years. 

3.1.1- Single-Unit • Housing 
Ousiook - Slight Decline over Nctt Five Years 

The decline in mortgage rates in the United States, from seventeen  percent in 1982 to ten percent in 
1988, has contributed to seven consecutive years of strong residential construction activity. Recent 
increases in interest rates have slowed activity somewhat, and this downturn is expected to 
continue during the next five years as the seven-year boom has satisfied much of the pent-up 

demand for housing that had buih up earlier in the decade. Construction of single-family units is 

particularly sensitive to interest rate movements and vrill decrease mare than raulti-family unit 

construction. Expenclitures on home improvement and repair are expected to remain strong 

throughout the 1990's, as the housing stock ages. 

As in CITI2rin, demographics are a main factor driving the activity of the housing market. Those 

born during the fifteen post-war years purchased their initial homes at a time of low prices and low 

interest rates and are currently trading up to larger homes. Those entering the housing market more 

recently face higher prices, higher interest rates and greater difficulty in purchasing houses. The 

latter group may generate pent-up demand for housing during the 1990's. 

The construction of relatively inexpensive, townhouse-style, single-family homes of less than five 

units has dr-creased since 1985, and is expected to continue to decrease as buyers favour larger 



homes. The supply of used starter homes is strong and will increase as current homeowners movt 
into larger houses. The strong-est category of demand for new housing is expected to be for trade-
up, larger single-family housing. Thus, even if the number of single-units houses built does 
decline marginally during the next few years, the total value may increase by a small  amount 

3.1.2 Multi-Unit Housing 
Outlook - Slight Decline over Ncrt Five Years 
The multi-unit strucmres category, which is comprised Toughly 80 percent apartment buildings and 
20 percent condominiums and low-rises, enjoyed an increasing amotmt of activity during the ten 
year period up to 1985. Indeed, tax incentives and investor demand combined to result in 
overbuilding and high vacancy rates in multi-unit housing, particularly in the south. The tax 
reforms implemented in 1986 have eiimiiaated most  of the tax advantages, causing activity in this 
area to decline some 25 percent in three years. Demographically, there are decreasing numbers of 
people in the 20-34 age group, the group most likely to rent, and this will impact negatively on 
apartment construction. The overall demand for multi-unit housing construction is expected to 
decline in future years. 

3.1.3 Mobile Homes 
Outlook - Slight Decline over Next Five Years 
Shipments of mobile homes have declined 26 percent from 1983 to 1988. Shipments are expected 
to decline further in 1989 by about five percent, as the number of first-time home buyers in the 25- 
44 age range, the most  con  purchaser of mobile homes, continues to decrease. In the long-
term, a new market of retired people of moderate income is expected to emcrge as potential buyers 
of mobile homes. The southern states represent a major regional market for these units, although 
economic difficul ties arising from low oil prices have caused a substantial decline in shipments in 
the region. 

3.1.4 Residential Upkeep 
Outlook - Continued Increase over Next Five Years 
This segment, which formally excludes do-it-yourself activity, has enjoyed five strong years and 
expenditures are =puled to increase through the 1990's. Expenditure in 1988 totalled 
approximately SUS 50 billion, of which sixty percent represents actual construction expenditures, 
and forty percent represents maintenance and repairs. Including do-it-yourself activity, it is 
estimated that Americans will spend a total of SUS 105 billion in 1989 on residential upkeep, and 

1 
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that this figure is expected to outstrip spending for new residential construction by the mid-1990's. 
Remodelling expenditures are expected to double over the next decade. 

The anticipated growth of the segment is a result of four main factors, nan:cly the increasing size 
and age of the housing stock, the rising demand for energy efficient structures, home modification 
to accommodate high-technology innovations, and the increased availability of home equhy loans. 
In addition to these factors, some two-thirds of expenditures in this category occur within one year 
before moving out or two years after moving in, and expenditures therefore also track housing 
resales to a certain degree. 

3.2 PRIVATE NONRESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION 
Introduction 

The 1988 value of construction in this segment totalled SUS 132 billion (equivalent to 1987 levels 
although eight percent below the record of 1985) of which seventy percent was for buildings and 
thirty percent for other structures. Strong commercial construction activity during the 1983-88 

period has resulted in high vacancy rates for office buildings, stores, hotels, and vrarehouses, and 
these rates are expected to depress the demand for new  construction in these segments until supply 
and demand for commercial space are brought into balance. 

Given the continued (if slowing) economic growth and fairly stable interest rates currently being 
forecast, the decline in private nonresidential construction is expected to be relatively mild, lasting 
for around three years and followed by a recovery during the early 1990s. Based on vacancy and 

economic considerations, the Economic Outlook projects that shopping center construction will 
rebound fairly quickly, whereas office construction will probably be the last category to recover. 
Industrial construction is expected to increase during the next few years, as firms invest to improve 
U S manufacturing competitiveness and respond to the capacity constraints induced by an 
improving American trade balance. Whik private hospital construction has been constrained by 
cutbacks during the past couple of years, spending in the medical construction area overall is 
expected tx) display a long-term upward trend as the population ages and stresses are placed upon 
the existing stock of medical facilities. 

The following paragraphs examine the major private nomtsidential segments in further detail. 
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3.2.1 Maintenance and Renovation 
Outlook - Strong Increase over Next Five Years 
The need to modernize the American capital stock will provide strong demand for commercial 
remodeling. There are no official government data on the size of the investment in nonresidential 
building remodeling, although some private analysts estimate in ENR Magazine that these 
expenditures are equal to about one-third of the total value of new construction of private 
nonresidential buildings. This estimate would place the American private nornesidential 
maintenance and renovation market at around SUS 45 billion skinitinlly, an amount approximately 
equal to the entire construction contractor market in r%n2eig  

The renovation market appears to have grown rapidly during the 1980s and, given the aging stock 
of American inchistryl, and the fairly high debt loads of government, industry and consumers, it is 
expected that remodeling and renovation expenditures of both residential and nonresidential 
properties will be stronger than new construction for several years to come. For example, a study 
by FMI Marketing Services projects that the retail modernizing, industrial  iufitting  and office re-
purposing market will grow at 14-15 percent annually into the 1990's. Much of the viork, such as 
revamping office building interiors, involves specialized trades rather than general contracting,. 

3.2.2 Industrial Construction 
Ozalook - Increase over Nca Five Years « 

Industrial construction put in place increased more than five percent in 1988 and further gains in 
industrial construction are expected during the next few years, stemtning from the tighter capacity 
and increasing profitability of many manufacturing industries2. The extent to which manufacturing 
plants will be modernized or replaced depends on factors such as international competitivmess, 
interest rates, business profitability, technological developments, and econoMic growth. The U.S. 
trade deficit has served to constrain industrial construction during much of the 1980's3  and 
anticipated reduction.s in the deficit, through stronger exports, wi ll  provide a further boost to 
industrial construction. 

ibuiklings more than 40 years old represent 40 percent of the U.S. nonresidential building  market-  a figure which 
will reach 50 percent within six years. 
2While industrial construction activity is expected m be suong, Canadian fmns should note that manufacuring 
facilities often present lower profitability for contracuxs, particularly if =paste clients have built many facilities 
over previous decades. In these instances, the clients o ften know the costs and requirements better than the contractor 
and  profit  margins may be squeezed as a result. 
3The 1988 trade deficit in 	 goods of about $105 billion is estimated m translate into manufacturing 
construction expenditures SUS 2 billion below what they would be in a halal:wed budget situation. 	• 
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The need to modernize the stock of existing buildings and other structures will also stimulate 
industrial construction. Deferred expenditures during the 1982 to 1989 economic growth period 
have necessitated capital investment, the majority of which will be in plant modernization. There is 
a considerable degree of rationalization, volatility and adjusmient =tly affecting the industrial 
space market in the United States (as in Canada). The lack of inter-changeability of industrial 
space (unlike office space, an industrial facility in one manufacturing sector is not always easily 
converted far usage by another manufacturing sector) means that new facilities will continue to be 
required even in areas where a rudimentary analysis may indicate a significant surplus of industrial 

An ezmnimtion of manufacturers during the 1983-88 period by Cognetics indicates that large, 
high-growth manufacnrers have been expanding in both the Sunbelt and Rustbelt in roughly equal 
numbers during this period. Contrary to popular perceptions, thé study aLso found that two-thirds 
of small, high-growth firms have been expanding in the Rustbelt area, thus giving it an 
entrepreneurial nature. 

In a major study entitled US. Industrial Space Needs in the 1990's, Cognetics observed that 28 
manufacturing sectors have been among the forty fastest growing industrial sectors' in the U.S. 
economy during the 1980's. Cogneties view. is  that the (much-publicized) struggles of some 
larger U.S. manufacturing firms have largely served to open up niche market oppornmities for 
smaller companies. The overall effect on the American industrial scene, according to Cognetics, 

has been strongly positive. Often riding the success of a new technology, these firms typically 
require new facilities for manufacturing, research and/or distribution. Indeed, the study also 
observed the fact that international trade accounts for twice the percent of GNP in 1989 as it did in 
1960. This has impacted strongly tzpon the role of distribution in the U.S. economy. Harbours, 
airports, warehouses, and other distribution facilities are in need of investment and present strong 
development possibilities. 

In reaching a generally optimistic scenario for future industrial space needs, the Cognetics study 
also recognized the fact that past speculation has been primarily confmed to office space rather than 
industrial space and that industrial vacancy rates are thus more reasonable, fimdamentally based, 
and in many regions quite low. 

imeasured in tains of the percent of the sector's total firms that are growing rapidly. 
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According to ENR Magazine's 1989 Outlook, auto-related industries are expected to be strong 
industrial contributors during the next half-decade. After completing many significant production 
facilities in the toid-1980's, the domestic and foreign auto companies are now adding parts 
fabrication and distribution centers 1  Typical recent examples include a SUS 375 million Chrysler 
assembly plant in Detroit and a SUS 40 million Ford painting facility in Cleveland. In addition to 
auto-related activities, other areas of projected high industrial construction expenditures include 
food and beverage facilities, pulp and paper  mils,  steel and aluminum investments, pharmaceutical 
plants, and petrochemical facilities. Expenditures of a more equipment-intensive nature include the 
factory automation and computer integrated manufactwing invesunents which many companies 
will be making during the next decade. 

The high technology industries are expected to be among the faster growing segments of the 
economy. The Jtme '89 issue of Site Selection predicted the location of future Research and 
Development clusters based on a number of factors, including the regional venture capital, 
educational, quality of life and political considerations. Among its selections as potential high-
technology growth areas through the year 2000 are: Tucson, Arizona; Gainsville and possibly Fort 
Myers, Florida; Atlanta to Athens, Georgia; Lafayette, Indiana; Lexington, Kentucky; Kansas 
City, ICatisas; Lincoln, Nebraska; Hancock County, Mississippi; Denver, Colorado; Princeton, 
New Jersey; and Sacramento, California. 

Vacancy rates are another determinant of industrial construction, although the linkage betWeen low 
vacancy and new construction is not always a strong one. The national vacancy rate for industrial 
space at the end of 1988 was six percent.  This  is higher than the 5.5 percent figure for the end of 
1987, and the five percent figure for the end of 1985. As indicated in Table 3-1, Houston, San 
Francisco, Denver, Miami, New Orleans and Chicago are major areas with particularly high 
industrial vacancy rates and one would expect lower industrial construction activity in these areas. 
Portland, Jacksonville, Baltimore, and Cincinnati  all  have vacancy rates around two percent, which 
could indicate increased industtial construction activity over the next couple of years, depending on 
local industrial prospects. 

1  Assembly fac.ilities are also being added, although it is felt that the North American automotive industry is 
approaching a surplus situation in the assembly area. 
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3.2.3 Office Construction 
Outlook - Decline over Next Five Years 

Office developments, the largest component of the commercial real estate sector, are anticipated to 
show decreased activity for at least five years. As expressed by an Executive with a Washington-
based contractor, "there are virtually no cities in the U.S. where the private sector office market is 
in anything but contraction".'  The constant-dollar value of new office construction fell in 1988, 

and further declines axe expected for several years because of the high current vacancy rates and the 
1986 elimination of many of the tax benefits of commercial building. However, certain institutions 
and foreign investors will  cause office construction to be active in a small number of cities and 
market niches, as discussed in Section Four. 

The demand for new office space, as for industrial space, is closely linked to the growth in the 
national economy. It is projected by the Industrial Outlook that the drag on economic growth 
associated with the high debt levels currently being carried by the consumer, business and 
government seOtors will outweigh the impact of revived exports, thus producing an economic 
slowdown during the next few years. However, longer-term forecasts project a continuation of the 
structural shift toward the service sectors such as finance,  insurance and professional services. 
This trend augers well for office construction during the  nid-1990's2. Similarly, while it could 
take five years or more to absorb the inventory of vacant office space, this process would be 
greatly shortened if large numbers of older office buiklings were retired or converted to other uses. 
This is happening in some cities as part of urban revitalization programs. 

The current malaise in the office segment is duc more to a previous boom in supply than to a 
weakness in demand. In fact, demand for office space vias fairly strong in 1988, as almost two 
million additional office workers were employed in the United States. Despite this, office vacancy 
rates have continued to climb in most cities because of the record amounts of new space which are 
becoming available. At the start of 1989, the office vacancy rate in the United States was over 16 

and 22 percent respectively for downtown and suburban space, up from lows of four percent for 
downtown space in 1981 and eighteen percent for suburban space in 1984. Office rents have 

1Particular cities such as New York, Baltimore, Boston, Cincinnati, Charlotte, and Washington may see a 
nmuirement for office buildings in the next few years. Kansas City, Denver, Southern California, Arizona, New 
Orleans and New Jersey are cmrently weak and will be particularly weak office markets for the next few years. 
2Contracting fcr public-sector office buildings is more competitive than the private market,  as generally any 
company with bonding can submit a bid for public buildings and the lowest bid  must  te accepted. Furthermore, 
these bids are subject to "wage determination", meaning that prevailing, union scale wages are typically paid, and 
this reduces much of the advantage held by non-union firms. 
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generally been falling in response to these conditions. Even if the rate of increase in white collar 
employment is sustained in 1989, vacancy rates will increase further as new office space reaches 
completion. 

As indicated opposite (Table 3-2), office vacancy rates in all four regions are expected to decline 
through the early 1990's from their cm:rent high levels. Regional rates are cunzntly highest in the 
South and West, and lowest in the East. As indicated in Table 3-3, New Jersey, Kansas City, 
Miami, Dallas, Denver, and New Orleans are among the cities with downtown vacancy rates 
greater than twenty percent. Along with Detroit and Los Angeles' which are awash with recently-
opened office space, these cities will likriy see limited office development activity for several 
years. Hartford, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Washington, Jacksonville, and Sacramento are prominent 
cities with downtown vacancy rates below 10 percent. They woulii, depending on structural 
vacancy rates and other local characteristics, presumably be candidates for increased office 
construction expenditures. As well, Nevada has been on a building roll for the past two years and, 
with substantial undeveloped.  space available, development dollars are expected to continue to  con e 
into the area  front  out-of-state sources. 

In discussing prospects for CITilviin contractors in U.S. office construction, one executive felt 
that opportunities in general were far more attractive in Europe for both Canadian and American 
office . builders. The European office market, viith the exception of Paris and London, is feli to be 
quite under-built, particulariy in view of projected 1992-related activity, and Cangrig  has 
considerable high-rise office building expertise to offer European developers, assuming high-rise 
bjii dings gain favour in some European cities. • 

3.2.4 Other Commercial Construction 
Outlook - Decline over Neu Five Years 

The U.S. Industrial Outlook projects that commercial construction components such as hotels and 
shopping centres will see below-average growdi during the next five years. Over-capacity and the 
elimination of tax incentives caused a decline in hotel and motel construction in 1988, and further 
declines are anticipated into the 1990's. Wlule increased tourism and the resulting demand for 

11-os Angeles is attempting to bring together developers, builders and community leaders to better manage the 
region's growth. The capacity of the city's sewer system is already strained and future development will be slowed. 
This will impact upon the entire state, and will re-direct efforts toward remodeling and repair work, according to 
industry insiders. Office construction is expected to be minimal. 
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rooms will ease the adjustment, it is nonetheless expected to take a few years to eliminate the 
current excess capacity. 

Not all areas will see dec line in these segments. A 1989 study by FMI Marketing Services 

identifies Boston, Norfolk, Miami, New York and Virginia Beach as regional markets that offer 

some oppornmity in hotel and motel construction. 

A similar situation, although to a lesser extent, exists for stores and shopping centers, where the 
negative effects of over-capacity and the recent tax reforms are expected to have filtered through by 

the early 1990's. Strong future residential repair and construction levels are expected to return the 
retail construction segment to a growth position within 3-5 years. Generally, shopping centres of 
the strip mall type are typically dominated by large developers such as deBartolo and Symons - 

margins are tight, the developers are "quite tough" and it is not a recommended area for Canadian 

firms unless a close relationship with the developer has been established. Enclosed shopping 
centres are aLso not a recxmmended segment, as the technology is feli to be quite routine and the 
field competitive and dominated by an almagam of small finns. 

Construction of service stations and auto repair facilities has been active for several years, and is 

expected to remain so for a few years, because of the increasing complexity of automobiles and the 
growing numbers of older cars. While the number of gasoline stations viill decline during the next 

few years, many of those that remain will invest in construction to become high-volume outlets, 

convenience shops and/or specialized stations. 

3.2.5 Private Electric Utilities 
Outlook - Decline over Next Five Years 
As they did in 1988, construction expenditures in this segment are expected to decline through to 
the mid-1990's, because of both the widespread surplus of generaxing capacity and the utilities' 
aversion to the financial risk of new power plant construction. Risk considerations have increased 

during the 1980's because of more stringent regulations, nuclear power problems, investor 

caution, tax reforml, and other factors. 

The decline in new plant construction may be offset somewhat by growth in retrofitting of existing 

plants, and in expenditures on transmission systems. Canadian firms with experience in building 

lInterest incurred during power plant construction must be capitalized rather than expensed, as of 1986. 
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eknm12's impressive stock of electrical facilities and transmission systems may be interested in 
pursuing similar American oppornmities. Legislation due for consideration by the Congress in 
lare-1989,  proposes extensive reductions in sulphur and nitrogen emissions from coal plants by 
1998. If passed, it would instigate large expendinres on scrubbers and other construction-
intensive devices. 

3.3 CONSTRUCTION OF PUBLIC WORKS 
Introduction 

It is estimated that local governments direct 49 percent of all public works spending in the United 
States, the federal government 27 percent, and the state governments the remaining 24 percent 
However, as in Canada, there is considerable overlap between the various levels of American 
publicly funded construction projects - for exattple, in 1988, some 42 percent of state and local 
constmction spending involved federally funding. Taking these transfers into account reveals that 
the federal governmentl paid for 12 percent of all new construction put in place in 1988, and for 

around one-half of total public works construction. On average, sixty percent of American public 

works spending is on operations and maintenance, and forty percent on capital expenditure. 

Federal construction expenditures have been decreasing in recent years - as a percent of new 
construction put in place, federal expenditures have decreased from 22 percent in 1981 to the 12 
percent figure in 1988. As a percent of total federal spending, they have decreased from 6.3 
percent in 1982 to four percent in 1989. Given the federal emphasis on deficit reduction, some 
industry observers feel that the impetus for infrastructure and other public improvements will 
further shift to the state and local leve12. 

Indeed, investment in American infrastructure by all public leveLs have generally been in decline 
since the 1950's. Where American spending on public works accounted for nineteen percent of 

government expenditures in 1950, it accounts for about 6-7 percent in 1989. No major new airport 
has been built in the U.S. since 1974. Of the 3.88 million miles of roads in the nation, 92 percent 
was built before 1960. To compound matters, in the face of these decreased capital investments, 

10f this total of SUS 48 billion in federal construction spending, some SUS 23 billion takes the farm of grants, 
SUS 9 billion in loans, and SUS 16 billion in direct federal purchases. The federal government also provided SUS 
62 billion in construction-related loan guarantees in 1988. Further information on federal construction spending is 
provided in Appendix F. 
IHowever, a recent consideration in this regard is the thawing of hisuxic east-west military tensions, and the 
reducing of the Pentagon budget by some 20 percent over three years. American construction organizations are 
suggesting that these funds be directed toward improving the Aznerican infrastructure. 
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greatest  infrastructure  concern and officials in the north-central states, where the cities tend to be 
newer, (Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Minnesota, Nebraska, Dakotas) expressing the least concern. 

While trust funds, specialized taxes and municipal bonds remain the most common methods of 
infrastructure funding, there is a movement toward the privatization of infrastructure 
developments. For example, one-third of city and county governments' intend to privatize parts of 
the road-tunnel network, sewers and waste-water treamrent plants, while one-quarter intend to 
privatize portions of the water main and potable vrater treatment system. For this reason, the study 
estimates that local government contracting with the private sector, totaling $US 100 billion in 
1987, could amount to SUS 3,000 billion by the year 2000. 

As indicated in Table 2-4 (opposite Page 8), the real level of public works construction increased 
slightly in 1988, led by strong spending for highways, water supply facilities and schools. Real 
public sector expenditures overall am expected to continue to grow marginally as modest increases 
in state and local spending offset small declines in federal construction expenditures. The seven-
year eoonomic recovery from 1982-89 has improved the ability of states and municipalities to 
finance construction. Similarly, the residential and commercial construction activity of the past five 
years has stimulate', and will continue to require the construction of related infrastructure. The 
view of the Industrial and ENR Outlooks is that expenditures on schools, Water supply, 
maintenance and repair, hospitals, and highways will rank among.  the strongest public segments 
during the next couple of years, while spending on militiny construction and public power plants 
will be weak for at least five years. 

The Water Resources Act of 1986, the Clean Water Act of 1987, and the Surface Transportation 
Assistance Act of 1987 will have significant long-terni effects upon public works construction. 
The first of these Acts provided cost-sharing arrangernents for over 180 water resources 
construction projects, and as as result, construction of dams, canals, harbours, irrigation systems, 
and related activity will remain high for the better part of a decade. The Clean Water Act provides 
up to  SUS  3 billion annually for sewage system construction through to 1994. The Surface 
Transportation Act, as discussed in the following section, extends an existing SUS 14 billion 
annual highway construction program2  through to 1993. The following sections discuss 
individual public construction areas in more detaiL 

lbased on the findings of a contprehensive 1987 study by Totr.he Ross. 
2This is the largest public works prograrn in the United States. 
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3.3.1 Roacts, Highways and Bridges - 

Outlook - Slight Increase over Next Five Years 

The aging of the vast American highway networic will require strong levels of maintenance and 
repair for the foreseeable future. The recent rapid increases in highway-passenger-miles and the 
fact that states are specifying tighter smoothness tolerances will also lead to growing expenditures. 

While the 1987 extension of the Surface Transportation Act ensures a reasonably stable level of 

highway construction, it does not provide for funding increases over the original 1982 version. 
However, it is possible that the federal government will increase expenditures from its Elighway 
Trust Fund in order to prevent a decline in the highway  infrastructure'.  Federal, state and local 
governments have stated  that  highway and bridge infrastructure expenditures are of high priority. 

Some high profile problems such as the recent collapse of a bridge in Tennessee, which claimed 

three lives, have heightened the profile of the issue. Similarly, the collapse of Oaldand's flighway 
880 during the October 1989 earthquake in northern C-Ilifornia may lead to increased awareness 

and expenditures on highway and bridge strengthening and upgrading,. 

The federal Secretary of Transportation has stated that cooperative efforts between privam and 

public sectors will be an increasingly common method of fmancing infrastructure rehabilitation. In 

an environment of reduced federal funding, the states which employ bond-fundings, gas tax hikes 

(a growing trend), toll-road increases and other fimdraising strategies will b: successful, wlule 
states and local governments unable to respond to the privatization thrust will be incre.asingly hurt 

by reduced federal allocations. The federal government has also presented plans to introduce a 

gasoline tax to reduce the deficit rather than fund highway construction, although such a move is 

being strongly opposed by the infrastructure community. 

Combined state and federal highway maintenance and repair expenditures totalled SUS 25 billion in 

1988, up 13 percent from 1987. Overall, these areas are expected to expand during the next 

decade as the road network expands and ages.2  While some of this expenditure includes routine 

maintenance and grass cutting, the bulk involves road and bridge repaving and painting. I-lighway 

passenger miles have increased substantially in recent years and annual highway expenditure 

1The Ifighway Trust Ftmd amounts to some  twenty billion dollars destined eventually for higtrway spending. 
Various infrastructure experts suggested that this sum, resting in the general federal azcount, is being dispensed very 
slowly by the federal government in order to improve the appearance of the overall budget deficit situation. There is 
a movement to have dedicated trust funds such as this taken "off-budget" in order to remove the incentive for 
governments to use them for appearance's sake 
The  Rebuild America Coalition estimates that one million miles of American highways will have to be resurfaced 

by the year 2000. 

1 
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requirements in the SUS  65 billion range will be required in order, both, to maintain the existing 
SUS  500 billion a.sset stock, and to construct new highways. 

The June, 1989 issue of Constructor Magazine identified ten of the most highly congested 
highways in the United States, suggesting areas where future construction expenditures may be 
required. They ire, in order: Interstate 75, Northwest of Atlanta; Southeast Expressway, Boston; 
Dan Ryan Expressway, Chicago; Interstate 94 °Malfunction Junction", Detroit; Route 59 and 
Interstate 610, Southwest of Houston; San Diego Freeway, South of Los Angeles; Cross Bronx 
Expressway, New York City; San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge; Interstate 405, Southwest of 
Seattle; and the Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge, South of Washington, DC. 

Ilighway expenditures, according to the AGC 1989 Annual Survey, will be strongest in the West 
Region (California), while the New E.ngland, Northeast and Great Lake states also envision strong 
markets. A document' entitled Linking America, produced by the National Association of 
Counties provides a detailed overview of highway, road and bridge spending on a state-by-state 
basis and would be a useful source for rqn2t-limt firms interested in this segment. 

Many state highway departments have been increasingly specifying tighter smoothness tolerances, 
and have been building penalties and incenees into their contracts. This may lead to increased 
demand for new pavers capable of meeting these incentive clauses. Cermili2n entrants in this field 
should be aware of this trend. 

Approximately  SUS  6.5 billion, or one-quarter of total highway construction expenditures, was 
directed toward bridges and tunnels in 1988. Expenditures in these two areas, while =nailed in 
recent budgets, arc nonetheless expected to be stronger in the long-term-than expenditure on 
highway flatwork, as some 23 percent (over 240,000) of the nation's highway bridges are 
described as structurally deficient, and 21 percent as functionally obsolete by the Federal 1-fighway 

Administration. Rehabilitation of these bridges would cost an estimated  SUS  51 billion. It is 
estimated that the bridges of New York City alone will require  SUS  5 billion in invesmient by the 
year 2000. 

1 The document is available from the Association at 440 Fust St. N.W.; Washington, D.C.; 20001; olephone (202) 
393-6226. 
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3.3.2 Mass Transit 
Outlook - Slight Increase over Next Five Years 
Mass transit systems continue to be a dominant area of future transportation planning. Some fifty 
American cities arc currently studying or planning transit systems, a fact which may be of interest 
to qualified Canadian contractors. A combination of funding sources, including private sector 
funding, special taxes, special assessments, and other measures arc being considered for the 
financing of these projects. 

Although ventures such as car pool lanes have not worked well in Los Angeles, and althoug,h the 
layout of the city (being a sprawling mass of housing and sub-cities) does not lend itself to rapid 
transit, residents of the region consistently rank transportation problems among their top concerns. 
Los Angeles, as a result, has ambitious mass transit plans, including: 

• an initial 4.4 mile  (SUS  1.3 billion) strip of heavy rail through the downtown area, with five 

stations; 
• a 12 mile (SUS 3 billion) extension of this line up to North Hollywood, with twelve stations; 
• a 22 mile  (SUS  900 million) light rail line from Long Beach to dovmtown,•  
• an eventual 150 miles of mass transit' with a 20-40 year horizon, broken down into one-third 

heavy rail, one-third light rail, and one-third "dedicated bus routes. 

The financing pattern for these projects is typical for the nation's mass transit projects in general. 

Whereas federal funding covered 90 percent of mass transit projects through to the late 1960's, this 

share has now decreased to about fifty percent. The remainder is drawn through a number of state, 

county, city, sales tax, and other sources. Contracts for these projects are awarded to the lowest 

bidderz. 

'the Pacific Electric Railroad had a 1100 mile rail network cxwering the Los Angeles region until the early 1960's, 
when the popularity of the automobile made it =economic. Some of these riglu-of-ways still exist and may fit into 
future transit plans. 
2In the case of Los Angeles, the Southern California Rapid Transit District and the Los Angeles County Transit 

. Commission are battling over who has ultimate authority over transit plans, contract awarding and related matters, 
with the latter expected to ultimately emerge victorious. Contracts for the ongoing work have been awarded to 
Shank Ohbayashi (a joint venture of a Denver tunneler and a Japan:se silent financier) worth SUS 45 million, 
Atkinson wordi SUS 39 million, Tutor Saliba Perini worth SUS 108 million, Tutor Saliba Groves worth SUS 62 
million, Bechtel worth SUS 36 million, among others. (It is interesting to note that our LA. sources described the 
Lovat umnelling machine, prodtred by Lovat Tunnel Inc of Toronto, although not being used in this instance, as 
the best soft-ground tunnelling machine in the world, a view which may benefit Canadian firms close to Lovat.) 
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Seattle also has ambitious transit plans, with the region envisioning: a 15-20 mile rail system worth 
$US 1 billion; a 1.3 mile bus tunnel (for which a British Columbia contractor won some work); tit 
possible conversion of a recently completed "floating" interstate bridge to accommodate rail; and a 

proposed gas tax increase of 3-9 cents per gallon which has yet to pass the legislature. 

The Bay Area Rapid Transit authority in the San Francisco-Oakland region also has bold plans, 
including a three-stage,  SUS  53 billion project encompassing a total of 43 stations, 140 miles of 
track, and five new maintenance yards. The funding for BART comes from a 1.5 cent per gallon 
county sales tax, bridge tolls, and several dozen other sources. 

In Florida, federal legislation has empowered the state commission to issue tax-exempt bonds to 
finance high-speed inter-city rail services. The franchise for a 300 mile system is to be avrarded in 

1991, and Canadian firms experienced in such areas may wish to further investigate this 
opportunity. 

• Similarly Portland has recently opened a fifteen mile light rail line and is currently planning a 10-15 

mile extension to its western regions. Vancouver, a Washington bedroom cormnunity of Portland, 
and Spokane are other western commtmities considering rail transit  projects. 

Denver possesses some of the dirtiest air and choked traffic in the nation and has had a one 
hundred mile transit system in the planning stage since a 1973 dedicated gas tax increase. In-
fighting, the huge size of the arca, rural versus non-rural disputes and a strong pro-highway lobby 
have hampered progress to date although there are signs that progress is imminent. 

Honolulu has a 15-18 mile rail system worth $US 1 billion under consideration, while Salt Lake 
City is considering a sixteen mile,  SUS  224 million, rail system along an existing right-of-way. 

As mentioned previously, there are some fifty American mass transit projects at various stages of 
planning and impleacntation, many of which may be of interest to Canadian firms. 

3.3.3 Airports and Airways 

Outlook - Slight Increase over the Next Five Years 

There are a number of factors contributing to what is expected to be long-term increases in 
spending in this segment. There are more airports in the United States (16300) than in the rest of 
the world combined, and the volume of air travel has increased steadily since 1974. Forecasts 
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suggest that the volume of air travel will grow at around five percent annually to the ye.ar 2000. 

Airport delays, congestion, and the need for new control systems will necessitate capital 
expenditures, as estimated in Table 3-5, totalling as much as SUS 6 billion annually (the Federal 
Aviation Administration has a budget of around SUS 1.4 billion for 1989 for airport maintenance, 
resurfacing and expansion) if the system is to remain safe and efficient. 

Given the vesterl interests of the source of this Cstimate, the figures of Table 3-5 are likely on the 
high side. Improvements in air handling efficiency could be accomplished through technological 

innovations such as a device known as "quick scan" radar. Already installed in Raleigh, North 
Carolina, this radar is capable of revising aircraft screc-n positions ten times quicker than prel:ious 

radar technology. Through increasing the use of existing parallel runways, installation of such 

radar would allow for 30 percent capacity expansions without having to invest in new runway 

construction. 

3.3.4 Health Care 

Outlook - Increase over Next Five Years 

Health care construction is very active in the United States, expanding at 14 percent in 1988, with 

growth figures of at least five percent projected well into the next decade. Health expenditures will 

be largest in those states with an expanding elderly communityl. There is a continuing trend to 

locate specialized health care facilities close to the market rattier than within centralized hospitaLs. 

Emergency care facilities, out-patient clinics, dialysis clinics, nursing homes and other facilities are 
widespread, and expenditures in these areas are expected to climb as the population continues to 

age. Retirement communities, congregate housing and life-care communities will also be required 

in increasing numbers in the United States. The conversion of existing buildings to outpatient 

facilities will be common as well 

Construction industry insiders suggest that profit margins may be squeezed in the health care area 

(as in some manufacturing facilities) as large firms such as Marriott and 5-6 others active in health 

care developments, have inrirrtair,  awareness of construction costs, margins and techniques. This 
work is typically private-sector funded, and contracted to firrns specialized in building health care 

facilities. 

1  such as New York, Ohio, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Florida, Texas, California, and Arizona. 
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The Veterans Administration will spend around $US 500 million for general and extended care 
facilities in 1989, as part of a four percent increase in federal health care funding. State and 
municipal health care expendinaes will increase by around six percent in 1989. 

3.3.5 Environmental Construction 
Outlook - Increase over Next Five Years 

Enviro=ental construction is somewhat of a catch-all category. Like the environmental service 
industries, many environmental sub-segments are currently evolving and only now being 
statistically defmed. The environmental areas in general represent potentially enormous 
expenditures and revenues for v/ell-positioned firms. 

It is projected that the Environmental Protection Agency could produce 280 regulations in 1989 
dealing with toxic waste, drinking water, and a wide range of other environmental areas. The 
Environmental Protection Agency's Superfund will spend $US 2 billion on 175 toxic waste 
projects in 1989, a mere fraction of the total leveLs which are expected over the next decade. While 
the Supafwwl has set aside a total of SUS  10.5 billion for toxic cleanup, experts suggest that the 
final cleanup bill will exceed this by a considerable amount This opportunity may be of interest to 
those rqn2clinn firms experienced in the environmental construction area, although insurance and 
litigation matters must be considered. 

In addition, an estimated forty percent of Aaterican communities face growth constraints because 
of sewage facilities and systems which are strained to capacity. It is hoped that recera changes to 
the Clean Water Act will stimnint- expendinaes in this area. In other environmental areas, a 
number of communities arc repairing, cleaning, designing and developing their waterfronts, and 
oppornmities arc felt to exist for qualified Canadian contractors in this area. Certain Canadian 
engineering firms, for example, are winning sizeable waterfront design contracts. 

The asbestos removal scene has been quite active in many regions, with the result being that many 
subcontractors have entered the fray. Environmental areas such as hazardous waste management 
are subject to high risks and problems with liabilities and lawsuits. These are not highly 
recommendod envircxunental opportunities for Canadian firms. Indeed, the risks and insurance 
costs are such that many reputable American firms are staying away from the areas.' Canadian 

'Given the number of reputable U.S. firms staying away, there is some discussion regarding having the federal 
government indemnify contractors against third party claims resulting from the dean-up of Superfluid hazardous 
waste sites, unless gross neg,ligence is involved. 
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firms may aLso likely find its difficult to get bonding and insurance. California is arguably the area 
of highest environmental activity in the nation. The recent strengthening of C-glifornia's South 
Coast Air Qunlity Management Agency, with some 250 bureaucrats in the enforcement group, will 
lead to considerable alterations and expense in building design and operation. Such agencies will 
likely play increasing roles in the future. 

3.3.6 Waste Disposal Systems 

Outlook - hicrease over Nett Five Years 

Sewer expenditures declined in 1988 in line with the decreased levels of housing and commercial 
construction activity and the decline in federal funding for treatment plant construction. Arbund 

$US 9 billion wcwth of sewer construction vras invested in the United States in 1988 - an increase 
of forty percent over 1982 levels, although a decrease from the record expenditure in 1987. 

Federal funds for wastewater construction have declined in recent years and currently amount to 
SUS  1.2 billion (1989 EPA budget) annually. 

Given that an estimated forty percent of all communitks in the country face growth constraints 
because of sewage facilities operating at near capacity, given that the federal government is 
encouraging an upgrading to secondary treannent status, and given that 29 million Americans are 
not served by sevrage treatment facilities at all, it is likely that annual expenditures in this arca will 
show steady increases in the longer terml. Collector and interceptor sewers are two areas in 

particular need, according to the Environmental Protection Agency. 

In the area of funding, sewer (and water) expenditures in the U.S. are publicly funded, with the 
exception of Texas where some privately incorporated water districts have been given public 

franchises. A typical U.S. project would be as envisioned in Seattle, where SUS 500 million will 
be spent to upgrade facilities to secondary treatment status and where funding will come from local 

funds, short-term borrowing, and to a lesser extent state and federal sources. The federal 
government' s Clean Water Act has been recently restructured, replacing direct community grants 
with low-interest revolving loans. The extent to which state and local govertunents support, and 

indeed augment, the new loan program will directly affect the state of the sewage system 
construction segment during the 1990's. 

1Denver is one example of a city in need of substantial sewer expendiures. It is cuzrently upgrading its system at a 
cost of SUS 53 million. 
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such as the Gramm-Rudman budget balancing legislation, have pushed educational building large4 
under the responsibility of states and municipalities. 

According to the American Correctional Association, some SUS 2 billion 3.vill be spent in 1989 by 
public and private groups in order to generate some 43,000 beds in conecticeal facilities. As 
ninety percent of the inmate population is housed in state prisons, the onus for prison capital 
funding is on state governments. Califo rnia, Texas, Michigan, New York and Florida are felt to 
offer particular opportunities in prison construction. 

3.3.9 Military and NASA Construction 
Outlook - Decline over Next Five Years 

Construction in the military segment peaked in 1987 after six years of rapid annual increases. 
Budgetary concerns are expected to impact upon this segment in a strongly negative manner. 
Furthermore, improvements in east-west relations are expected to result in further defence 
reductions. Construction expendinnes on airfields, radar installations, military roads and other 
installations art expected to fall behind inflation during the next several years. Despite budgetary 
decreases, defence and related expenditures will still be substantial (particularly compared to 
Canadian per capita levels), including around SUS 33 billion for military family housing, SUS 
500 million for environmental spending' by the Department of Defence, SUS 250 million for 
repair and cleanup of weapons facilities, and  SUS  1 billion on chemical vieapons disposal plants 
for the army. 

Information on planned federal defence expenditures is available in Construction Programs - DOD 
Budget 9019 1 , including documentation on all defence construction projects on a state-by-state 
basis. The C.Pmdinn Embassy in Washington2  has access to this document and should be 
contacted directly for further information. 

The NASA construction budget, on the other hand, is increasing substantially after the ,virtual halt 
in activity with the 1986 shuttle accident Construction expenditures to maintain the physical assets 
of NASA are projected to increase from SUS 178 million in 1988 to  SUS  260 million in 1989 and 

'the  Department of Energy's aging nuclear vtcapons complex, with leaky  re tors  and long-trglected waste dumps, 
has become a priority for the government and is a potential bonanza for construction firms with experience in these 
areas, and with security .clearance. Some estimates place total expenditures as high as SUS 81 billion over 21 years. 
2contact Brian Oak ai  (202) 785-1400. 
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$US 342 million in 1990. Hawaii, Florida, California, and Mississippi arc prominent states in this 
regard. 

4 
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Form 675 G (5) 
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Table 4 - 1: The Slat« - Population Rankings, Population Growth and Par Capita Incoma 

Population in 100,000 	 Percent Growth in Popul. 	 Per Cap. Income' 
1988 	1980 	1950 	 1980-88 	1950-88 	 1988 

United States 	 2458 	2265 	1513 	 9% 	62% 	 17055 
• 

California 	 282 	237 	106 	 1 9 % 	166% 	 18936 
New York 	 179 	176 	148 	 2% 	 21% 	 20279 • 

Texas 	 168 	142 	77 	 18% 	118% 	 . . 18095 
Florida 	 124 	97 	28 	 28% 	343% 	 14355 

Pennsylvania 	 120 	119 	105 	 1% 	 14% 	 15333 
Illinois 	 115 	114 	87 	 1% 	 32% 18261 • 
Ohio 	 109 	108 	79 	 1% 	 38% 	 16147 
Michigan 	 93 	93 	64 	 0% 	 45% 	 16452 

New Jersey 	 77 	74 	48 	 4% 	 60% 	 20130 
. North Carolina 	 65 	59 	41 • 	 10% 	59% 	 15538 

Georgia 	 64 	55 	34 	 16% 	88% 	 16094 
Virginia 	 60 	53 	33 	 13% 	82% 	 17333 
Massachusetts 	 59 	57 	47 	 4% 	 26% 	 19661 
Indiana 	 56 	55 . 	39 	 2% 	 44% 	 15179 
Missouri 	 51 	49 	40 	 4% 	 28% 	 16471 
Wisconsin 	 49 	4 7 	34 	 4% 	 44% 	 15714 
Tennessee 	 49 	46 	33 	 7% 	 48% 	 14694 
Maryland 	 46 	• 	42 	23 	 10% 	100% 	 16739 
Washington 	 46 	41 	24 	 12% 	92% 	 16957 
Louisiana 	 44 	42 	27 . 	 5% 	 63% 	 16818 
Minnesota 	 43 	41 	30 	 5% 	 43% 	 17674 
Alabama 	 41 	39 	31 	 5% 	 32% 	 13415 
Kentucky 	 37 	37 	29 	 0% 	 28% 	 14324 
South Carolina 	 35 	31 	21 	 13% 	67% 	 12857 

Note: table continued on following page 
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SECTION FOUR: ACTIVITY AND OUTLOOK . BY  REGION 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In a market as large as that of the United States, an appreciation of regional differences in growth, 
unionization levels, wage.s, costs, taxes, and local competitors is essential for firms that are serious 
in their intent to enter the construction market. This Section provides basic information on the 
market size, characteristics and trends of the various regions of the United States. 

Regional Growth 

As discussed in the introduction to this report, the American market encompasses nine regions, 
each of which approaches the population of Canada as a whole. As indicated in Table 2-2 
(opposite page 6), the South and West Regions have enjoyed the highest population growth levels 

during the 1980's. The two divisions of the Northeast Region have the highest Per Capita Gross 

State Product levels, while the divisions of the South Region generally have the lowest levels of 
per capita economic output 

At the individual state level, as described in Table 4-1, California, New York, Texas, Florida and 
Pennsylvania are the five most populous states, while Nevada, Arizona, Florida, Alaska and New 

Hampshire have shown the greatest percent population increases during the 1980's. The District 
of Columbia, Alaska, Wyoming, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts and 
California have the highest levels of per capita gross state product. Table 4-2 presents the regional 

breakdown of construction spending. The figures typically follow population patterns although 

certain individual segments, such as Religious Buildings in the South, vary from what one would 

expect based solely on population. 

Boom Regions 

Information provided by Cognetics Inc to the Wall Street Journal predicts that the fastest growing 

"Boom Towns of the 1990's" will include the following: the Marietta and Roswell region of 
Georgia; the Dallas and Richardson region of Texas; the Troy and Warren area of Michigan; the 
Scottsdale and Sun City region of Arizona; the Newport Beach and Laguna region of California; 

the Herndon and Manassas region of Virginia; the Santa Ana and Costa Mesa area of California; 

the Virginia Beach and Chesapeake arca of Virginia; the East Brunswick area of New Jersey; and 

the Orlando and Kissimmee region of Florida. 

Typically located on the fringes of larger metropolitan areas, these are formerly sleepy towns 

suddenly transformed b-y the infusion of new office parks, numerous small companies, and 
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Table 4-1: The States - Population Rankings, Population Growln and Per Gapita Income 

Population In 100,000 
1988 	1980 	1950 

United States 	 2458 	22 65 	1513  

Percent Growth ln Popul. 
1980-88 	1950-88 

9% 	62%  

Per Cap. Income• 
1988 

1 7 0 5 5 

Arizona 	 35 	27 	7 	 . 	30% 	400% 	 15143 
Oklahoma 	 33 	30 	22 	 10% 	50% 	 15152 
Colorado 	 33 	29 	13 	 14% 	154% 	 17879 
Connecticut 	 32 	31 	20 	 3% 	 80% 	 . 22188 
Iowa 	 28 	29 	26 	 -3% 	8% 	 15714 
Oregon 	 27 	26 	15 	 4% 	 80% 	 15185 
Mississippi 	 28 	25 	22 	 4% 	 18% 	 12308 
Kansas 	 25 	24 	19 	 4% 	 32% 	 16800 
Arkansas. 	 24 	23 	19 	 4% 	 26% 	 13333 
West Virginia 	 19 	20 	20 	 - 5% 	-5% 	 12832 
Utah 	 17 	15 	7 	 13% 	143% 	 14118 
Nebraska 	 16 	1 8 	13 	 0% 	 23% 	 16875 
New Mexico 	 15 	13 	7 	 15% 	114% 	 16000 
Maine 	 12 	11 	9 	 9% 	 33% 	 14167 
New Hampshire 	 11 	9 	5 	 22% 	120% 	 17273 
Nevada 	 11 	8 	2 	 38% 	450% 	 17273 
Hawaii 	 11 	10 	5 	 10% 	120% 	 17273 
Rhode Island 	 10 	9 	8 	 11% 	25% 	 15000 
Idaho 	 10 	9 	8 	 11% 	67% 	 13000 
Montana 	 8 	8 	6 	 0% 	 33% 	 15000 
North Dakota 	 7 	7 	6 	 o% 	 17% 	 15714 
South Dakota 	 7 	7 	7 	 0% 	 0% 	 14286 
Delaware 	 7 	8 	3 	 17% 	133% 	 17143 
Vermont 	 6 	5 	4 	 20% 	50% 	 15000 
Washington, D.C. 	 6 	6 	8 	 0% 	-25% 	 48333 
Wyoming 	 5 	5 	3 	 0% 	 67% 	 24000 
Alaska 	 5 	4 	1 . 	 25% 	400% 	 40000'  

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census; July, 1988. 
*Income dellned as gross state product 



thousands of new employees. The trend toward expansion of these "exurban job centres" is 
expected to continue through the 1990's as improved telecommunication systems, congestion, and 
a myriad of other factors combine to minimize the importance of location, and to make remote 
spots increasingly convenient for entrepreneurs. 

lime Magazine, in a February 1989 issue, discussed the trend toward "second tier" cities, wherein 
an increasin number of refugees as well as Americans are choosing to  seule in cities of a size large 
enough to be economically and culturally alive yet manageable enough to avoid urban blight The 
population typically ranges from 150,000 to around a half-million residents. The cities combine 
good jobs, affordable housing, relatively low crime and a lack of pretension - indeed many of these 
cities were formerly considered ugly ducklings. These cities are often overshadowed by larger 
cities in the state, even though some, such as Columbus, have generated 100,000 new jobs during 
the 1980's. In the article Tune described the ten hottest "second tier" cities as being: St Paul, 
Minnesota; Birmingham, Alabama; Portland, Oregon; Fort Worth, Texas; Orlando, Florida; 
Sacramento, California; Providence, Rhode Island; Charlotte, North Carolina; Columbus, Ohio; 
and Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

A smdy published in the annual report of the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development 
Commission projects the fastest growing job markets during the 1988-1992 period to be in order; 
Sacramento, San Diego, Tâmpa, Riverside, Phoenix, Fort Lauderdale, San Jose, Anaheim, D.C., 
Oakland, Atlanta, Norfolk, Miami, Seattle, Nassau County, San Antonio and Boston_ 

The following pages examine the construction market trends and characteristics for, in order, the 
West, South, Midwest and Northeast Regions. During the course of the study, we have 
encountered varibus random items on particular American cities. As some of these may be of 
interest to Canadian firms, we have included them in this Section, under the heading of city notes. 
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4.2 WEST REGION 
Mountain Division Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, Arizona, N.Merico, Nevada 
Pacific Division 	California, Oregon, Washington, Alaska, Hawaii 

The western states are attractive areas for contractors for a number of reasons. As indicated in 
Tables 1-2 and 4-1, they have seen the most'  rapid population increases of any American area 
during the 1980's, with four states - Nevada, Arizona, California and Alaska - ranking among the 
ten fastest growing states in the country. Population increases throug,h the year 2010 are projected 
to range up to forty percent Residents of Texas, Hong Kong, Mexico and other areas enter the 
state at an annual rate of some 300,000 people. States of the Mountain Division also have low 
unionization levels and consequently offer the third lowest wages of the nine divisions in the 
United States. In addition to being rapidly growing, the largest state in the Region, California, 
offers a construction market which approximates the size of the rqmdinn market - current 
projections for 1989 indicate SUS 43 billion 1  worth of new construction in California. 

In public work r  construction, the region is an earthquake sensitive zone and a considerable volume 
of related construction is anticipated. For example, Salt Lake City  recently completed a $30 million 
retrofitting of its municipal building with base iiolators. Seismic isolation such as this is expected 
to become quite common in bridges with spans of over three hundred feet 

Many western states, particularly California and Arizona, have vrater-related concerns and have 
directed significant expenditures toward irrigation, dams, and water movement projects2. Pumping 
of groundwater currently accounts for 60 percent of California's water needs, versus a more 
common level of 40 percent for other regions. Future droughts in California and surrounding 
states would lead to increased construc tion spending on dams, reservoirs and water transport. 
Canadian firms experienced in watcr-related construction may wish to pursue jobs in this region - 
the region's population, wealth, and increasing water needs3  suggest that activity will  be high for 
decades to come. 

'comprising roughly 60 percent residential buildings (about ten percent of this sixty percent is for alterations and 
additions), 30 percent nonresidential buildings, and 10 percent lnavy constriction expenditures. 
2this is also true of many states in the Southern Region 
3While the public may be capable of restraining water consumption somewhat, industrial restraints may be more 
difficult. Technologically-based firms in the Silicon Valley are high water consumers for use on circuit boards and 
other components. 
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Table 4 • 2: Regional Construction Spending in 1987 by Segment 

All Regions 	 Northeast 	Midwest 	South 	West 
$ ten million 	 $ Ian million 	$ len million 	$ fen million 	$ Ion million 
Tolal in '87 	 Total in '87 	Total In '87 	Total in 17 	Total in '87 

Total Private Nonresidential 	 91 99 	 1  966 	2 0 08 	321  2 	1  994  
Industrial: 	 1371 	 293 	 384 	 442 	 253 
- manufacturing plants 	 1181 	 218 	 334 	 405 	 228 
• other industrial buildings 	 190 	 77 	 50 	 37 	 27 

011ica 	 2843 	 724 	 502 	 878 	 542 
Hotels and Mdels 	 738 	 126 	 128 	- 	230 	 257 
Other Commerdal: 	 2902 	 490 	 882 	 1069 	 681 

- retailliservice value>$1million 	 1315 	 223 	 280 	 534 	 278 
• relailitatervice value<81mMion 	 789 	 123 	 208 	 288 	 155 
• commercial warehouses 	 583 	 81 	 142 	 180 	 180 
• other commercial buildings 	 234 	 83 	 54 	 89 	 48 

Religious 	 275 	 27 	• 83 	 121 	 84 
Educational 	 344 	 105 	 52 	 130 	 58 
Hospital and Ins1Nutional: 	 804 	 170 	 135 	 207 	 92 

• hospitals, clinics, Infirmaries 	 433 	 138 	 86 	 150 	 80 
- nursing  homes,  rest homes, oth« 	 170 	 32 	 60 	 57 	 32 

Miscellaneous Private Nonresidential 	 324 	 52 	 84 	 138 	 70 

Total Slate end Local Public Constr , 	6096 	 1108 	1362 	2233 	1374   
Buildings: 	 2038 	 381 	 454, 	 721 	 600 
housing and redevelopment 	 108 	 32 	 20 	 33 	 21 
educational: 	 883 	 131 	 210 	 334 	 200 
- primary  and secondary  schools 	 829 	 102 	 132 	 237 	 158 
• higher educations) facilities 	 190 	 19 	 71 	 71 	 39 
- other educational facilities 

	

	 56 	 10 	 17 • 	28 	 3 . 
hospital 	 117 	 24 	 22 	 58 	 13 
olher buildings: 	 929 	 174 	 193 	 208 	 287 
- general administration 	 195 	 35 	 41 	 77 	 42 
- police, Ike, and corredional 	 283 	 39 	 58 	 56 	 111 
• miscellaneous other buildings 	 471 	 100 	 94 	 183 	 114 

Nonbuilding: 	 4080 	 747 	 928 	 1611 	 873 
Highwais and Streets: 	 2233 	 418 	 503 	 871 	 441 
- roads 	 1821 	 332 	 406 	 701 	 382 
- bridges, overpasses. and tunnels 	 412 	 87 	 97 	 169 	 60 

' Conservation and Development 	 120 	 11 	 11 	 48 	 62 
Sewer Systems: 	 884 	 177 	 266 	 205 	 156 

- treatment plants 	 510 	 100 	 158 	 183 	 70 
- lines 	 153 	 31 	 37 	 50 	 35  
- other sewer-related 	 221 	 46 	 81 	 82 	 51 

Water Supply Facilities 	 380 	 48• 	88 	 158 	 88 
Miscellaneous Nonbultding Construdion 	483 	 93 	 93 	 141 	 138 
- amusement and recreational facility 	 78 	 11 	 20 	 28 	 10 
- power generating facilities 	 182 	 32 	 31 	 51 	 48 
- other 	 207 	 50 	 42 	 84 	 69 

Source:  U.S. Deparlment of Commerce. Bureau of the Census; July, 1988. 
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In terms of office  construction,  the region's cities have vacancy rates similar to the national 
average, although Sacramento and Honolulu have particularly low vacancy rates. Office vacancy 
rates peaked at 20 percent in 1986, well above the 13 percent level necessary to maintain rental 
rates. It is expected to take into the early-1990's until office construction reaches substantive 

activity levels. Canadian firms should be aware that anti-development policies in the Northeast and 

Pacific states (particularly California) are increasingly prevalent and may inhibit new construction 

in many segments. San Francisco, for example, has a one-year old growth cap in place, and no 

new office buildings were approval in 1988. As a result, nearby Sacramento and the Central 
Valley have become active markets for new office construction. Tightening environmental 
standards in California are creating construction requirements for various manufacturing industries, 

creating opportunities for environmental construc tion firms. 

The region's cities generally have industrial vacancy rates higher than the national average, with the 

exception of Portland and Seattle which have very low rates. As indicated in Table 4-3, nursing 

homes and educational facilities have been active areas, while power facilities and small  retail 
buildings are among the slow growth areas. Southern California and the surrounding states have 
the largest concentration of manufacturing enterprises in the nation, with food, apparel, aerospace, 
defence, electronics, chemical, and other high technology manufacturing being amongst the 
dominant industries. 

Milling and processing of copper in Arizona and gold in Nevada and California has been revitalized 
in the past year and Canadian firms may wish to investigate related construction activity. While 
California has considerable oil production and refining capacity, it nonetheless imports large 

amounts of Canadian energy and there is some discussion regarding natural gas pipeline 

construction from Alberta to California. Relevant C%Tmdinn contractors should stay abreast of 

these developments via the Alberta government, TransCd2 Pipelines and other sources. 

As discussed in more detail in Section Six, the states in the Mountain Division are generally low 

union areas - most of the division's states have construction unionization rates estimated in the 10- 

20 percent range. With the close correlation between unioniaztion levels and vrage rates, the 

weekly wages of construction workers in the mountain states averaged around  SUS 400 in 1987, 

the third lowest level amongst the nine divisions. 
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However, the Pacific states, particularly California, are quite highly unioniud in the construction 
industry and average weekly wages in 1987 were in the $US 500 range. Considering the high 
unionization levels, labour relations are described as fairly smooth by industry insiders - certainly 
less fractious than, for example, in New York and other Northeast states. 

Western Region City Notes 

Albuquerque, New Mexico was identified  above as one of the ten hottest areas for development in 
the nation, and office buildings, hotels, cultural centres, industrial facilities, and retail spaces are 
being added to the region. The quality of life in the region, combined with the diversified economy 
which is being developed, cause the Wharton and Chase Econometric Services to project 
Albuquerque to be among the nation's fastest growing cities through the year 2020. 

Seattle, hit by Boeing layoffs and slowdowns in the timber industry during the past few years, has 
rebounded with strong growth in a wide range of new industries. Both Seattle and nearby 
Portland have developed strong high technology, logging, shipping (Seattle) and public sectors 
during recent years. Partly fueled by the bulging order books of Boeing, and quality-of-life 
inflows from other states, the region is projecting strong population growth for several years to 
come. 

Recent major construction préjects in California have included a $US 75 million printing plant in 
Los Angeles, a $US 50 million biomass plant in Fresno County, a SUS  55 million sewage 
treamrent plant in Sacramento Cotuity, and a $US 40 million saw mill cogeneration project in 
Shasta County. 

The Tucson and Phoenix regions have been overbuilt in recent years in the residential and 
commercial segments and will likely see reduced activity tmtil the excess is absorbai The San 
Diego region has enjoyed high activity in manufacturing because of its proximity to the 
"maquiladora" (cheap-labour assembly) operations in the border towns of Mexico. San Diego has 
also become a centre for university medical research. Los Vegas has become a very active market 
in recent years, experiencing growth as a retirement community and as a distribution centre. 
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Table 4-3: Five-Year Construction Trends in the West  (1983 to 1987) 

Highest Private Growth Segments 
Private Educational Buildings 	 +195% 
Nursing and Rest Homes 	 +191% 
Commercial Warehouses 	 +143% 

Highest Public Growth Segments 
Police, Fire, Correctional, Other Public Buildings 	 +226% 
Public Eligher Educational Buildings 	 +144% 
General Administration Buildings 	 +133% 

Lowest Private Growth Segments 
Retail and Service Buildings Value Below $1 million 	 -38% 
Other Industrial Buildings 	 -36% 
Manufacturing Plants 	 -13% 

Lowest Public Growth Segments 
Other Public Educational Facilities 
Public Power Generating Facilities 
Public Housing and Redevelopment 

-80% 
-65% 
-42% 

Table 4-4: Five-Year Construction  Trends in the South (1983 to 1987) 

Highest Private Growth Segments 
Private Educational Buildings 
Retail and Service Buildings Value Above $1 million 
Other Commercial Buildings 

Highest Public Growth Segments 
Sewage Treatment Plants 
Amusement and Recreational Facilities 
Other Educational Facilities 

+150% 
+113% 

+60% 

+161% 
+160% 
+136% 

Lowest Private Growth Segments 
Other Industrial Buildings 	 -38% 
Manufacturing Plants 	 -30% 
Hospitals, Clinics, Infirmaries 	 -21% 

Lowest Public Growth Segments 
Housing and Redevelopment 	 -44% 
Hospitals 	 -28% 
Police, Fire, Correctional, Other Public Buildings 	 -8% 

note: This table illustrates the fastest and slowest growing construction segments as measured by 
the difference in construction expenditure in 1983 versus 1987. 
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce; Bureau of the Census; July, 1988 

note: This table illustrates the fastest and slowest growing construc tion segments as measured by 
the difference in construction expenditure in 1983 versus 1987. 
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce; Bureau of the Census; July, 1988  



4.3 SOUTH REGION 

S-Atlantic Division 	Delaware, D.C. Maryland, Carolina's, Virginia's, Florida, Georgia 

E-S Central Division  Alabama, Kentucky, Mississippi, Tennessee 

1V-S Central Division Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana 

The South Region, with 13 percent population growth during the 1980's, ranks second in the 
U.S., just behind the West Region's 17 percent growth level. Construction prospects in the 
southern states are generally felt to be quite strong, although some areas are axtempting to moderate 

their growth levels. 

For exanrple, the state of Florida - which has been increasing in population by about 900 residents 

per day (three percent annually) for some time - has been a popular aita for Canadian construction 

firms in the past. In response to the state's rapid, and some would say uncontrolled, growth, the 

Florida Grol.vth Management Act was passed in 1985 and its effect is starting to be felt The Act 

required 67 counties m submit five-year development plans and is aimed at restoring soMe control 

to the state's construction and deve.lopment activity by Prohibiting construction until adequate 

infrastructure à in place. While the Act may slow certain types of construction, experts feel that 

the rapid growth of the state will nonetheless force significant  future  expenditures on water, 

wastewater, t0XiC cleanup, and solid waste projects. 

Arno.  ngst other states in the South Region, Tennessee has enjoyed strong industrial growth during 

recent years and is projecting significant expenditures on new highway construction, and on repair 

of existing highways to service the new industrial belt in the state's midsection. In Texas, 

economic activity will likely remain weak, given the poor outlook for oil and gas exploration and 

drilling. National drilling rig counts in 1989 totalled around 900, compared to a peak level of 4000 

in the early-1980's. The majority of these rigs are located in Texas, and the degree of the decline 

provides a good indication of how far the Texas economy has fallen since early in the decade. 

Recovery may take several years. 

Table 4-4 highlights certain non-residential construction areas of high and low activity in the South 

Region during the five-year period to 1987. As in the West, construction of educational facilities 

was active during this period, while industrial building was a low growth segment. The South had 
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Table 4-5: Five-Year Construction Trends in the Midwest (1983 to 1987) 

Highest Private Growth Segments 
Other Commercial Buildings 	 +350% 
Retail and Service Buildings Value Above $1 million 	 +254% 
Manufacturing  Plants. 	 +100% 

Highest Public Growth Segments 
Primary and Secondary Schools 	 +164% 
Sewage Treatment Plants 	 +151% 
fligher Educational Facilities 	 +137% 

Lowest Private Growth Segments 
HospitaLs, Clinics, Infirmaries 
Other Industrial Buildings 
Religious Buildings 

Lowest Public Growth Segments 
Hospitals 
Housing and Redevelopment 
Bridges, Overpasses and Tunnels 

-41% 
+6% 

+21% 

-21% 
-13% 

-9% 

note: This table illustrates the fastest and slowest growing construction segments as meastited by 
the difference in construction expenditure in 1983 versus 1987. 
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce; Bureau of the Census; July, 1988  

Table 4-6: Five-Year Construction Trends in the Northeast (1983 to 1987) 

Highest Private Growth Segments 
Other Commercial Buildings 	 +473% 
Retail and Service Buildings Value Above $1 million 	 +254% 
Religious Buildings 	 +238% 

Highest Public Growth Segments 
General Administration Buildings 
Power Generating Facilities 
Sewage Treatment Plants 

Lowest Private Growth Segments 
Nursing and Rest Homes 
Hospitals, Clinics, Infirmaries 
Hotels and Motels 

+169% 
+167% 
+138% 

-3% 
+7% 

+47% 

Lowest Public Growth Segments 
Fllgher Educational Facilities 	 -37% 
Amusement and Recreational Facilities 	 -21% 
Housing and Redevelopment 	 0% 

note: This table illustrates the fastest and slowest growing construc tion segments as measured by 
the difference in construction expenditure in 1983 versus 1987. 
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce; Bureau of the Census; July, 1988  



1998, an increase of 146 percent. The booming service economy, the influx of Northem 
companies to the South, the moderaœ cost of living, and technological advances such as fax and 
personal computers have led to the growth in the arca. The nearby Atlanta region will aLso 
continue to see large growth in population and employment - the Atlanta Regional Commission 
projects a tripling in employMent in Atlanta between 1980 and 2010. 

While most Texas regions have experienced'  reduced activity in line with the weakness in oil prices, 
some construction industry insiders expressed the opinion that the concept of contrarian investing 
may become more popular. What this suggests is that firms would buy into a market at the bottom 
in anticipation of an eventual rebound, rather than entering strong  markets  at high prices and 
competition. Regions such as Texas naay be affected by such a trend. 

4.4 MIDWEST REGION 

E-N Central Division 	Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin 
W-N Central Division 	Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, N&S Dakota 

Table 4-5 highlights certain non-residential  construction  areas of high and low activity in the 

Midwest Region during the five-year period to 1987. Commercial buildings, schools and sewage 

facilities have seen rapid growth, while hospitaLs and housing developments have been slow 

growth segments. 

The region contains a mix of industrial and agricultural states. The industrial states (Indiana, Ohio, 

Michigan and Illinois) are quite highly unionized in construction, while the W-N Central states, 

with  the exception of Missouri, are not highly unionizzd. The states in this region have shown 

virtually no population growth during the 1980's. Indeed, the two divisions in this region rank 

first and second amongst the nation's slowest growing divisions during the 1980's. 

The industrial states are expected to show some mocierate economic growth and increased 

construction activity through the early 1990's stemming from the revival of manufacturing output 

and plant investment. Wisconsin is quite typical of states in this Region - plant closings cost the 

state SOMC 90,000 jobs during the 1980 to 1984 period, while revival in small manufacturing 

companies have resulted in almost 30,000 jobs being added in the state during the 1984 to 1988 

period. The state is an active producer of machinery and also a major producer of dairy products 
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and forest products. 111inOis is a prominent industrial player in the U S , ranking first among the 
states in industrial output (appliances, televisions, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals), third in retail 
consumption, and housing forty of the Fortune Top 500 firms. Missouri is also a significant 
industrial presence, being dominant in the production of automobiles, beer, defence products, 
machinery, apparel  and  processed food. 

The region projects fairly strong office construction during the early-1990's, particularly if vacancy 
rates fall to the expected 12 percent level which would allow rental rates to rise. 

Midwest Region City Notes 

Troy, Michigan which sits eighteen miles north of Detroit has benefitted from the changes which 
have affected Detroit riming the past decade. Many companies have left Detroit and established in 
Troy. Auto makers in a leaner environment depend more on outside companies and many of these 
have emerged in Troy. As a result, the city  bas  been amongst the fastest growing regions in the 
country since 1983, and will be amongst the ten fastest growing employment creators during the 
rest of the century. The construction is primarily in light nrumfAaturing facilities and offices for 
engineering and other professional service companies. Dayton, Ohio has also demonstrated strong 
growth in recent years. The city which was formerly dominated by tires and heavy manufacturing 
has undergone an entrepreneurial recovery and has ccparxied its industrial economy with machine 
and tool makers, printing companies, and electronics and precisions instrumentation 
manufacturers. 

4.5 NORTHEAST REGION 
New England Division 	Connecticut, Maine, Mass, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont 
Mid-Atlantic Division 	New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania 

The Northeast region enjoyed exceptional growdi during most of the 1980's, as evidenced by the 
grovnh in spending levels of the state govenmients. During the six-year period leading up to 
1988, for example, state spending in the country as a whole increased by 52 percent, while 
increases in Northeastern states ranged from 66 percent in Massachusetts to 91 percent in Maine. 

However, the regional economy slowed considerably during 1989. This slowdown, combined 
with the high state spending and state tax reductions during the 1982-1988 period, has constrained 
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the current fiscal position of many states and state government spending will be reduced during the 
next few years in response to these constraints. 

Private spending in the region à expected to increase in certain segments. For example, most 
states in the northeast region project increasing levels of office construction in the early-1990's, as 
the region's current office vacancy rate of 13 percent approaches the structural  rate of 9-10 percent 
by 1991. The commercial market, including hotels and offices, is quite tight in the Northeast, 
rental rates arc high, and these segments will likely see some activity during the coming years. As 
Mewed in Table 4-6, commercial buildings and many public areas have seen strong growth, 
while nursing homes and educational facilities have been low growth segments. Severdl Maritime-

Canada companies have been active in supplying stone, old-fashioned brick, and other 

construction materiaLs to the New England states, and Canadian materials have developed an 

excellent reputation in the region. This may represent a potential entry point for Maritime 

contractors. 

In addition to being more unionized than other U.S. regions, it is aLso felt that the Northeast 

Region has a higher "social" orientation in tendering contracts. For example, 10 percent of future 

construction jobs in the Boston area must go to females. The minority set-aside requirement is a 

significant issue in the region, although less so in the states of Maine and Vermont which have few 

minorities. 

The New England states have a highly fragmented government structure. For example, in a region 

the size of New Brunswick, there are 93 electric utilhies. In the Boston metropolitan area alone, 

there are 92 indivirluntly managed towns with their own govermnents and regulations. Thus, 

while the rqn2riintt C.onsulair advises that Canadian construction firms "get serious and get hungry 
in this region", they aLso advise adopting local parmerships with local knowledge as being integral 
to successful penetration. 

Northeast Region City Notes 
The most active area in the Northeast encompasses the Nashua and Manchester vicinity in New 

Hampshire, the Portland area in Maine, and Salem and Boston in Massachusetts. The legacy of 

Tip O'Neill is being felt in Boston with a series of massive infrastructure projects due to start in 

1989/1990. The building of a third harbour tunnel, the depressing of the central road artery, and 

the cleaning of Boston harbour will total an estimated $US 13 billion. The spinoffs from these 
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projects will be substantial and extend beyond the city of Boston.  The Boston area is also the 
"health care capital" of the United States, featuring nine medical schools, 45 teaching hospitals, 
and an estimated one-half of the nation's medical research expenditures - it will benefit from 
increased long-term health care spending. In addition to these projects, CRTmlian developer, 
Robert Campeau, is projecting SUS 500 million worth of shopping centre related construction in 
the downtown core of Bostonl. As discussed in the Penetrating the United States section, 
Cnnerli2n firms aligned with renpi4i2n developers and architects would likely have an advantage in 
entering the market 

The Boston region is highly unionized. Indeed the entire Northeast region, as discussed in the 
next section, has the highest unionization rate amongst the nation's construction workers and (at 
SUS 520 weekly in 1987) also has the highest construction wage rates in the country. In the 1988 

electicm, a referendtmi question in Boston decided that all government construc tion jobs must go to 
firms paying "prevailing wages", which essentially means union-level wages. Typically, projects 
in the southern regions of Boston go to Irish-dominated firms, while work in the Roxbury area is 
dominated by firms managed by, and employing, blacks. As one source suggested, contractors 
bidding in South Boston are "okay if named O'Malley, but out of luck if named Malley 0". Local 
nuances such as these  are  common in most American cities, suggesting that firms best visit and 
learn about the region before investing money in it 

The Boston Redevelopment Authority controls the building permit aspects of construction in the 
city. The Authority has tight control over this process and are active in requiring projects to be 
further set back from the street, to develop low income property as part of the approval condition, 
and in placing other requirements upon developers. In making such demands, the BRA largely 
reflects the region's desires - the region is highly politicized, environmental lobbies are strong, 
environmental standards are high, energy is short and energy efficiency thus a prominent issue, 

1The impact of recent organizational changes upon this development, if any, is not yet known. 
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SECTION FIVE: LABOUR AND UNIONIZATION ISSUES 

5.1 BACKGROUND 
Total construction ùidustry employment reached a record  51 million employees in 1988 and 
probably would have been greater had there not been labour shortages in some of the strongest 
construction markets. While industry employment has reached record levels, it is anticipated that 
labour issues will increase in importance as availability becomes more of a concerti. According to 
the Construction Labour Research Council, the U.S. construction market must attract 210,000 new 
construction workers per year throug,h the next decade, and it will become increasingly difficult to 
meet this level given the declining number of people in the 18-24 year age bracket. Furthermore, 
craftspeople are aging and difficult to replace - as expressed by the President of a major contractor, 
"skilled craftsmen are almost all in their fifties and the younger workers don't take pride in their 
work". 

While labour shortage is a concern in its own right, it is aLso proven that times of full employment 
lead to increased grievances 1  and labour friction. The shortage of manpower reduces the quality of 
labourer, and, furthermore, a vibrant economy provides more alternative jobsites for labourers and 
allows them to act more aggressively with existing employers. 

The Council  estimâtes  that the growth in the replacement needs of the industry exceed growth in 
labour supply by almost three-fold. As the supply of new workers decreases, wages will increase, 
as will  expenditures on education and training In response to the increasing concerti regarding 
future labour availability, repnesentatives of thirty leading construction associations have formed an 
organization known as Workforce 2000. The main orientation of the Workforce is to address 
recruitment, image and training issues in an organized manier. 

5.2 UNIONIZATION TRENDS 
Unionization in most American industries has diminished significantly during the past three 
decades. In 1955, approximately a third of the U.S. labour force belonged to a union; the figure 
has dropped to around seventeen percent in 1987, or approximately one-half of former levels. 
Canadian unionization rates are higher than those in the U.S. - a fairly steady thirty percent of the 

Canadian civilian labour force belonged to unions in 1987. 

'Labour grievances in the United States are resolved through four steps: the union meeting with the contractom the 
Association intervening to assist if possible: a joint arbitration  board  conducting a hearing; and, if still not resolved, 
the National Labour Relations Board being called in to resolve the grievance. 



a." 

The unionization decline in the United States has primarily resulted from the structural shift in the 
economy from manufacturing to the service industries, where workers have traditionally been 
difficult to organize into union groups. International competition has also contributed to the 
waning of unions, as highly unionized industries such as steel and automobile manufactaning have 
suffered the brunt of competition from Asian countties. In addition, the advent of unfair dismissal 
laws and unemployment benefits have reduced the perceived benefits of, and need for, union 
membership. 

In line with the overall American trend, unionization in the U.S. construction sector has declined 
from almost one-half of construction workers in 1966 to amund one-quarter in 1988. The sharp 
declines have occurred in all regions, save the Midwest, where construction unionization has 
declined only slightly. Estimates of the Associated Builders and Contractors suggest that open 
shop arrangements have climbed from twenty percent market share in 1969 to around seventy 

percent of all nonresidential construction' in 1989. Information from the U.S. Bureau of Labour 

indicates that 21 percent of construction employees were union members in 1987. It is felt that the 

unionization decline has pretty well "run its course" as of 1989, and that hardcore union regions 

such as New York City, Boston, Philadelphia and San Francisco are unlikely to decline further. 

The unionization decline has been most noticeable in the highly-cbmpetitive commercial building 

• segment. 

There are a number of factors which explain the decline in construction industry unionization. 

Right-to-work laws, implemented by several states, allow those covered by collective bargaining 

agreements to choose not to be members of a union. As a result, estimates for the rate of collective 

bargaining coverage are higher than those for the rate of union coverage. It is also estimated that 

one-half of construction union members actually work in the nonunion sector, with Northeast and 

Midwest Region union members being most likely to work in non-union projects. 

The increased productivity, and reduced costs of non-union contractors have also caused the 

dramatic decline in union market share. According to certain U.S. contmctors, non-union fi rms 

are capable of shorter work schedules and face lower risks of stoppage. Non-union firms often 

have a tacit agreement with workers that they will be kept on after project completion and re-

deployed elsewhere. Union firms generally hire temporary workers on a project-by-project basis 

from the union hall. 

1Residential construction is typically 95 percent non-union. 
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Table 5 - 1: Construction Unionization, Employment, and Wages In 1987 by Region 

Cons Empl Approx Union 	Weekly Wages of Construction Employees by Type of Construction 
eousands 	of cons empi Ail Constr 	Res.Bidg Nonresedg RoadCcns Infrastr. Other Heavy 

United  States 	 4005 	2 4 % 	445 	398 	497 	503 	478 	530 

Northeast Region 	1028 	>40% 	-520 	-440 	-600 	-610 	-600 	-700 
New England Division 	318 	>40% 	-510 	-480 	-590 	-620 	-580 	-680 
Connecticut 	 77 	>40% 	560 	558 	645 	720 	588 	881 
Maine 	 32 	>40% 	387 	306 	504 	445 	451 	522 
Massachusetts 	 135 	>40% 	514 	477 	598 	822 	803 	740 
New Hampshire 	 37 	>40% 	426 	401 	500 	551 	480 	518 
Rhode island 	 20 	>40% 	438 	371 	556 	582 	585 	555 
Vermont 	 17 	>40% 	358 	322 	386 	462 	453 	498 
Mid-Atlantic Division 	710 	>40% 	-520 	-420 	-600 	-600 	-610 	-710 
New Jersey 	 164 	>40% 	555 	514 	640 	612 	668 	758 
New York 	 326 	>40% 	535 	420 	620 	618 	617 	703 
Pennsylvania 	 218 	>40% 	462 	358 	514 	530 	517 	692 

Midwest Region 	 970 	-30% 	-470 	-420 	-550 	-610 	-670 	-550 
E-N Central Division 	664 	>40% 	-480 	-440 	-550 	-640 	-600 	-580 
Illinois 	 196 	>40% 	555 	503 	802 	682 	671 	596 
Indiana 	 98 	>40% 	434 	317 	492 	552 	472 	494 
Michigan 	 122 	>40% 	500 	412 	. 556 	629 ' 	581 	560 
Ohio 	 178 	>40% 	444 	351 	495 	590 	505 	555 
Wisconsin 	 72 	>40% 	449 	327 	510 	616 	567 	497 
W-N Central Division 	306 	15%-20% 	-450 	-370 	-550 	-540 	-480 	-490 
Iowa 	 36 	10%-20% 	382 	205 	428 	454 	417 	373 
Kansas 	 45 	10%-20% 	410 	338 	427 	468 	434 	487 
Minnesota 	 80 	10%-20% 	508 	404 	575 	605 	534 	541 
Missouri 	 99 	>40% 	460 	365 	543 	528 	469 	461 
Nebraska 	 25 	10%-20% 	370 	311 	451 	429 	436 	433 
North Dakota 	 11 	10%-20% 	378 	na 	366 	492 	427 	526 
South Dakota 	 10 	10%-20% 	330 	280 	333 	413 	391 	338 

Note: Table continued on following 



Government wage legislation, such as the Davis-Bacon Act (Section Seven) for federal projects, 
have tended to result in union contractors capturing higher shares of public projects than of private 
projects'. As a result, the slower growth in public expenditures since the early-1970's has also 
been a factor behind the decreasing market share of union contractors. 

To counter the declining unionization trend and to diversify risks, many (forrneriy union) firms 
have adopted a "double breasting strategy" wherein they own both union and non-union 
contractors in the same region. For example, J.A. Jones of North Carolina (owned by Holtzmann 
in Germany) controls both Tompkins (union) and Tiber (non-union) in the Maryland-DC region. 

There is =ready anti double-breasting legislation pending in Congress which would outlaw such 
practices. However, such legislation has been introduced in several previous sessions and 
opinions are mixed regarding its chances of becoming law. 

Construction union wages and benefits grew rapidly during the 1970's, and wage gaps as high as 
60 percent provided contractors with an increasing incentive to replace union labour with non-

union labour2. The gap in productivity which had traditionally favoured union labour over non-

union labour in the construction sector is felt to have disappeared during the decade follovving 

1972, as non-union labour became better trained aid more experienced in large-scale projects. At 

the same time, union labour hiring became less efficient and of a smaller scale3. 

Table 5-1 presents an array of  construction information, including estimated tmionization levels by 

state, and wage levels by state and segment As indicated, the New England, Mid-Atlantic, and 

East-North Central divisions are the most highly =ionized in the construction sector. While no 

official construction union figures are kept by state, it is estimated that about forty percent of the 

construction labour in these states is unionized. In addition to these regions, Delaware, Missouri, 

iThe Associated General Contractors Collective Bargaining Services Sin-vey, produced in 1988, indicated that 47 
percent of the work performed by firms operating under collective bargaining agreements was for the public sector. 
Table 3-2 indicates that only 20 percent of new construction in 1988 was in the public domain. About 90 percent of 
the respondents also indicated that they had lost market share to open shop contractors, and almost 60 percent 
envisioned a continued decline in the utilization of union labour. 
2The danger of being priced out of the market has tr ought smaller union settlements during the lare-1970's  and 
1980's. 
31n a 1988 sm-vey, collective bargaining contractors indicated that in order m become more competitive they would 
be willing to modify fringe benefit payment clauses and to loosen restrictive subcontracting and work mile clauses, 
overtime and make-up day provisions, and restrictions on allowing contracmrs the freak:en  to move workers m 
different jobs and localities. There is also a trend toward multiyear collective bargaining contracts ,  with three-year 
agreements being the most common. 
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Table 5-1: Construction Unionization, Employment, and Wages In 1987 by Region 

United Stales 

Cons Empi Approx Union 	Weekly Wages of Construction Employees by Type of Construction 
thousands 	of cons empi All Constr 	Res.Bldg Nonres.BIdg RoadCons infrastr. Other Heavy 

4905 	24% 	445 	398 	497 	503 	478 	530 

South Region 	 1887 	10%-15% 	-380 	-360 	-420 	-400 	-400 	-430 
South Atlantic Division 	1128 	-15% 	-380 	-380 	-430 	-390 	•390 	-440 
Delaware 	 20 	>40% 	387 	305 	na 	393 	379 	654 
Washington, D.C. 	 15 	>40% 	475. 	423 	527 	551 	532 	833 
Maryland 	 151 	>40% 	438 	424 	571 	476 	433 	508 
Florida 	 159 	<10% 	339 	386 	426 	401 	383 	442 
Georgia 	 86 ' 	<10% 	343 	379 	434 	396 	414 	442 
North Carolina 	 183 	<10% 	392 	307 	406 	368 	387 	338 
South Carolina 	 24 	<10% 	400 	282 	457 	344 	389 	342 
Virginia 	 339 	<10% 	370 	378 	443 	407 	404 	421 
West Virginia 	' 	 151 	<10% 	391 	255 	441 	512 	473 	446 
E-S Central Division 	266 	<10% 	-360 	-300 	-410 	-440 	-300 	-420 
Tennessee 	 75 	<10% 	352 	311 . 	429 	419 	377 	451 
Mississippi 	 82 	<10% 	366 	233 	355 	330 	332 	388 
Alabama 	 34 	<10% 	318 	281 	- 422 	362 	448 	396 
Kentucky 	 95 	<10% 	375 	287 	401 	485 	384 	401 
W-S Central Division 	403 	-15% 	-400 	-310 	-410 	-380 	-450 	-390 
Arkansas 	 34 	. <10% 	326 	261 	345 	359 	348 	354 
Louisiana 	 34 	15%-25% 	372 	296 	410 	374 	421 	467 
Oklahoma 	 344 	15%-25% 	409 	307 	400 	388 	466 	363 
Texas 	 81 	<10% 	389 	382 	424 	381 	416 	526 

West Region 	 1024 	-30% 	-470 	-430 	-600 	-800 	-640 	-600 
Mountain Division 	. 202 	-15% 	-400 	-400 	-470 	-400 	-430 	-550 
Arizona 	 66 	10%-20% 	438 	395 	482 	504 	407 	564 
New Mexico 	 14 	10%-20% 	418 	272 	385 	377 	325 	431 
Colorado 	 0 	10%-20% 	396 	391 	523 	521 	465 	551 

• Idaho 	 27 	10%-20% 	384 	293 	393 	480 	415 	702 
Montana 	 11 	10%-20% 	414 	281 	na 	509 	488 	486 
Utah • 	 103 	15%•25% 	393 	282 	483 	475 	433 	521 
Nevada. 	 32 	15%-25% 	325 	393 	580 	842 	551 	na 
Wyoming 	 30 	25%-35% 	472 	na 	380 	447 	492 	551 
Pacific Division 	 732 	-40% 	-500 	-450 	-650 	-640 	-600 	-620 
California 	 583 	>40% 	505 	454 	670 	652 	808 	617 
Oregon 	 35 	20%-30% 	413 	293 	453 	484 	468 	628 
Washington 83 	20%-30% 	423 	314 	507 	528 	493 	603 
Alaska 	 10 	 na 	765 	492 	838 	943 	1088 	937 
Hawaii 	 21 	 na 	573 	471 	632 	662 	646 	na 
Sources: U.S. Department of Labour, Bureau of Labour Statistics for wage figures; Construction Labour Research Coundi for union estimates. 
Note: The - denotes approximate weighted values for the region and segment in question. 



Maryland, and California are also felt to have unionization levels in excess of forty percent. Most 
of the states in the South and West regions, with the exception of California, have low unionization 
levels. 

Not surprisingly, there is a fairly direct correlation between unionization levels and average wage 
rates. The highly-unionized New England, Mid-Atlantic, and E-N Central divisions paid weekly 
wages in the $US 480-520 range in 1987, while the low-union Southern regions paid weekly 
wages in the SUS 360-400 range. For the United States as a whole, according to the U.S. Bureau 
of Labour Statistics, unionized construction labour received  SUS  590 weekly in 1987, versus  SUS 

 350 weeldy earned by non-union construction workers. This and other cost-related matters are 
discussed further in the following sections. 

5.3 COST OF CONSTRUCTION LABOUR 
Average hourly earnings of U.S. construction workers have increased at about three percent 
annually in recent years, slightly below the inflation rate. However, labour costs have run up 

faster in some of the strongest construction markets, where shortages have reduced efficiency and 
increased overtime and consequently raised wage rates. Despite the low recent increases, 

construction remains one of the highest paying industries in the United States, as measured by 

average hourly earnings and average weekly earnings'. 

As indicated in Table 5-1, labour for residential construction is the least expensive, at less than 

SUS  400 weekly in 1987. Nonresidential construction and road construction wages were about 
$US 500 weekly, and heavy construction labour was the most expensive at  SUS  530 per week. 

Canadian construction labour costs appear to be comparable to those in the United States. 

Research from the Conference Board of r%nnfie indicates that Canadian labour costs were 80 
percent of U.S. construction labour costs in 1986. However, the fifteen percent rise in the value 

of the Canadian currency since 1986 has eliminated most of this differential, leaving a two percent 

margin in C>n2rlR's favour.  As indicated in Table 5-3, Canndian construction worker's earnings 

are comparable to American worker's earnings in virtually all types of construction. 

'Hourly construction workers also rank quite high in earnings amongst Canadian industry, although they trail 
forestry and mining workers by a considerable margin. Salaried construction %Porkers in Canada do not rank highly 
amongst Cenadimi industry, trailing most nesource, manufacturing and service industries in hourly earnings, 
according to Statistics Canada infccmation. 
2Relative Labour Costs in Canada and the United States, Lendvay-Zwicld, Conference Board. 19 
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Table 5-2: Earnings (Mar'89)  of Canadian versus U.S. Construction Workers 

Region Average Weekly Earnings  (SUS)  
United States 

C.anada 

Newfoundland 
PEI 
Nova Scotia 
New Brunswick 
Quebec 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Saskatchewan 
Alberta 
British Columbia 

Notes: Exchange rate in March, 1989 was  SUS 1=$C1.20  Earnings include overtime. 
Sources: Canadian data from StatsCan 72-002; U.S. data from Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

496 

485 

460 

325 

418 

436 

490 

505 

466 

382 

481 

456 

Table 5-3: Average Weekly Earnings ($US) by Type of Construction; Canada and 
United States, as of March, 1989 

Canada 	 United States 

All Construction 	 485 	 496 

General Building C.ontractors 	 464 	 464 

Special Trade Contractors 	 481 	 502 

Industrial and Heavy Construction 	550 	 533 
Highways, Street, Bridge Construction 	503 	 484 

Notes: Exchange rate in March, 1989 was  SUS 1=$C1.20  Earnings include overtime. 
Sources: Canadian data from StatsCan 72-002; U.S. data from Bureau of Labor Statistics. - 
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This slight Cnnadian naargin is a considerable improvement from the level of 1976, when Canadian 
construction labour costs were sixteen percent higher than costs in the United States. Canadian 
benefit costs' aLso appear to be lower than those in the United States. In 1985, Canadian 
construction workers received 7.5 percent in benefits on top of labour costs, which is considerably 
lower than the 17.9 percent in additional benefits received by the average construction woricer in 
the United States. 

Appendix H presents the wages of construction trade labourers by individual states. The 
information in the tables should be used as a convenient future reference for firms bidding on 
projects and evaluating subcontractors in the United States. For example, for a project in Ohio, 
one would have paid approximately $US 400 weekly per labourer for excavation and foundation 
work, $US 470 for plumbing and ventilation work, and $US 320 for carpentry work. By 
adjusting these benchmark figures forward at approximately the inflation rate (say five percent for 
each of two years), one could obtain a reasonable estimate for wage figures as of 1989. 

5.4 COST OF OTHER INPUTS 
While total construction costs excluding land prices increased about two percent benveen the 
summer of 1987 and the summer of i988, American builders have experienced substantial cost 
increases for certain inputs such as building materiaLs, land, and insurance. Prices of building 
materiaLs rose about six percent in 1988, while prices for development land rose substantially in 
some of the strongest construction markets because of market forces and anti-growth restrictions. 

Insurance and.bonding costs have increased significantly in recent years, although the availability 
of insurance appears to have improved somewhat during 1988, and annual increases are expected 
to be smaller as a result The Association of Builders and Contractors estimate that the health care 
premiums of its members increased by an average of 22 percent in 1988 and sizeable annual 
increases are expecte:d for the next few years. 

All states, with the exception of Florida and Lonigiemq,  have a lump-sum method of paying 
worker's compensation. Florida and Loviginn2, however, have a system which pays medical bills, 
while also replacing lost wages. Large premium increases, such as the 29 percent increase in 
Florida granted in January of 1989, have provoked Florida into addressing their premium and 

'Includes pensions, health, life and dental insurance, workers' compensation and unemployment insurance. 
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payment structure and changes are currently before the legislature. While Florida's premium 
increase was the nation's largest, eight other states have aLso granted double-digit premium 
increases dming the six-month period from October '88 to March '89. Such increases are 
justified, according to the National Council on Compensation Insurance, as the insurers' two major 
costs, namely metlical costs and lost wage compensation, have increased by a combined ten 
percent.  There are signs, however, that state regulatory agencies are becoming more aggressive in 
responding to the rate increase requests of the insurance carriers. If so, granted increases will 
likely decrease in future years. 

As in Canada, interest costs are a concern of U.S. construction firms. As of September 1989, the 
Federal Reserve Board has pushed short-term banlc prime rates to the 11-12 percent range, three 
percentage points higher than one year ago. Long-term rates have remained fairiy stable, however, 
and economists specializing in nonresidential construction believe that most projects will continue 
largely unaffected (with perhaps some slight delays) by the movement in short-term rates. 
Residential construction, being more dependent upon short-term consumer purchasing, is more 
vulnerable to movements in short-term rates and is expected to slow dming the next few years. 

A growing export market, and rising steel prices have contributed to recent increases in 
construction equipment prices. However, while the largest in many years, the average increase in 
1988 was still only 42 percent 

Appendix J provides overall  construction  cost figures for certain types of facilities, as well as a 
cost index which provides a guide to the relative costs of various regions. 
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SECTION SIX: TAX AND SURET'Y CONSIDERATIONS 

6.1 TAXATION ISSUES 
Construction demand in the United States, as in Canada, is sensitive to tax law revisions which 
influence real estate investments. The complex effects of the American tax reform law of 1986, 
described in the following paragraph, will affect construction demand well into the 1990's. It is 
expected that the initial depressing effects of the tax law will be absorbed during the next few 
years, while the stimulative effects of the tax laws will steadily increase. By the early-1990's, 
construction activity may well be higher than under the high-incentive tax laws which existed in 
1985. 

The 1986 tax reform included many provisions affecting the construction industry. Four of the 
amendments WCTC particularly relevant 

• the Cornpleted Contract Method of Accounting was changed. Where:as taxes could 
formerly be deferred until project comple tion (thus helping cashflow), the changed law 
requires tax payments as various stages of the project are completed. Although mainly 

aimed at defence contractors with multi-year projects, this sideswiped non-defence 
contractors as well; 

• the Passive Investors Rule, which allowed investors to deduct real estate investment 
(passive) losses from regular income, was changed such that these losses could only be 
deducted from passive income; 

• the Accelerated Depreciation schedules, typically 15-18 years prior to 1986, were stretched 
out to 30 years and more, thereby reducing annual deductions. In addition, tax credits of 
around ten percent (up to SUS 100,000) against purchasing equipment were phased out; 

• the Capital Gains tax rate was raised from the 20 percent range up to the 30 percent range, 
thus hurting capital investment 

While these changes were harmful to construction in the short-term, there is an opinion which 
argues that the tax changes will be beneficial to  construction in the long-term, that a tax-driven 

building frenzy was occurring prior to the changes, and that the changes will help to arrest this 

frenzy before massive overbuilding occurs. As it was, considerable tax-stimulated overbuilding 

had already occurred in office and retail construction in some regions. Appendix K lists the 
corporate and sales tax rates which existed in each state, as of 1988. 



Ranos and Measures Comfort Range 

Table 6-1: Common Surety Requirements 
(source: National Association of Surety.Bond Producers) 

COMMON FINANCIAL RATIOS: 

Liquidity Measures:  

Number of Days Cash 

Accoimts Receivable 
Turnover 

Accounts Parable 
Turnover 

Current Rana 

Working C.aptal to 
Backlog 

Aging of Accounts 
Recevable and Payabie 

Average Daily Account 
Balances 

Net Worth Measures:  

Debt to Net Worth 

Fcced Asset to Net Worth 

Net Worth to 13ac4dog 

Sales to.Net  Wotth 

Cash • Equivalent x 360 
Annual Revenue 

Accounts Receivable x 260 
Revenue 

Accounts Payable x 360 
(Cost of Earned Revenue) 

Current Assets  
CULT= Lialidines 

Wonting Capital 
Cost-to-Complete Backlog 

Total Debt  
Net Worth 

Fixed Assets  
Net Worth 

Net Worth  
Cost-to-Complete Backlog 

Annual Revenue 

7  Dars or More 

60 Days or Less 

45 days or Less 

Greater  Than 1.2 Times 

5% to 10% or Greater 

60 Days or Less 

Varies as to 
Size and Industry 

2.1 to 3.1 

10% to 40% 

5% to 10% or Greater 

10 

Profitabilty Measures:  

Gross Profit to Sales 

Overhead to Sales 

Overhead to Net Worth 

NPBT to Sales 

Return on Equiry  

Net Worth 

Gross Profit 
Annual Revenue 

General ac Adarniistrative Expense  
kraal Revenue 

General & Adstrative Expense  
Net Worth 

Net Profit Before Taxes 
Ansaial Revenue 

Net Profit Before Taxes 
Net Worth of Prix Year 

Underwriting Criteria 

Varies as to Inctustry 

Varies  .0 to Industry 

60% or Leu 

2% or Greater 

15% or Greater 
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6.2 INSURANCE AND SURETY MATTERS 
American bonding companies have been losing significant sums of money in recent years and are 
attempting to address the industry-wide problems through tighter reviews and tougher bonding 
requirements. Surety companies in the United States typically investigate the character, experience 
and capacity (physical and financial) of a contractor, throug,h evaluating the firm's business plan, 
organization chart, resumés, completed contract schedule for largest work completed to date, 
continuity (insurance, employment agreements), references, bank credit, corporate and personal 
fmancial statements, and work-on-hand. This information is required to establish a surety 
program. Once a program has been established, the surety firm will review each project when a 
bond is requested, looking at: 

• type of work and prior experience; 
• scheduling fit with current management, field supervision, cash and equipment situation; 
• completion schedule; 
• current backlog 
• payment terms, insurance, guarantees, and contract language, among other areas. 

In addition the surety firm may investigate further should "red flags" arise, such as: 
• entering new geographic regions or construction classifications; 
• history of profit fading as projects approach completion; 
• inadequate or excessive construction volume; 
• excessive overhead, receivables, fixed assets, litigation, or complaints. 

Table 6-1 outlines financial ratios typically evaluated by surety firms, as well as ranges considered 
acceptable, as provided in Constructor magazine. 

Bonding must be secured to match a percentage (usually 100 percent) of the value of the public 
construction contract and it typically costs the General Contractor about 1-2 percent of the project 
value depending on the am-activeness of the fum and project. In the United States, any firm can 
bid on most projects provided the firm has bonding - the onus therefore falls upon the bonding 
firms to evaluate thoroughly. This contrasts with the situation in, say, Japan, where tight licensing 
requirements restrict most projects to firms with considerable experience. Japanese firms have had 

some difficulty obtaining bonding in the United States, as the American subsidiary is often a shell-

type company with insufficient assets to sue in the event of a default or failed project. 

47 
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SECTION SEVEN: PENETRATING THE U.S. MARKET 

7.1 BACKGROUND 
The woridwide construction business has becorne increasingly internationalized during the past 
fifteen years. While American contractors continue to be leaders in international contracting, 
winning $18 billion in international  construction  contracts in 1987, the U.S. market share abroad 
has declined. Furthermore, foreign construction contractors  are  beginning to make significant 
inroads into the U.S. construction market. These trends are expected to continue for several years 
because of declining prospects in Third World markets and increasùig foreign interest in the 
American market 

Foreign owned firms captured 3.5 percent of the American market in 1987, approximately double 
the share of 1982. Most of these foreign entrants are from Japan, West Gcrmany, the United 
1Cingdom, and France, although a dozen additional nations are represented. 

International trade and capital flows are aLso having an increasing effect on the U.S. construction 
market Because of record levels of foreign investment in the United States, a growing share of 
U.S. construction projects is being built for foreign owners. Foreign direct investment in the 
United States is chiefly in manufacnning facilities, warehouses, office buildings, and hotels, and 
foreign contractors may therefore cap= increased shares of these construction segments. 

In gaining market share, as described above, these firms have faced certain barriers and obstacles. 
Prior to making a decision to enter the relatively-open American construction market, Canadian 
firms should be aware of the types of barriers they may face. These are discussed in the font:m.1ring 
pages. 

7.2 BARRIERS TO ENTERING THE U.S. CONSTRUCTION MARKET 
The American construction market is relatively open to forcign construction contractors, with few 
legal restrictions. On most construction projects, the foreign contractor is free to bid on an equal 
basi,s with American contractors and the contracts are generally let on the basis of sealed bids 
priced on a lump-sum or unit-price basis. By virtue of beùig a NATO country, Clnatia aLso has 
access to most defence projects, whether being in the United States or U.S. funded projects 
abroad. 

Many large construction projects are undertaken by state and local governments. American state 
and local governments spent some $US 74 billion on construction in 1987, of which state 



governments accounted for 38 percent, county govenunents for 12 percent, municipal 
governments for 26 percent and school districts for 8 percent Not surprisingly, state expenditure 
levels are in line with population size, as California, New York and Texas accotuit for the largest 
volume of state procurement, each with 8-9 percent of the SUS 74 billion total. These 
expenditures are detailed in Appendix G. 

These procurements are not covered by the FTA chapter on government procurement. At least 32 
states and many local goverrmrents routinely include domestic preference clauses in their contracts. 
Some of these clauses are intended to favour local suppliers, while others favour American 
products in generaL If there is any question of whether or not C2nndinn materials are eligible for a 
contract, prospective vendors should refer to a copy of the bid documents or contact the contracting 
officer directly. 

7.2.1 Buy American' 
As detailed in Appendix G, federal government construction expenditures in 1989 totalled  SUS  15 
billion through direct prograrns, SUS 23 billion through grant programs, SUS 10 billion through 
loan programs, and SUS 69 billion through loan guarantee programs. 

The Buy American Act of 1933 is laid out under Title 48 of the Code of Federal Regulations and is 
available from the U.S. government printing office. It is the most significant U.S. federal 
legislation limiting the use of r2narli2n materials in U.S. public sector contracts. This Act 
generally requires price preferences (six percent on most contracts; twelve percent on those 
contracts partially set aside for U S small business or labour surplus areas) to be applied in favour 
of domestic products. 

Construction materials purchased by the U.S. federal government are covered by the Free Trade 
Agreement, under Federal Supply Class 56, and are therefore exempt from the Buy American Act. 
However, very few U.S. government departments or agencies purchase construction materials 
alone - these commodi ties are nearly always procured as part of a contract for construction services 

1More detailed information on state and fedaal practices is available at the Canadian Ernbassy in Washington. 
Firms which are considering supplying construction materials to a U.S. public work, and are not sure ateilier the 
Buy Arnerican Act applies, should contact the Embassy. For information concerning contracts with the Department 
of Defence, including the Army Corps of Engineers, call  Max Reid, Counselkr, Defence Programs, at (202) 682- 
7743. For information concerning civilian deparunents and agencies, call Judy Bradt. Commercial Officer, at (202) 
602-7746. 
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and, as such, are covered by the regulations and laws affecting services in government 
procurement 

Services are not covered by the FTA chapter on government procurement - the Buy America Act 
will therefore apply for services which are tendered by the U.S. Federal Goverrunent 
Furthermore, some U.S. federal deparmients and agencies responsible for a great deal of 
construction activity are excluded from  FIA  coverage. Any materiaLs tendered as part of a services 
contract are subject to a 6 percent or 12 percent price preference for U.S. firms. 

Section 48 CFR 25.2 of the Buy American Act requires that only U.S. domestic construction 
materials be used in the construction, alteration, or repair of any public building or public work in 
the United States. Contractors may apply for a waiver of this provision citing cost, practicality, or 
insufficient quality or quantity of the material available in the United States. The contracting 
department or agency then decides whether or not to gran.  t the waiver. 

In these instances, several difficulties commonly arise. The waivers have to be granted in advance, 
to the prime contractor. Frequently, the prime contractor is unaware, until after the fact, that 
Canadian materials have been used and has therefore not applied for a waiver in advance. In 
certain cases, contractors would prefer not to go through the bother of holding up the project while 
waiting for the waiver, even if the Cqnnflinn product is less expensive. Occasionally a contracting 
agency wants the CInntlinT1 product badly enough,  and  officials will go to considerable effort to 
assist, although this is uncommon. 

A common occurrence is that a Canadian producer will sell materials to a U.S. distributor, who in 
timi supplies various subcontractors to a federal public works project. When these materiaLs arrive 
on site (sornetimes after installation), and are discovered to be not made in the United States, and 
no waiver in place, they are removed or sent back as not meeting the Buy American contract 
requirements - at great expense to everyone conce rned. 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers undertakes a significant number of public works projects in 
the United States, and is smcifically excluded from coverage by the Govenunent Procurement 
Chapter (Chapter 13) of the Free Trade Agreement The Army Corps must therefore apply the Buy 
American Act (both the provisions for goods as well  as the section on construction materiaLs) to its 
contracts. If the Army Corps desires certain Canadian materials, it may be possible to sell them to 
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a non-construction acquisition centre as a supply contract. The Corps could then supply them to 

the contractor for use in the project as govemment-supplied material. 

While the US. Naval Facilities Engineering Command and the Air Force Construction Command 
are  not specifically ezœluded from FTA coverage, construction contracts with these organizations 

are still considered services contacts, and therefore excluded from GATT and FTA rules. 

rinerii2n companies have experienced lengthy and costly disputes in selling construction materials 

to these organizations, although SOM3 have eventually been resolved in favour of the Canadian 

company. 

7.2.2 Building Codes 
Various organizations within each state have their own building codes which apply to all private 

and public construction contracts in the region. There arc some 17,000 building permit issuing 

areas in the U.S., as virtually each county has its own code and its own unique requirements. This 
can occasionally cause approval delays and regulatory inconsistencies from state to state. 

In the course of conducting this study, it was suggested that government inspectors in the United 
States tend to "demand their pound of flesh" and adhere strictly to the building code. While this 

may represent a difficult obstacle because of the interpretive nature of the codes, the Canadian 
firms with whom we spoke generally ciid not describe these as causing major problems. Canadian 

firms considering entry to the market should however be aware of the view expressed by a 
specialist within the Commerce Department that building codes, while not overly onerous, do 
represent the most significant obstacle to entering the relatively-open market 

ENR Magazine, in its June 22nd, 1989 issue described the code situation as much improved from 
previous years, citing a 1989 study by the Federal Trade Commission which estimates that 95 
percent of all US. cities are covered by one of three model (private sector) construction codes. 
These three codes arc: the Uniform Building Code, published by California-based International 
Conference of Building OfficiaLs (ICB0); the National Building Code, published by the Chicago-
based Building OfficiaLs and Code Administrators (BOCA); and the Standard Building Code, 
published by the Southern Building Codes Congress International (SBCCI) based in Birmingham, 
Alabama. 
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The ENR Magazine issue also noted that 31 states have adopted statewide building codes, and 
many states and cities are improving the training and certification of building inspectors. Canadian 
firms should examine the building code situation in regions of interest, as some areas such as 
Chicago have antiquated (last comprehensive review in 1939) codes which are often conveniently 
interpreted by powerful unions and bureaucracies. Many cities such as Denver and Chicago have 
recently hired aggressive Inspection Commissioners with a mandate to clean up the permit process. 

7.23  Other Barriers 
In addition to the Buy American legislation, there are other exceptions to the general rule of open 
bidding to all parties. The following list of market constraints and barriers is based upon 
information from specialists in the U S Department of Commerce and other sources: 

• Each state has its.  own state licensing and registration requirements for engineers 
and architects. This occasionally causes licensing delays although this has not been cited as a 
major issue by the Canadian firms with whom we have spoken. 

• U.S. immigration laws prohibit the use of foreign nationals for most on-site construction 
work. By requiring foreign contractors to use American workers, these laws prohibit 
contractors from lower wage nations from using one of their Major competitive strengths. 
There is some discussion in the cunent GATT round regarding having labour classified as a 
tradeable service, although American negotiators view this as infiinging upon matters of 
immigration. 

• The Brooks Act procedures for selecting architect-engineering (A-E) firms may constitute a 
barrier to entry for some foreign A-E firms, although the same restrictions would apply to 
American A-E firms who want to start doing business with their Federal Goverrunent The 
Brooks Act prescribes that Federal A-E contracts be awarded primarily on a "most-
qualified"' basis rather than a "lowest price basis". The top ranked A-E firm then negotiates 
the price with the contracting agency. If there is no agreement on price, the contracting 
agency naay then negotiate with the second ranked firm. While this procedure makes it 
harder for a foreign finn to buy a foothold by bidding low, it is more lucrative after the 
foreign contractor has obtained entry. Furthermore, this procedure allows a foreign 

1 Based on technical competency, experience, past performance and on the quality of their proposal or methodology 
on a specific project. 
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Arizona 
California-
Colorado 
Connecticut 
Delaware 
Florida 

Georgia 
Idaho 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 

Maine 
Maryland 

Massachusetts 
Minnesota  
Missouri 
Nelxaska 
N.Hampshire 
New Mexico 
New York 
North Dakota 
Oklahoma 
Pennsylvania 
S.Carolina 
Texas 

Utah 
Virginia 
Washington 
Wyoming 

Table 7-1: State Procurement Laws Affecting  A-E Firtns 

Permits either use of Brooks Act procechnes or solicitation of price proposals. 
Follows Brooks Act procedures. 
Follovis Brooks Act procedures. 
Follows Brooks Act procedures. 
Follows Brooks Act procedures. 
Follows Brooks Act procedures. Recent court decisions interpret the law as not 
prohibiting solicitation of price ixoposals when the scope of work can be clearly de fined. 
Permits either use of Brooks Act procedures or solicitation of price proposals. 
Allows use of Brooks Act procedures. 
F011OWS Brooks Act procedures. 
Follows Brooks Act procedures. 
Establishes qualifacations-based  AIE  selectice similar to the Brooks approach. NE fees 
are pre-established by state agencies. 	 - 
Establish' es qualifications-based selection without specific oudined procedures. 
Requires qualifications-based selection for all DOT contracts, and all  DOS contacts  over 
S100,000. 
Establishes qualification-based selection 
Follows Brooks Act procedures. 
FOLIOWS Brooks Act procedures. 
Follows Brooks Act procedures. 
Follows Brooks Act pro:all:res. 
Follows "Brooks Act procedures. 
Follows Brooks Act procedures. 
Follows Brooks Act procedures. 
Follows Brooks Act prozedures. 
Generally ' 
Follows Brooks Act procedures. 
Establishes qualification-based selection procedures. Acœrding to a recent ruling, the law 
does not prohibit discussion of cost or fee estimates during the selection process. 
Follows Brooks Act procedures. 
Follovis Brooks Act prccedures. 
Follows Brooks Act procerhues. 
Establishes qualification-based selection procedures that permit discussion of non-binding fee 
estima 

Notes: A number of other states dtat do not have state NE procurement lavis, including Alabama, Illinois, and 
Wisconsin, generally adhae to Brooks Act selection procedures. 
Source: U.S. Dearunent of Commerce 	  



contractor to buy access by acquiring a high-quality American A-E firm. As indicated in 
Table 7-1, most states apply the Brooks Act in selecting A-E firms. 

• The Davis-Bacon legislation was established in 1933 by Congress to stabilize construction 
wages during the depression years. The legislation, which most states have also adopted, 

requires that "prevailing wages" be paid on publicly-funded projects. These wages are 
usually laid out in the bid  documents and  over the years have become synonymous with 
union-level vrages. There is an ongoing dispute with the Department of Labour in the area of 
defining what constitutes a publicly-fmanced project, and what should therefore be subject to 
the wage requirements. For example, should a build-own-transfer project or leased project 

be considered publicly funded? Similarly should off-site workers aLso be included under the 
act or simply workers actually on the construction site? While the Davis-Bacon legislation 

levels the playing field between union and non-union contractors in terms of wages that must 
be paid on public projects, it does not affect the work rules or the manner in which crews can 
be managed. 

• The Surface Transportation Assistance Act established preference requirements for 
federal grant aid that is distributed to state and local governments for the funding of 
construction of highways and bridges, and the purchase of vehicles for mass transit systems. 
When using funds under this act, state and local governments must establish at least a ten 

percent margin favouring American nailing stock, and at least a 25 percent margin for 
purchases of steeL Construction services are not affected by this Act. 

• "Disadvantaged business enterprise" set-asides are intended to give preferences on 
publicly-ftmded projects to certain disadvantaged groups, such as minority-owned 

contractors, female-owned business, or small business. These restrictions have excluded 

major foreign contractors as we.11 as major American contractors from some construction 

projects. Foreign firms or a majority-owned U.S. subsidiary would qualify for federal set-

asides' if they met the criteria of a small or minority-owned business. To qualify as small 

businesses, firms must be independentiy ol.vned and operated, not dominant in their field, 
and have average amaual receipts for the preceding time fiscal years of less than SUS 17 

million. To qualify as minority-owned businesses, firms must be owned by members of 
named groups (Black Americans, Elispanic Americans, and Native Americans) considered 

1  meaning certain portions of public contracts would be reserved for qualifying  coups  
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socially and economically disadvantaged. Information compiled during the Free Trade 
Negotiations indicates that eighteen state governments also have set-aside legislation - a 
number which has likely increased since 1986. In discussions during this study, one U.S. 
executive expressed the opinion that city and county projects have teeth in their set-aside 
requirements, while -federal projects tend to have less rigid requirements aimed at 
encouraging firnas to adhere to them. The legality of business set-asides was brought into 
question in January, 1989, when the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that a city ordinance 
channelling one-third of public works funds to minority-owned construction companies in 
Richmond, Virginia violated the constimtional rights of white contractors. 

7.3 STRATEGIES OF FOREIGN CONTRACTORS IN THE U.S. MARKET 
In a recent survey by ENR Magazine, five reasons were most commonly cited for investing in the 
American construction market 

• the volume and diversity of the wort 
• the stability of the market 
• the case of doing business; 
• a good understanding of contract terms and proctxhires; 
• an assurance of getting paid. 

Fred MoavenrAdmh of the MIT Center for Construction Research and Education discussed the 
strategic reasons behind increasing foreign investment in his 1989 paper Presence of Foreign 

Firms.  in U.S. Engineering and Construction Market. In this paper, he argues that competitive 
advantage  (je.  tunnelling expertise, financial backing, alignment with developers) causes firms to 
establish (usually through acquisition) autonomous U.S. companies and to profit from the market 
benefits cited above. Other motives for investment, in Moavenzadeh's view, include balancing 
cyclical home markets, enhancing the owner's success vis-a-vis American firms in other (third-
country) markets, and hedging future exchange rate fluctuations. To achieve these goals, foreign 
firms have chosen many routes of entry including: 

• establishing a representative office - sone European firms, such as Ilbau of Austria, have 
succeeded through maintaining a representative office in the U.S. to identify, bid and 
negotiate subcontracts in which its tunnelling expertise give it an advantage. When a contract 
is obtained, the firm send staff and equipment from Europe to perform the wort 
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• establishing a branch office - large Japanese firms have been the main practitioners of this 
strategy, wherein the local office gathers market information and perform construction 
services, usually for Japanese clients; 

• forming a subsidiary - the original intent of the large Japanese entrants was to create 
subsidiaries from the ground up. This strategy has been virtually abandoned in favour of the 
acquisition route, indicating the risk, cost and time associated with creating a new 
organization; 

• making an acquisition - since the late-1970's, this has been the preferred route for foreign 
entrants to the American market'. Given that few U.S. construction firms are publicly 
traded, acquisitions are generally negotiated, friendly, and of majority or minority stake. 
Acquisition of stakes less than 10 percent are considered to be portfolio type investments 
while those of 10-25 percent often indirate a two-step approach to market entry; 

• entering a joint venture - joint ventures  are  a good way of getting to know local markets while 
beneficing from technical, financial, risk sharing, and/or political considerations. Such an 
approach is not intended to fulfill  long-terni  goals; 

• forming a long-term cooperative relationships - these types of relationships are common in 
manufacturing industries, although rare in construction as it is difficult for two cooperating 
contractors to maintain individual identities and advantages over a long pe riod of lime. 

Until 1982, most of the foreign participants in the American construction market were European 
and Canadian firms whose participation usually resulted from their acquisition of existing 
American construction companies, rather than from their cotnpetitiveness in winning particular 
construction contracts. Since 1982, European firms have continued their interest in the U.S. 
market, while most of the growth in foreign penetration has come from Japanese construction 
companies. 

To date, these Japanese firms have typically preferred to establish branch offices in the U.S., 
rather than to acquire American companies (although they have also made thirteen acquisitions 
during the past decade). These firms use American subcontractors and materials, while relying on 
their home offices for much of the engineering and overhead services. 

10f the nearly SUS 9 billion in American construction ccntracts awarded to foreign-owned ruins in 1987, about 70 
percent went to American firms that had been acquired by foreign interests, and 30 percent went to  the U.S. branch 
operations of foreign firms. 
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The foreign entrants (Appendix F) to the American market rank among the largest construction 
companies in the world. Most were attracted to the large and growing U.S. market after the 
construction boom in the Middle East and Third World countries ended in the early 1980's. Many 
of these firms possess competitive advantages that have helped them penetrate the U.S. market, 
such as fmancial strength, technological expertise, and under-utilized staff. The foreign share of 
U.S. construction contracts will likely increase over the next five years, as foreign contractors and 
foreign real estate investors gain ecperience in the United States. In addition, Japanese 
construction companies have the advantage of close relationships with Japanese manufacturers and 
real estate investors who tend to rely heavily on Japanese contractors to build their facilities in the 
United States'. If future Japanese direct investment is more open to competitive construction bids, 
a significant market niche could open up for non-Japanese contractors. 

Future increases in foreign market share will be due more to new acquisitions of U.S. contractors 
than to the internal growth of existing operations. Acquisitions are especially attractive to foreign 
contractors as they are usually less expensive than establishing new operations, and the established 
American companies appear to be more successful in Y/inning competitively-bid projects than 
satellite branch offices.2  

In entering the market, it appears that most of the foreign entrants are well capitalized and willing to 
_give their investments a decade to prove their worth. Indeed, this appears to be a requisite for 
market  entrants, as statistics compiled by the U.S. government suggest that foreign construction 
firms, to date, have operated in a loss position in the American market during the past five years3 . 

As foreign contractors become more firmly established in the United States, it is expected that they 
will become more efficient in operational matters and more proficient in teclmological areas. 

7.4 RECOMMENDED ENTRY STRATEGIES FOR CANADIAN FIRMS 
For reasons of market size, openness, and proxirnity to the border, Cenndinn finns have been 
engaged in construction projects in the United States long before the existence of the Canada-U.S. 

'This is similar to the advantage which American conoutors have long held in Canada, conducting work for the 
Canadian subsidiaries of U.S. parent companies. 
2other reasons for mergers in general, according to Brierly and Myers, include economies of scale, vatical 
integration, potential tax shields, redeployment of cash surpluses, and managerial improvement 
3Worldwide, it appears that international firms are more profitable on international wcrk than domestic work. EIVR 
Magazine, in examing construction firms worldwide, indicates that the Top 250 International Firms (55 firms 
responding to the profitability question) made an average profit margin of 5.1 percent on foreign work in 1988, 
while profit margins on work in their home countries was 4.1 percent. 
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Trade Agreement. For example, a November, 1988 study conducted by Industry, Science and 
Technology Canada surveyed 61 construction projects undertaken internationa lly by Canadian 
contractors, of which 23 were projects in the United States. These generated average billings of 
$C 7.3 million'. A common rationale behind these jobs is not unlike that faced by one Alberta rum 
who viewed the Seattle market as making more sense than the Toronto market. The slow 
progression of talks aimed at eliminating inter-provincial trade barriers2  in Canada may aLso 

stimulate Canariim  firms to examine markets south rather than simply east and west 

The Free Tracte Agreement  will increase the attention of Canadian business on the American 
market. In preparing this section, we have discussed the subject of market entry with many 
Canadian and American sources. These sources were primarily contractors currently or formerly 
active in the U.S. market, although academic and other opinions have aLso been incorporated. 
Based on these discussions, we have hig,hlig,hted various market entry observations and 
recommendations (in no particular order), as follows: 

Actions: 
1) Successful penetration of the American construction market begins at home. 

In the U.S. market, as in any international market, the odds of successful penetration are increased 

if the firm bases its strategy upon its domestic expertise and advantages. For e:carnple, Canadian 

firms who are comfortable with certain developers in Canada may facilitate entry into the U.S. 
market through following these developers south. The example of PCL and Oxford was cited in 
this regard Developers such as Olympia and York, Bramalea, and ManuLife are also active in the 

U.S. market. Good woriçing relationships with Canadian architectural and engineering firms 

would also ease matters should these design firms decide to bid on projects in the United States. 

Among others, engineers sudi as DelCan and architects such as Webb Zarafa are active in the 
American market 

Given the trend toward "value engineering", strategic allinnces such as joint ventures or equity 
arrangements between Canadian developers, architects, engineers and contractors may increase the 
odds of successfully penetrating the U.S. market. The chances of success would further increase 

laports contributed 20 percent of the ammal business of these internationally-active contractors. 
2M described in the September 12th, 1989 Globe and Mail, contractors in New Bnmswick face problems in Quebec 
and Nova Scotia (and vice versa) and political representatives are threatening withdrapral from the slow-moving 
negotiations. States the head of a CCA task force, "ifs easier for a New Brunswick contractor to get work in Maine 
than in Quebec". 
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if the firm were aLso aligned with a partner in the United States. As one U.S. construction 
executive revealed, "if the developer for the Maryland project (a prominent Canadian development 
firm) had specified that the job was mine provided I aligned with a Canadian contractor, of course  I 
would have". 

It was recomnwnded- 	to us on several occasions that penetration of the U.S. market vvould be 
smoother if the contractor were aviare of, or aligned with, Canadian players already operating in 
the United States. While closer alignment between contractors, developers and AE firms is 
commonly recommended in studies of this nature, it is worth noting that other alignments may also 
take place. An example which was cited was dtat of the Toronto Transit Consultants providing 
expert advice to the Bay Area Transit Authority (BART) in the San Francisco region. The TTC has 
provided consultation based upon its expe rience in trolley car operation - contractors on good terms 
with the ITC would potentially be able to spread its reputation to San Francisco and other cities in 
this manner. Similarly, the Seattle transit authorities have made several trips to Ottawa to 
investigate its impressive bus transit system - presumably diis would provide the contractors 
experienced in the Ottawa system with a "leg up" in bidding on Seattle bus tunnels and related 
projects. American transit authorities in general are impressed with (2nedinn  transit systems (80 

percent operating cost recover in Ottawa and Toronto versus perhaps 40 percent for a normal 
American system). MCI, and Bombardier's TGI  are  prominent suppliers of vehicles to American 
transit authcrrities and linkages may be worthwhile with these firms as well. I-nit-Haw is another 
Canadian firm active in the U.S. market, providing industrial waste services in 20 states, municipal 
waste services in 15 states, and transportation services in many U.S. cities. Information, advice, 
and introductions may also be derived through appropriaœ contacts with firms such as Laicilaw. 

2) Canadianfinns should have a strong local pamter. 
Those contractors who are not aligned with a local American player should be aware that the 
problems experienced by CamtliPn contractors in the U.S. market, where they have arisen, have 
generally stemmed from a lack of lmowledge, experience and connections in the particular region 
in question. One prominent construction firm, for example, ran into difficulties several years ago 
with a major road contract in California. In submitting the bid, contractual estimates were based 
upon documentation which turned out to be inac=ate, and the firm lost a large amount on the 
project. In this particular instance, the rock base for the project was not the solid, igneous type 
which was expected, but was, rather, soft and sedimentary and prone to shattering. A significant 
amount of unanticipated concrete pillaring was required, and the firm lost an estimated $1 million 
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monthly, and almost went out of business, as a result Other firms have also encountered 
unexpected problems which have stemmed from a lack of familiarity with the region. For 
example, soil conditions in the Syracuse vicinity went unreported to one Canadian firm and 
subsequent problems led to the firm ending up in court. 

Another large (lnArlinn fi rm, havùig already established a presence in the U.S. with a local 

parmer, decided to bid on its own on a couple of projects in a nearby city, a decision which it later 
classified as "a big mistake". The firm  won one of the projects - a $16  million bridge contract 
However, operating in unfamiliar territory, the firm subsequently encountered problems both with 

the local unions and with the state Depamnent of Transport who "had more inspectors on site than 
we had staff'. After its near brush with banlcruptcy, this firm's recommendation for future 
Canadian entrants was that they join 1.vith a local partner in all  U.S. projects, even if already 

established elsewhere in the U.S., and even if only to the extent of granting a 10-20 percent 
ownership to the local firm. 

Such problems have also plagued large American firms when aœmpting to enter a new region. 

Morrison Knudsen, a SUS 3 billion contractor, were unsuccessful in entering the Philadelphia 

market because of union friction. Blount of Alabama failed to penetrate the Boston market, while 

Brown and Root failed in the Washington, D.C. market Thus, problems associated with 

penetrating new regions do not appear to discriminate between out-of-country and out-of-state 

entrants. 

3) In nzost joint venture projects, it is reconvnended that the partnership name reflect the local 

partner's name in a prominent position. 

Based upon its considerable experience with Canadian mass transit projects, one prominent 

Canadian contractor entered into a joint venture arrangement to bid on light rapid transit projects in 

a northeastern  U.S. city - the venture subsequently won a substantial project While the bids were 

prepared in C2n2dn, and the designated project manager and project engineer were Canadian, the 
local American parmer played an active role in the "public aspects of hiring and ftring labourers and 

suppliers". The higher profile for the local partner helped to minimize labour animosity and keep 

local suppliers happy. 
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Canadian contractors which operate inter-provincially may already be experienced at "playing the 
local card", wherein local parmers or acquisitions are pursued in order to increase the chances of 

success. Similar strategies are recommended for the American market. 

4) Canadian firms shine select their joint venture partners carefully. 

While joint venturing is a recommended approach toward entering the regional market, Canadian 

firms should be aware of the sentiment, as expressed by one Maryland contractor, that "local 

parmers are entirely aware that they may be educating a potential competitor throug,h joint 

venturing". 

For this reason, American firms =y be more likely to align with a local, already-existing 

competitor than with a Canadian firm. However, C'2n2fiinn firms with specialized expertise, and/or 

companies willing to be minority partners, would be attractive joint venture candidates in the view 

of this executive.' In this instance, the five key people potentially to be involved in the project 

would be scrutiniud and possibly interviewed by the local American player. 

This executive warned that Canadian firms adopting strictly a "to enter the region, fmd a joint 

venture partner" strategy may be prone m interesting only those local firms who lack bonding 

capability - that is companies who do not have a good financial history. Cermeli2a firms should 
obviously be sensitive to this possibility when seeking potential . local panners. 

There are instances, however, where even an entrance via a poorly-fmanced parmer has turned out 
successfully. For example, the initial entry for one QUebœ company stemmed from their bonding 
company's American affiliate having been approached by a U.S. construction rum in immediate 
need of equity. The resulting joint venture entered into by the Quebec firm ended up winning a 
$38 million road construction job in New York State. The project, benefitting from the U.S. 
parmer's labour pool and local "know how", was completed smoothly, profitably and free of 
labour problems despite the high unionization rate in the region. The projects, which were in 

Buffalo, were funded 80 percent federally and 20 percent state government and publicly-tendered 

1Mother U.S. executive suggested that Canadian firms would be brought in as local parmers if the developer made 
this a prerequisite to winning the job - that is "50 percent of something is greater than 100 percent of nothing". 
Foreign partners would also be brought in if the local fmn was not independently qualified for the panicular job and 
"could ride along and learn something". This executive suggested that his firm would examine and evaluate all joint 
venture proposals based on Meir individual merits and based on the company's wairload at that point in urne. 
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to firms with a principal line of business in New York State. The joint venturing then aLso allowed - 
the Canadian partner to acccrmmodate this requirement 

5) In the opinion of one executive, "buying a company or buying some people is preferable to 

paying your dues and losing money. This is the route to go". 

In the event that Canadian firms do buy their way into the U.S. market, it was recommended by 
the executives and association sources with whom we spoke that the local firm be left reasonably 
autonomous, "buy it then leave it alone". The construction industry is one where local contacts, 
entrepreneurial flavour, and key corporate individuals play a major role. Radical change in any of 
these =y cause key people to leave and may over time render the firm a bit player in its regional 
market. 

In one instance, a Canadian firm made a very minor U.S. acquisition, primarily to obtain a client 
list as a base from which to start its business development This firm was of the opinion that 
acquisitions of contractors involved simply "equity and people" and that an acquisition that did not 
evaluate these two requisites would be destined to faiL whether in Canada or the United States. 

It was suggested that, as of September 1989, price/earnings ratios of 8-10 'were typical of private 
acquisitions in the contracting industry. 

6) Entrants into the American market should be prepared to "pay a price" in terms of committing 

substantial  tune and resources to the marketing effort. 

Many individuals with whom we spoke felt that firms should be willing to devote substantial time 
and effort in order to enjoy long-term success in the U.S. market American firms are "more 
throat-cutting" than Canadian contractors and gentleman's behaviour is o ften not widely respected. 
As expressed by a dispute resolution expert, "the only fair tre.anment in the U.S. is what brings in 

dollars." 

However, while the requirement for long-term commitment may be true in a general sense, there 
have been exceptions to this requirement. For example, one Canadian firm with whom we spoke 
was successful on its first bid - a joint venture - in the U.S., while another respondent "bid on a 

1For the U.S. as a whole, public companies trade hands at a considerably higher ratio. The average purchaser in the 
United States (during the year preceding July 1989) paid a price twenty  urnes the annual earnings of the seller, and 
1.5 times the seller's mutual revenue. This applies not just to public construction firms, of which there are very 
few, but rather to all public finns in the U.S. which were acquired during the year. 
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number of contracts, spending $125,000 over a seven month period, before winning contracts for 

$US 80 million" In these instances, it appears that certain qualified firms can prepare bids 

through their Canadian office, and stand a reasonable chance of yrinning American projects during 

the course of a year. 

In the opinion of a New England academic, a strategy of maintaining low U.S. overhead, and 
entering the market through "lait and run" (le  bidding, yrinning the odd job, then moving 
elsewhere) could be successful for small (42  nedinn  firms. This opinion, however, is contrary to 

commonly accepted wisdom regarding penetrating foreign markets. It is also contrary to the 

strategy which the Japanese contractors are adopting in entering the market - they typically adopt a 
ten-year strategy tovrard long-term profitability in the American construction market. 

7) For a number of reasons, the establishing of a U.S.  corporate subsidiary is recommended. 

The satellite office should be able to handle the banking, subtrading, and cash flow through 

establishing contact with a local bank. There were no problems conveyed to us regarding working 

1.vith American banks. In h2nelling taxes, firms typically establish a U.S. subsidiary which pays 
taxes on its revenue accrued from U.S. projects during the year. While the tax system is generally 

felt to be quite similar to that in Canada (althoug,h rates are lower), one firm did feel that the 
.calculation and payment of federal, state, county and municipal taxes in the U.S. was more time 

consuming than in Canada. 

8) Maintaining right control on overheads is considered essential in the U.S. construction 

indust ry . 
Examples of Japanese firms opening large, posh offices on Fifth Avenue in New York to impress 

potential clients are commonly cited in the industry - such a path is considered ineffectuaL The 

industry leaders in the various regions typically run very tight ships paying close attention to 
bidding and cost controL Lacking the financial backing of Japanese contractors, Canadian firms 
are also advised to maintain tig,ht control over their finances and cash flow. One executive with a 
development firm suggested that contractors with high overheads inadvertently provide developers 
with a price bargaining edge as they then know that the contractor must take on work to cover 
overheads. 
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9) Canadian finns should join the local association and read the local journals. 
Certain Canadian Consulate officials suggested that Canadian firms, in penetrating the American 
market, join the Associated General Contractors as a ticket in to the market. The association 
provides a wide range of services, as described in the Appendices. 

The= are many sources of information which ftrins should cover to stay abreast of relevant 
happenings. Some of these are listed in the Appendices, although key regional sources should 
become evident upon spending a few daYs in the area. In Seattle, for example, the Daily Journal of 
Commerce is very important, as it alerts contractors to various projects 60-90 days before bid 
deadlines. 

10) For a wide variety of reasons, firms are well advised to contact the responsible Canadia n 

Consulate, and attend appropriate trade shows, when considering entry into a particular regional 
market. 
Commercial officers at the C,onsulate (Appendix E) are quite knowledgeable, helpful and 
responsive Information concerning local lawyers, engine:ers, procurement officers, and a host of 
other areas is readily available through the Consulate. Introductions are also made by Consulate 
officers, althoug,h officers request that introductions, when made, are followed through by 
company officials, as introductions which are not followed through reflect poorly on the image of 

the Canadian government and Canadian industry. 

Consulate officials also arrange trade missions in their region, the corporate costs for which are 
half-coverable through the PEMD 1. Potential exporters should note that trade shows, seminars, 

and conferences are a useful method of both, marketing goods and services, and establishing 

contacts. The Canadian Construction Association rnay wish to initiate discussions with External 

Affairs and International Trade to arrange a series of trade missions pulling together those 
Canadian firms considered qualified m offer serious export potentiaL 

11) Canadian contractors should be much more active abroad and, where feasibk, should be 

registered with agencies such as CIDA as both contractors and engineers. 

During the past fifteen years, the federal and various provincial governments have been very active 

in assisting Canaclian engineering firms in exporting services. However, contractors have often 

l As described in the Appendix, the Program for Export Market Development is a very popular method of becoming 
acquainted with new markets, among other objectives, at a reasonable cost to industry. 
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not pursued CIDA finance projects, even though it is not unusual for contractors to have 50-100 

engineers on staff. Furthermore contractoes engineers are arguably more experienced, hands-on 
and pragmatic than those in consulting firras, and may be well qualified to benefit from CIDA and 
other international funding. While this suggestion may not be directly relevant to the U.S. market 
in the short-term, the larger and more intemationally-experienced contractors will stand a beuer 

chance of sUcceecling in the U.S. market over the long hauL ('wildi-In  contractors which continue 
to simply "roam in their backyard" will likely remain small and see decreased earnings in future 

 years. 

12) Canadian govenunents should make every effort to increase the service industry awareness of 

officers at  U.S. posts. 

As discussed in an advisery paper for the Uruguay GATT negotiating round, Canadian 
Consulates, in frequently moving their sector officers, reduce the knowledge and contact base of 
the responsible officers. They are, as a result, described in the paper as being less effective than 
their Japanese and European counterpane. As it may take 2-3 years for government officials to 
establish local contacts in certain industries, the posting of locally-engaged officers for longer 
periods of time should be considered. 

13) Firms should visit the region in order to "get afirst-handfeel" for the environment into which 

they are considering entry. 

It was felt useful by some firms to, as a market-enrry step, tallc to local union representatives, 
associations and other contractors, as well  as to observe ongoing projects in order to increase their 
comfort level prior to bidding. One Quebec-based contractor, prior to opening an office in the 
U.S., sent its President and a second employee down separately to survey and talk with v-arious 

individuals in the Carolina's, Florida and Georgia region. After comparing notes, and evaluating 
which location could best serve the Defence and Aerospace markets, they selected an office 
location. Such a strategy - spending time to understand the market, then making a commitment to 
the region - is recommended. Having entered the region, the firm should then maintain regular 
contact with the major developers in the region to monitor their activities. 

iSimihriy, organizational difficulties at the Federal Industry Deparmient has limited its effectiveness in recent years 
in helping Canadian contmctors enter foreign markets. 
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14) Canadian furts may have a cost and timing advantage over their American C011yeetitors 

through maintaining jlexibilizy in managing individual projects. 
One C2nadia.n  construction firm is of the opinion that the U.S. competitors are more rigid in their 

project management function, where often one or two project managers, superintendents, 
engineers and office managers are hired at the start of the job and remain in these positions until the 

completion of the job. Canadian finals, on the other hand, staff the managerial functions with 

fewer people and maintain a flexible approach regarding how long a particular individual will 

retnain on the job. For example, the project engineer will often be moved onto another job upon 

completion of the planning and costing aspects, and.may be called in as required on other 

occasions. American firms "would have these people there twice as long" and at twice the cost 

Be Aware: 

15) As discussed in the unionization section, while unions overall are in decline, there still remain 

certain regions of the U.S. where unions have a significant presence. 

The heavily-unionized Northeastern states were described by one Canadian firm as being averse to 

foreigners and potentially quite troublesome (out-of-country firms and out-of-state firms are 

generally grouped together in this respect). Situations  such as forcing a non-union trucicer to 

unload steel outside the construction site so that a Teamster truck could carry it into the 

construction site are not unusual. CITtarlinn entrants should be aware that such obstacles 

potentially exist in the high union areas, particularly in the Northeast 

On the other hand, one firm with whom we spoke felt that project labour agreements and other 

matters were handled more smoothly with the American unions than with their Canadian unions. 

The lack of distinct seasons in the southern regions eliminates many of the  unie and negotiating 

pressures which exist in regions with harsh winters. Union relations may therefore be more 

harmonious in the Southem and Western States. 

In active regions, such as California and New England', the construction unions have virtually full 

employment which naeans that companies with poor ties to the union hall are likely to end up with 

the "bottom of the barrel" in terms of labour quality Linking with a firm with strong union ties 

will help avoid such a situation 

I note, however, that the New England economy slowed considerably during 1989. 
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Many non-union firms, not having access to union-hall labour pools, have established informal 
communication networks with each other, wherein labourers are quickly moved from one firm's 
project at completion onto another con=ctor's project if and when require& 

16) Canadian aintraaors generally feel that US. construction labour is comparable in quality and 

cost to that  in Canada 

In a New York State transit project, for example, the electrical and mechanical 1.vork was sub-
contracted to the top local firms and their work was described as "excellent". In a Seattle transit 
project, the elecro-mechanical subtrades are "of similar quality and expertise" to those in Canada. 
It vras mentioned to us by one firm that American subtrades are less sophisticated in their pricing 
policies and that sorne subcontractors expect to renegotiate, viith the winning contractor, the initial 
quotes which they had submined at tender time  ren2dinti contractors should be aware of this 
possibility when reviewing the initial submissions. 

17) It is felt that, on average, the American market offers comparable or slightly higher profit 

margins than the Canadian market. 

For example, one contractor active in the United States estimated that the profitability on 
commercial buildings in the Eastern U.S. extends up to the ten percent range, compared to around 
five percent for buildings in Toronto or Monaeal, while another estimated that the gross margin in 
the U.S. was double that for his office projects in the Montreal and Toronto markets. 

One commercial developer in California estimated that a SUS 20 million office project would 
produce a return to the general contractor of three percent, down from the 4-5 percent level of five 
years ago. In addition ,where the contractor is involved in some design "value engineering" 
aspects, its profit could increase by about one-third.I California association representatives 
estimated that profit margins in the four percent range for office and commercial developments 
were attainable in the state provided the contractor had good relations with the developer. 

Amongst other interviewees, none felt that the American market was less profitable, although some 
were of the opinion that the two markets offered comparable profitability. The profitability on 

'Being involved in the design stage does not appear to guarantee that the contractor will receive the construction 
contract It was suggested that in many cases the developer will put the job out to bid,  despite having worked with 
one contractor during the design stage. retiqn firms should be aware of this possibility. 
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heavy civil projects in the United States is generally higher than on bonded buildings and other 
secured projects. 

18) Canaclian firms should be aware that foreign construction companies as a group are suffering 

losses on their U.S. activities. 

The Department of Commerce's 1987 Survey of Current Business shows the Net Income position 
of Foreign Direct Investment Construction Finns as being a loss of SUS  27 million in 1981, a loss 
of SUS 44 million in 1982, a profit of SUS  13 million in 1983, a loss of SUS 65 million in 1984, 
and a loss of SUS  133 million in 1985. This may be influenced by what a Commerce Department 
Officer described as "a Japanese philosophy that the cost of entering a market is to lose money for 
ten years". On a comparative basis, individnnis within the U.S. Department of Commerce estimate 
that American construction firms receive profits of around one percent of sales, while foreign-
owned contractors in the U.S. are losing money in the order of two percent of sales. 

19) Businesses in the United States and Canada operate with similar payment terms. 

General contractors typically receive progress payments, with a lump-sum upon project 
completion, while subcontractors get paid when the general contractor is paid_ Payment is made 
within a 45-60 day period. One practice described as common in the U.S. twenty years ago was 
that of overloading cost items early in a project, such that the contractor's receipts exceeded outlays 
thereby allowing the finn to work and earn interest "using the developer's money". In recent 
years, developers have operated more tightly and contractors typically do not front-end-load 
anymore. 

20) Canadian finns reported relatively few difficulties in the area of obtaining temporary entry and 

working status. 

While this is true in a general sense, some C.Pnndinn executives and engineers have ocr-asionally 

encountered difficulties in entering the U.S. for business purposes. The Free Trade Agreement 
eases entry restrictions. Under the  FIA, four categories of business visitors will  find it easier to 
cross the border. Business visitors may enter to conduct commercial activities, through applying at 
any entry point (B-1 Status, no fee). Professionals (engineers, architects) may enter at any entry 
point, provided appropriate educational, licensing, and employment requirements are met (TC-1 

Status, $50 fee). Traders and investors must apply for a non-immigrant visa before leaving and 
must meet the appropriate rank and ownership requirements (E Visa, $40 fee). The forth category, 
intra-company transferees, must have a petition completed by the U.S. employer and meet the 
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length of employment requirement before entering (L-1 Status, $35 fee.  ). Canadian Consulate 
officials can provide further details and defmitions associated with the entry requirements. 

21) Disadvantaged business and équal opportunity laws apply to public construction projects. 

A major construction-related difference between Canada and the United States, according to a firm 

active with govenument agencies in the U.S., is the often ccxnplex and onerous requirements of the 
disadvantaged business and equal opportunity laws which exist in the United States for 

government funded projects. 

These requirements niay stipulate that 25 percent or more of particular public projects must be 
subcontracted to designated companies controlled by minorities. For example, the Community 

Redevelopment Agency in California requires that 30 percent of an awarded project must be 
directed (by the General Contractor and occasionally by A-E firms as well) toward minority-owned 

businesses, while a recent Los Angeles sewage project had 14 percent rninority and three percent 

female requirements. Despite a recent ruling striking down the constitutionality of these 

requirements, it is felt that most governments will march to their own dnmi and continue to award 
contracts with these requirements. Americans are willing to talk openly regarding these barriers 
and requirements - C2nadian firms should discuss these matters as early in the project as possible. 

Various interviewees argued that these requirements force them to both, contract with unqualified 
and undercapitalized parties, and increase the payroll by at least one person simply to administer 
the associated paperwork. Thus, the common perception of the non-bureaucratic United States and 
the socialized and bureaucratic Canada may be somewhat misleading in this rebyuct. In active 
econoraic times, the limited number of qualified firms may be heavily booked and reaching goals 
may thus be a challenge. 

22) The productivity and skill of Americanfinns is on an approximate par with Canadian firms. 

With the exception of financial backing and local know-how, Canadian firms are felt to be very 
competitive with their American counterparts. For this reason, it vras suggested that large 
contractors veining to spend time and dollars would succeed in the U.S. market because of its size 
and opportunity. 

1 
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23 ) Many contractors described the "old boy network" as a major factor behind succeeding in the 

United  States  market, particularly in the more established northeastern and Florida markets. 

As described by one executive, working the old boy networic is "not an all-powerful requirement 
but one which places local players in better shape than someone who blew into town yesterday". 
Local firms tend to get bonding cheaper, haggle with suppliers better, get along with labour more 

smoothly, receive the union's better workers, and iron out code-related issues with inspectors 
more easily. 
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Table A-1: The Top 45 Contractors in the United States 
(source: ENR Magazine, May 1989) 

Rant Fins 

Construction speciality  

	

1988 contracts 	 a wi 

	

(In  $ mullion) 	 hie Plurel fags 	mrst-1  . 
Tout ramp elbis. ME. Per. part Mile cm live rime ram 

1 Fluor Dane Inc.. Irvine. Can 	  12.169.4 1.81 6.1 	• 	. 
2 Bechtel Group Inc-  Si Francisco.  C. - 10.177.0 5.034.5 . 	. 
3 The M.W.  Kellogg Co.. Houston. Texas' - 9.303.9 4.621.4 . 	. 
4 The Parsons Corp, Pasadena. Cant' - 6.177.6 3.075.0 • 
5 Lemmas Crest Inc- Bloonilleid. 	- 5.430.0 4.200.0 • 	• 

• Rust International Corp.. Bleminghent.  Ma.'- 5.17110 	50.0 	. 	. 	. 	. 
7 CRSS. Houston, Texas 	  3.875.0 	75.0 	• 	• 	• 
8 liorrlson Knudsen Corp.. Bowe. Idaho' - 3.794..0 	5.0 • 
9 Turner Construction Co.. New  Vois. 	- 3.666.1 	85.2 • 	• 	- 	• 

10 Foster Wheeisr Corp. Clinton. 	- 1079.0 2.739.0 • 	• 	• a
o
t
J
a

t
Ë
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11 Ebsoco Services Inc- New York. N.Y.' - 2.202-1 	.0 • 	_ 	• 	 • 	• 

12 Jones Group Inc- Charlotte. N.C.' 	  2.115.7 	94.3 	• 	• 

	

13 Brown & Root Inc_ Houston. Texas' - 2.031.0 	441.6 • 	• 	• 	• 	• 	• 	• 

14  Jaco  bs Enginoenng Grouts Inc..  
Pasadena. Calif.' 	  1.116.0 	60.0 	. 	• 	 . 	- 	• 	. 

15 Centex General Construction Con ,  
Dallas. Texas' 	  1.750.0 	 - 	• 	- 	- 	 . 

16 ICF-Kaiser  Engineers Group Inc, Fairfax. Va.' 	1.724.0 	6.7 	y 	• 	. 	_ 	• 	. 	. 	• 	33 
17 Stone & Webster Engineering Corp., 

Boston.  Man. 	  1.527.9 	410.5 	• 	• 	 40 
18 Kiewit Construction Group Inc, Omaha, Neb.• 	1.3115.1 	211.1 	• 	• 	• 	• 	• 	• . • 	• 	0 
19 BE&K Inc..  Birmingham  Ais. 	  1.325.0 	25.0 	• 	 . 	_ 	_ 	• 	_ 	• 	0 
20 The Austin Co... Cleveland. Mae 	  1.316.9 	250.9 	• 	 . 	 _ 	 0 

21 Fletcher Construction (U.S.A.) tart, 
Honolulu. Hissrad. 	  1066.6 	.0 	• 	• 	• 	r 	• 	• 

22 Guy F. Atkinson Co.. 	 - 
South San Francisco. Cale. 	  1.163.4 	573.4 	. 	. 	• 	•. 	. 	. 	 0 

22 Gill:ions Budding Co.. Providence,  RI.' 	 1.146.7 
24 The Ca l( ConstruCb011 Group 

Bethesda.  Md.' 	  1.1342 	.0 	r 	• 	• 	• 	- 	- 	- 	- 	0 
25 United Engineers & Constructors Md. Inc., 

Philadelphia. Pa.'  	1.047.0 	4.0 	. 	• 	• 	 • 	«. 	• 	. 

26 Penn. Corp.. Framingham. litaisa' 	  1.007.1 	1011.3 	• 	. 
27 McDevitt & Street Co., Charlotte. N.C. - 	997.4 	.0 • 	• 
28 HCB Contractors. Ciallas. Texan  	987.0 	.0 	• 	• 
29 Huber. Hunt and Nichois Inc..  Indianapolis. Ind. 	905.0 	.0 	• 
30 Schad Associates Inc..  Chicago. til.• - 	900.0 	536.0 d 	• 

• 2 
0 

64 
38 

31 Bacon  Construction Co. Inc, Houston. Texas' 	871.0 	4_0 	 • 	• 	 • 	r 	r 	r 	 5 
32 McCarthy, St. Louis. No.  	847.1 	.0 	1• 	_ 	• 	r 	- 	_ 	_ 	40 

33 CBI Industries Inc..  011111 aroolir. 	- 	740.0 	255.0 	• 	• 	• 	- 	• 	• 	• 	0 
34 italennott International. New Orleans. La.' - 	720.3 	303.5 	- 	- 	• 	- 	- 	• 	• 	- 	0 
35 Burns and Ras  Enterprises Inc, Oradell. N.J. 	705.4 	144.9 _ 	. 	. 	_ 	_ 	• 	_ 	24 

38 Harbert International Inc.. Birmantiam, Ale.' _ 	71:0.0 	170.0 	• 	• 	• 	r 	. 	. 	• 	_ 
37 Barnard and Burk Group Inc., 

Baton Rouge, La.'  	670.0 	20.0 	• 	• 	• 	 • 	• 	• 	12 
31 C.L Peon/Jones Brothers Corot- Corp, 

Los Angebas. Cant.' 	  6483 	 1 d -  r 	 - - 	 30 
39 01111righarn Construction Corp., 

Pleasanton. CUR •  	645.5 	73.3 	• 	r 	. 	• 	• 	Y 	• 	IF 

40 Dick Corp, Pittsburgh. Pa.'  	620.4 	.0 

41 Austin Industries, DSO». Texas'  	6033 	.0 	 • 	• - • 	• 	 26 
42 Fru-Con Construction Corp- Saiwin. Mo. - 	595.0 	.0 ir•••• ■ 

43 M.B. Zactry Co.. San Antonio, Texas'  	574.2 	11.5 	 _ 	_ 
44 Gaor9e Fear Co... New `fort. N.Y. - 5443 	51.0 y 	• 	 _ 	• 	• 	47 
45 LF. Onscoll Co- Baia Cynwyd. Ps. - 531.7 	.0 r 	 - - 100 



APPENDIX A: PROMFNENT COMPETITORS 

As discussed in Section Two, domestically-controlled firms conduct over 96 percent of all 
construction work in the United States. 'There are some 1.4 million contractors in the country, of 
which around one million are small, individually-owned proprietorships and around four thousand 
conduct more than  SUS 10 million each in annual business. The U.S. industry is very 
fragmented, with no company controlling more than two percent of market volume. Relative to 
European and Japanese markets, the U.S. market offers lower profitability (around one percent of 

revenue versus 2-4 percent in Europe and Japan) for contractors because of the fragmented market. 

The European markets are much more concentrated, with perhaps a half-dozen contractors 
dominating the scene, while the Japanese market is still relatively closed to foreigners. However, 
according to a recent Mrr study, American contractors do earn good returns-on-investment, a fact 
which makes acquisition of U.S. firms an attractive proposition. 

This appendix describes the leading general and specialized construction &ins in the U.S., and 

includes information on firm size, type of work performed, and profitability. The companies 
profiled are typically non-residential builders. 

Table A-1 lists the largest construction companies in the United States, as ranked by ENR 

Magazine. The figures include  ail  revenues from prime çontracts, shares of joint ventures, 

subcontracts, design-construct contracts, and construction management "at risk" (where manager 
assumes financial liabilities and risks similar to those of a general contractor) contracts. There are 

26 firms reporting greater than  SUS 1 billion in 1988 contracts. The 400 largest contractors had 
average domestic business of $US 320 million and average foreign contracts totalling  SUS 65 

million in 1988. 

Table A-2 provides information from the Forbes 1989 Afflual Directory. This directory lists 1988 

sales, sales growth, return on equity and debt-equity ratios for a number of leading construction 

firms. This information is for the firm as a whole, and in many instances includes revenue from 
non-construction activity - it is likely not as accurate as that in the construction-oriented ENR 

Magazine. Table A-2 ùidicates that the average American commercial firm has grown at an annual 
rate of 6.3 percent during the past five years, has had a return-on-equity (ROE) of 2.5 percent over 
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Table A-2: Prominent  Construction Companies in the United States 

Growth Company 1988 
Sales 

Income/ 	1988 Debt/ 
Equity (%) 	Equity (%)  

• 

Guy Atkinson 
Blount 
Butler Manufacturing 
CBI Industries 
Centex 
Comstock Group 
Dover 
Ensearch 
Fischbach 
Fluor 
Foster Wheeler 
Halliburton 
Healey Group 
Jacobs Engineering 
LVI Group 
MMR Holding 
Morrison ICnudsen 
Perini 
Trinity Industries 
Turner 

Median- Commercial 

Source: Forbes 1989 Annual Report on American Industry 
Note: "na" denotes that less than four year's worth of data are available. "def' denotes a deficit 



this period', and a 1988 debt-to-equity ratio of 35 percent. According to Forbes, the commercial 
construction industry has low profitability when compared to U.S. industry as a whole - for 
exanrple, its ROE figure is only one-fifth that for all American industry. 

In entering the American market, Canadian firms may aLso encounter some leading foreign 
contractors. While foreign contractors currently capture only four percent of the market, this share 
is expected to increase. According to ENR Magazine, the ten largest foreign contractors captured 
SUS 83 billion worth of business in the U.S. in 1988. These firms are Holzmann (Germany), 
Bovis (England), Fletcher (New Zealand), SAE (France), Aolci (Japan), Davy (England), Bilfinger 

Berger (Germany), PCL (Canada), Kajima (Japan) and John Brown (England). Most firms 
capture this business through U.S. acquisitions - for example, Fletcher made three American 
acquistions during 1988. 

The following paragraphs discuss some of the dominant firnis in more detail: 

Guy Atkinson . 
Based in San Francisco, Aticinson has sales over SUS 900 million. The company employs around 
8,100 people, including those in its subsidiaries, Walsh Construction and Bingham Willamette. In 

addition to heavy construction, Atkinson is active in ciil and gas operations and industrial pipe 

manufacturing,. Approximately SUS 700 million of its total revenue is from construction, largely 

of dams, roads, tunnels and other public pro.  jects. It appears that Atkinson is more profitable in 
other industries - for example, while 77 percent of its revenue accrues from construction, only 18 

percent of its profits are derived through construction activities. 

Blount 

Based in Montgomery, Alabama, Blount manufactures speciality steel and machinery in addition to 

its construction activities. Some  $460 million, or one-third of its total sales are derived through its 

Construction Division. According to Forbes, the firm lost money on its construction operations in 

1988. Omark Canada is a Guelph-based Canadian subsidiary of Blount 

1 Residential construction firms, with a five-year ROE of almost 16 percent, are far mare profitable than commercial 
firms 
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Butler Maratfacturing 

Based in Kansas City, Butler is active in manufacturing pre-engineered metal and wood buildings 
in addition to its general contracting work. Its 1988 sales totaled around $US 630 million. Over 
90 percent of its 1988 revenues and profits stem from its construction activities. The firm has an 

. operation in Burlington, Ontario which manufactures pre-engineered buildings. 

CBI Industries 

Based in Oak Brook, Illinois, CBI is a large holding company active in transportation as well as 
metal plate construction. According to Forbes;one-half of its 1988 revenues of SUS  13 billion 
were from construction, althoug,h these operations were not profitable in 1988. 

Comstock Group 

Based in Connecticut, Comstock employs around 3,000 people in its electrical and mechanical 
contracting and construction of mass transit, highways, nuclear and waste facilities. Its 
engineering subsidiary has  SUS  53 million in sales, about fifteen percent of the firm's total sales. 
The remainder of the firm's revenue stems from construction activities. 

Center 
Based in Dallas, Centex is active in residential and general construction and naanufacturing of - 
cement. About one-half of its 1988 revenues of SUS  1.6 billion were from construction, although 
this segment appears to contribute only one-fifth of the firm's total profits. 

Dover Corp 

Dover is based in New York City. The bulk of its activity is in manufacturing of pumps, controls, 
circuitry and other related items. In 1988, about one-third of its revenues and profits were from its 
construction projects. 

Ensearch Corp 

The large size of Dallas-based Ensearch stems primarily from its involvement in petroleum 
exploration, gas transmission and oilfield services in addition to its engineering and construction 
activity. Construction provided approximately one-third of its total 1988 revenues of SUS  2.8 

billion. The segment was not profitable in 1988. 
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Fischbach Corp 

Based in New York City, Fischbach, with  SUS 1 billion in sales, is the largest electrical and 
mechanical contractor in the United States. Virtually all  of its revenues are derived from 

construction. Fischbach is currently engaged in an ownership battle between Victor Posner, who 
bought it in 1985, and six dirtctors who have filed a lawsuit against him. The Securities Exchange 
Commission is also currently investigating the matter. The company has struggled during the past 

several years, although its loss figure of SUS 14 million in 1988 represented an improvement from 

the $US 36 million and SUS 16 million losses of the two previous years. 

Fluor Daniel 

Based in Irving, California, Fluor is active in engineering and construction as well as in managing 

the exploration and production of various mliierals. Around 90 percent of its revenues and profits 

stem from construction - indeed, Fluor is one of the few furns, according to Forbes, which 

reported higher profits on construction than on non-construction activities in 1988. The firm has 

operations worldwide including Canada (Calgary), Saudi Arabia, Australia and the United 

ICingdom. Fluor is active in industrial construction - for example, the firm has increased its 

petrochemical construction work five-fold over the past two years. 

Foster Wheeler 

A large manufacturing firm based in New Jersey, Foster Wheeler is active in manufacturing 

chemical and industrial equipment in addition to the activities of its engineering and construction 

group. Its 1988 sales totaled SUS 1.1 billion. Approximately one-half of the firm's revenues are 

from its construction group, although this group lost money in 1988, according to Forbes review. 

Halliburton 
Based in Dallas, Halliburton is a large producer and servicer of drilling equipment, oilfield 

equipment and pulp and paper mill equipment in addition to its engineering and construction 

activities. Based on 1988 data, it appears that some 45 percent and 60 percent of the firm's 

revenues and profits, respectively, stem from its construction operations. 
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Henley Group 

Based in La Jolla, California, the Henley Group is a dominant firm in providing engineering, 

architectural and surveying services in addition to supplying industrial rnachùiery and equipment. 

Approximately one-half and one-third of the company's 1988 sales and profits, respectively, 

stemmed from construction activities. 

Jacobs Engineering 

Based in Pasadena, California, Jacobs is an SUS 800 million engineering and construction firm 

with around 2600 employees. Four-fifths of its revenues are in the construction segment. 

LVI Group 
Based in New York  City, LVI specializes in interior construction and asbestos abatement while 

also producing certain types of equipment Construction accounted for over 90 percent of the 

firm's total revenues and profits in 1988. 

MMR Holding 
Based in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, MMR is a large elecnical and specialty trades contractor with 

350 full-time and 2,500 part-time employees. Construction accountr.d for over 90 percent of the 
firm's total revenues and profits in 1988. 

Morrison Knudsen 

Based in Boise, Idaho, Morrison Knudsen is a large construction and engineering firm, employing 

almost 20,000 in its operations, which also include shipbuilding and re.al estate development. It 

appears that the real estate operations are more profitable than construction - for example, although 

construction contributed ninety percent of 1988 revenues, it provided only six percent of profits. 
The firm has a long history in civil projects, having been one of the principal contractors on the 
Hoover and Grand Coulee dam projects, and it is currently expanding its civil business in water 

tunnels, airports, prisons, and mass transit projects. 

Perini 
Perini, in Framington, Massachusetts, is a SUS 900 million construction, real estate, and coal 
milling company. The latter operations are more profitable than construction - for example, 

although construction contributed over 90 percent of 1988 revenues, it provided only five percent 
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of profits. Perini owns some 75 percent of Majestic, an Edmonton-based pipeline construction 
company, which in turn ovals 45 percent of the Monenco engineering firm. 

Trinity 

Based in Dallas, Trinity manufactures rail cars, pressure vessels and marine products in addition to 
its construction activities. Construction contributes around one-quarter of the firm's revenues and 
profits. 

Turner Corp 

Based in Illinois, Turner is a SUS 3 billion company. The construction arm builds commercial, 
government, and residential projects, as well  as being involved in real estate development and 
building operation. 
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APPENDIX B: CONSTRUCTION TRADE SHOWS 

Many firms are taking advantage of trade shows, an activity which ranks among the most 
important of all marketing vehicles ,  particularly in the United States. A trade show provides sellers 
with the oppornmity to exhibit products or services, to nwet with top buyers in the industry, and to 
investigate the competition. Trade show are fast-paced - typically a trade show lasts 2-3 days, 
during which the sales representative attempts to meet as many buyers as possible, while often in 
the midst of direct competition. 

Following is a partial list of trade shows related to the construction sector. The listed individuals 
and organiz2tions should be able to provide the most topical information on upcoming shows. 
Appendix D provides a listing of associations, and interested firms may %Irish to contact these 
associations to fmd out more topical information on other relevant upcoming trade shows. 

Generally, these trade shows are offered on an annual basis, usually dming the autuirm season 
The shows are catego&ed into those perttining to equipment, nonresidential construction, 
renovation, and specialized shows. External Affairs and International Trade Canada (as discussed 
in Appendix E) are very active in the trade show area, sponsoring Canadian pavilions at hundreds 
of trade shows each year - Department officials could also be contacted by firms in search of more. 

 topical information on upcomùig shows. 

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS 

Name: 	 ACI Convention 
Sponsor: 	American Concrete Instimte 
Product 	concrete-related 
Date/Location: 	March 18, 1990 in Toronto 

November 11, 1990 in Philadelphia 
Contact 	 Ann K. Bruttell, ACI in Detroit, (313) 532-2600 

Name: 	 Building Products Expo 
Sponsor: 	Key Productions 
Date/Location: 	usually in October 
Contact 	 Chalisse Hunter, Key Productions in Hartford, (203) 247-8363 

Name: 	 Construction Contractors Equipment Exposition 
Sponsor: 	Dwyer Exhibitions 
Product: 	heavy construction equipment, products and services 
Dam/Location: 	usually in December 
Contact: 	 Martin Dwyer, Dwyer Exhibitions in Chicago, (312) 467-4590 
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RENOVATION SHOWS 

Name: 	 International Remodelling Contractors Association Expo 
Sponsor: 	International Remodelling Contractors Association 
Product: 	 building and remodelling products 
Date/Location: 	usually in February 
Contact 	 Daniel Miller, McGrath and Assoc in Atlantic City, (800) 257-8626 

Name: 	 National Association of Remodeling Industry' 
Date/Location: 	usually in March 
Contact 	 James Tolliver in Arlington, VA, (703) 276-7600 

SPECIALIZED SHOWS 

Name: 	 Wall and Ceiling Industry Convention and Expo 
Sponsor: 	Association of the Wall and Ceiling Industries International 
Product: 	 wall  and ceiling related 
Date/Location: 	March, 1990 in Orlando 
Contact 	 Cam Baker or Kevin Montles, Washington, (202) 783-2925 

Name: 	 Mechanical Contractors Association of America 
Date/Location: 	usually in February 
Contact 	 Cynthia Buffington in Bethesda, Md, (301) 897-0770 

Name: 	 National Association of Elevator Contractors 
Date/Location: 	usually in October 
Contact 	 U. Parks in Atlanta, (404) 261-0166 

Name: 	 Insulation Contractors Association of America 
Date/Location: 	usually in September 
Contact 	 Hartley Edes in Rockville, Md, (301) 926-3083 

Name: 	 Scaffold Industry Association 
Date/Location: 	usually in June 
Contact: 	 Victor Saleeby in Van Nuys, CA, (818) 782-2012 

Name: 	 American Congress Surveying Mapping Annual Meeting 
Sponsor: 	The Congress 
Product: 	 surveying and =pping related 
Date/Location: 	usually in March 
Contact 	 Richard Dorman, Congress in Falls Church, Va (703) 241-24.46 

Name: 	 International Fence Industry Association 
Dar./Location: 	usually in January 
Contact 	 Kay Knapp in Austin, Tx, (512) 339-8376 

Name: 	 National Asbestos Council 
Date/Location: 	usually in September 
Contact 	 Paul Skoglund in Decatur, GA, (404) 292-3802 
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Name: 	 National Association of Home Builders 
Sponsor: 	 NAHB 
Product: 	 building and construction products and services 
Date/Location: 	usually in January 
Contact: 	 Ignacio Cabrera, NAHB in Washington, (202) 822-0424 or 

800 (368-5242) 

Name: 	 Deep Foundation Institute 
Date/Location: 	usually in October 
Contact 	 Robert Compton in Sparta, NJ, (201) 729-9679 
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APPENDIX C: MAGAZINES, STUDIES AND OTHER SOURCES 

There are a number of sources' which provide useful information on the U.S. construction market. 
The most important U.S. construction publications are described below: 

FW Dodge - Construction Market Forecasting Service 
Provides five-year forecasts of construction markets grouped into 22 segments. All groupings are 
presented at the national and nine-region leveL Data is also available, at additional cost, for the top 
fifty metropo litan areas covering office, retail, warehouse, hotel and housing structures. The basic 
annual subscription providing quarterly publications costs approximately  SUS 12,000. Contact 
Eileen Anderson at (212) 512-3711 for further information. 

United States Industrial Outlook 
The Outlook is produced annua lly by the International Trade Administration of the U.S. 
Department of Commerce. It is a large book which reviews the recent scene, long-term outlook, 
trends, and characteristics for some seventy industries, including construction. 

Building Permits Branch of the US Census Bureau 
Contact Brenda Yates at (301) 763-7244 far reports and information on building permits and 
construction activity levels. 

Construction Review Magazine 
Provides historical, outlook, and other construction information on a bi-monthly basis. Some of 
the information is available on a state basis. The magazine aLso summarizes some FW Dodge 
information. Contact Charles Pitcher (202) 377-0132, the editor of the magazine, at the Building 
Materials and Construction Division of the International Trade Administration of the Department of 
Commerce. 

Value of  New  Construction Put In Place 
This division of the Census Bureau provides monthly information on the value of construction 
nationally. Private construction is segmented into twelve structure types, while Public construction 
is segmented into eleven structure types. This comprehensive national information is available 
from Vicki Garrett at (301) 763-5717 at the Census Bureau. 

'An exhaustive listing of relevant journals vras provided and arranged into 32 construction and material categories in 
the January/February. 1989 issue of Construction Reviev magazine. Cali (202) 377-0132. 
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State and Local Cove:men: Procurernent Information 

The documents Governarnt  Finances and State Government Finances provide comprehensive 
information on sewerage, highway, and education capital outlays by state governments and local 
goverrunents. The latter are divided into county, municipal, township, school district, and special 
district goveniments: This information is available from Henry Wulf (301) 763-7664 of the 
Governments Division of the Census Bureau. 

Trade Show and Convention Guide 

This annual publication lists and provides information on U.S., r2n2rii2n and international trade 
shows by industry. The guide is available for SUS 75 from Billboard Publications in Nashville 
(615) 321-4250. 

Industrial and (ewe Vacancy Rases 

The industrial information charts quarterly the vacancy rate for rolling four-year periods for 32 

major U.S. cities. The office information charts the rates in downtown and suburban regions for 
52 U.S. cities and regions. The information is produced by Coldwell Banker. Contact Theresa 
Garrison at (703) 734-4700. 

Current Constmaion Projects 

Coldwell Banker also produces a semi-annual document discussing rents, lease rates, tenant 
profiles, absorption and projects under construction in 57 markets across the United States. 
Individual market reports, di:scussing local office and industrial markets in a detailed manner, are 
aLso available from C.oldwell Banker - Canadian contractors who have identified particular regions 
of interest to them may be wise to obtain the relevant reports. Information on these office and 
industrial documents may be obtained from Jeff Torto at (617) 742-5744. 

ENR Magazine (formerly Engineering News - Record) 

ENR is a weekly publication of McGraw-I-fill. It reviews activities, trends, forecasts, companies, 
and issues which are topical in the U.S. construction industry. ENR also produces annual issues 
on the Construction Forecast, the Top 400 C.ontractors, the Top 250 Specialty Contractors, and the 
Top 250 International Contractcrrs. Each weekly issue contains information on specifac projects by 
state and specific proposals by city. ENR is described by industry insiders as the best source of 
construction information in the country. Further information and subscriptions may be obtained 
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from Shirley ICiss, ENR, PO Box 423, Hightstown, NJ, 08520 at telephone (609) 426-5129. 
Subscriptions cost $US 49 annually or  SUS  94 for three years. 

Construction Cost Information - R.S. Means Company 
The research firm. R.S. Means, monitors the U.S. construction industry on an ongoing basis and 
publishes construction cost information dealing with foundations, framing, roofing, mechanical, 
electrical, overhead, profit and various other aspects of the construction of residential, commercial, 
repair and remodeling, and industrial structures. These documents can be purchased for around 
SUS  50 each, through calling (508) 747-1270. 

Site Selection Magazine 

Site Selection is published every two months by Conway Data of Atlanta. Annual subscriptions 
are SUS  75 within the United States and SUS  87 for foreign addresses. The magazine discusses 
real estate and site-related considerations and covers a wide variety of issues relevant to the U.S. 
construction industry. The April, 1989 issue, for example, provides information on private and 
public development organizations in several thousand communities and covering all  regions of the 
United States. Site Selection Magazine can be obtained by writin.  g Conway Data, Site Selection, 
40 Technology Park/Atlanta, Norcross, Georgia, 30092, or through telephoning 404-446-6996. 

Blue Book of Building and Construction 
Contractors Register Inc. of Jefferson Valley, New York, 10535 publishes seven Regional 
Editions of the Blue Book listing companies in 1) New York and northern New Jersey; 2) East 
Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey and Delaware; 3) D.C., Maryland and northern Virginia; 4) 
Florida; 5) southern California; 6) Chicago and Milwaukee; and 7) New England. These are 
distributed to thousands of contractors, A&E's, manufacturers, governments and institutions. 
Contact (800) 431-2584 for further information. 

Constructor Magazine 
This sixty-odd page magazine is produced monthly by the Associated General Contractors and 
described as "the Management Magazine for the Construction Industry". It deaLs with labour 
issues, new products, legislative matters, environmental considerations, marketing, and various 
other matters of interest to construction managers. An annual subscription costs  SUS  35 and can 
be obtained through calling (202) 393-2040. 
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American Business Lists Inc. 

This Omaha, Nebraska frrm (telephone 402-331-7169, coSt of SUS 2) compiles a listing of 

fourteen million American businesses from yellow page listings and provides the number of 
conapanies by state and industry. For example, there are 107 sub-sectors under the heading 
"construction. The list would indicate, by way of an obscure exarnple, how many "tennis court 

construction firms" there are in Tennessee. 

Metro Magazine 

Published by Bobit Publishing (2512 Artesia Boulevard, Redondo Beach, California, 90278) 

seven times yearly, this magazine reviews issues, products, people, trends and other matters of 

relevance to the U.S. mass transit market. 

AG-C Publications and Services Catalogue 	. 

Published by the Associated General Contractors, this catalogue lists a wide range of documents 

and services available from the Association, including training programs, bidding instructions, and 

safety regulations. The Associate:xi General Contractors (202-393-2040) distributes this document 
free of charge. 

Regional Magazines 

There are numerous regionally-oriented magazines which would be of value to firms entering the 
particular area. For example, New England Construction, published twice monthly by the 
Northeast Publishing Company, documents coming events, major New England projects and the 

firms and amounts bid, industry news, people and promotions, etc covering the states of Maine, 
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut. Annual subscriptions 
are SUS  45 and available at New England Construction, 26 Long Hill Road, PO Box 362, 

Guilford, Connecticut, 06437. The telephone number is (203) 453-3717. The Daily Construction 
Service, published daily by Wade Publishing of San Francisco (415) 589-1010 provides 
information on low bids received, construction plans, sub-bids, equipment sales, and contracts 
pending for the California region, and costs $US 540 annually. Important journaLs in other 
regions should become evident as the firm explores the area in question. 
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APPENDIX D: CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS 

According to the 1988 Encyclopedii of Associations, produced by Gale Researchl, there are 182 
construction associations 2  and committees active in the United States. These cover all  facets of 
construction trades and specializations. There are also other entities which provide valuable 
services to the industry. The learling organizations are described below: 

Associated General Contractors of America, Washington; (202) 393-2040. 
With 33,000 members, 108 local chapters and 65 committees, this association is the largest 
construction association. Its members are divided approximately sixty percent non-union and forty 
percent union. It provides tax and training services, seminars, statistics, and other services to all 

 types of construction firms, including general contractors, subcontractors, industry supp liers, and 
service firms. The association's services are divided into building, heavy industrial, utility, 
hig,hway, international, tax, insurance, safety, education, and manpower  coups. The AGC 
represents 5000 building contractors, 4000 highway contractors, 4500 heavy industrial 
contractors, 2000 municipal/minty builders, among other organizations. Membership fees are 
generally quite expensive and are based upon annual sales volume. A firm with  SUS 50 million in 
annual fees would pay approximately $US 20,000 in membership dues for local and national 
representation, including a fixed minimum fee of SUS 750, while a firm with  SUS 30 million in 
annual revenue would pay about SUS 14,000 annually. 

American Subcontractors Association, Virginia; (703) 684-3450 
This organization has 6000 members and 54 local groups, and provides govermnent liaison, legal, 
payment, and statistical services to its members. Members cover a range of specialties such as 
foundation, concrete, masonry, mechanical, electrical, painting, acoustics and roofing. 

National Association of Industrial and Office Parks, Virginia; (703)979-34(A)  

The NAIOP is a non-profit organization representing 7000 professionals involved in developing, 
designing, constructing, financing and managing industrial and office park properties. Annual 
membership fees  are in the SUS 460-500 range, while affiliate fees are SUS 250-300. 

'Information or copies may be olxained from  Encyclopedia of Associations,  Gale Research Company, Book Tower, 
Detroit, MI, 48226; (313) 961-2242 or (800) 521-0707. 
211te Septernber/Ocmber 1987 issue of Construction Review lists approximately 1000 trade associations, 
professional societies and labour unions of the construction and materials industries. Contaa Charles Pitcher at 
(202) 377-0132 far further information. 
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National Electrical Contractors Association, Maryland; (301) 657-3110 
The organization has 5000 members encompassing the erecting, repairing, servicing, and wiring of 

• electrical installations. It provides =nagement services, labour relations programs, seminars, and 
other services through its eig,hty staff members. 

National Remocklers Cowtcil, Washington; (202) 822-0212 

The mandate of this organi.zation is to provide organizational and technical advice, represent its 
members before business, consumers, and local governments, lobby for legislative changes, and 
sponsor programs. Its members are involved in the rehabilitation and remodeling of (mainly 
residential) proper ties. 

Mechanical Contractors Association of  America,  Maryland; (301) 897-0770 

This association serves 1700 members who install and service heating, cooling, and other systems. 
It provides training, seminars, and advisory services on a range of subjects. 

Construction Financial Management Association, New Jersey; (201)287-2777 

This 1600 member association provides and coordinates meetings and seminars dealing with the 
financial management of the construction industry. 

Construction Spececations Institute, Virginia; (703)  684-0300 
This group deals with matters of design, specifications, maintenance, and documentation on behalf 
of its 18,000 members. 

Coordinating Council for Computers in  Construction, New York; (212) 512-3268 
This cotmcil provides for the exchange of information on databases, hardware and software, and 
their applications in the construction industry. It has 7,000 members. 

American Institute of Constructors, Ohio; (614) 464-0598 

This group provides its 1600 members with a for= to exchange information and ideas to advance 
the practice of construction. 

Cognetics; (617) 661-0300 

Cognetics, based in Cambridge, Massachusetts, compiles a database of some eight million 
American companies, most of them unlisted and with minimal published information. Cognetics 
uses the data to estimate demand for commercial' and industrial space by metropo•  litan sub-market, 
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forecast areas and further delineation by Cognetics allows detailed analysis for specific geographic 
regions. For exanrple, the database range provides specific information for the one subarea in Flint 
or the thirty subareas in New York City. Headed by  fariner MIT  personnel, further information on 
the firm's services and costs may be obtained from Sara Dillon, 125 Cambridge Park Drive, 
Cambridge, Mass, 02140, or throug,h telephoning (617) 661-0300. 

Revay and Associates; (5 14) 932-2188 
Based in Montreal and Hartford, this firm provides dispute resolution, tender preparation, 
cashflow scheduling, arbitration and other related services to construction-related organizations. 
The contact numbers for Stephen Revay, the President, are 514-932-2188 in Montreal and 203-
651-414S in Hartford. 

Center  for  Construction Research and Education; (617)253-7273 
This center, part of M1T's Civil Engineering Department, produces various publications of an 
academic nature. An estimated 20 firms annually approaeh the Center to discuss construction 
technology, industry issues etc, and the Center is open to approaches from Canadian contractors. 
Fred Moavenzadeh and Charles Helliwell (617-253-7273 in Cambridge, Mass) are two excellent 
sources of construction-related information at the Center. 
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APPENDIX E: CANADIAN GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE 

The federal Department of External Affairs and International Trade Canada has Trade Centres 

located in every region of Canada, as well as 27 trade offices/consulates in the U.S., to offer a 

comprehensive and integrated program of assistance to Canadian industry. 

The consulates in the United States are staffed by Trade Coznmissioners and Commercial 

Officers who assist Canadian firms in winning export contracts in their region. These 

individuals generally have good knowledge of the local environment and are often of 

valuable assistance in penetrating the market and region in question. They are helpful in a 

variety of ways, including promoting Canadian companies to local customers, 

recommending appropriate technical experts to assist in negotiating a deal, selecting 

appropriate sales agents, assisting in the settlement of payments,' and assisting in travel 

matters. Canadian trade office locations are indicated in Tables E-1 and E-2. Ask to speak to 

the Trade Conunissioner or Commercial Counsellor. 

The Department provides a trade development program which, both, introduces new 

exporters to the U.S. market, and supports experienced exporters by increasing their 

exposure to new regional markets using the NEXUS program (described below) as well as 

trade shows. The program plays a prominent role in the federal Government's strategy of 

ensuring that the Canadian  business community is well positioned and well supported when 

accessing the U.S. market. Promotion of trade into the United States is managed by the U.S. 

Trade, Tourism and Investment Development Bureau. 

Canadian companies can  take advantage of any of the following trade development 

initiatives, sponsored by the Bureau: 

Trade Shows 

Trade shows are proven tools for companies to use in the U.S. market to introduce new 

products, establish representation, transact a considerable amount of business and obtain a 

very clear, concise picture of the competition. 

In 1989, Extemal Affairs and International Trade participated in over 400 major events in 

some 72 industrial sectors, as well as in smaller, regional trade shows. The Department will 

set up a Canadian  pavilion and share related expenses with the Canadian companies 



participating in the pavilion. In cooperation with the local Embassy, receptions are often 

organized to bring the participants and local buyers together for one-on-one discussions. 

Missions 

The Department sponsors various missions, such as an Incoming Buyers' Mission, whereby 

key decision-makers  from  the U.S. will be brought to a location in Canada to offer 

presentations and meet with Canadian companies. Similarly, outgoing missions to the U.S. 

are conducted in which Canadian conapanies are taken to a geographic location to meet 

prospective buyers. 

Market StudiesIDirectorigeminars 

External Affairs and International Trade also publishes market studies, such as this one, on a 

sectoral basis. In addition, the Department sponsors seminars and workshops for industry 

groups on specific subjects. 

New Exporters to Border States (NEBS) 
A NEBS mission walks a group of approximately 25 small companies through the entire 

process of exporting. Documentation and customs clearance procedures are explained in 

Canada and at one of the northern  border posts where further information is provided on 

banking, insurance, agents and distributors.  ; and other aspects of export activity. Studies 

indicate that fifty percent of NEBS participants eventually make an export sale. 

New Exporters to the United States (NEXUS) 

NEXUS is a relatively new program for the numerous small to medium sized companies from 

every region of the country who have traditionally traded just over the Canada/U.S. border, as 

a logical extension of their operations. Under NEXUS, companies will be encouraged to 

venture into other U.S. regional markets by participating in outgoing, sectorally-based 
missions, usually to a post or a selected regional trade fair. There, participants receive a 

briefing on local opportunities from post trade officers who will organize an itinerary of 

meetings with manufacturers' agents, distributors and/or buyers. 

Marketing Information and Assistance 

The International Trade Development Branch is the Department's focal point for export 

promotion activities. The branch administers the following programs offered by the 

Department: 
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a) Program for Export Market Development: a cost-sharing assistance program that 

helps Canadian businesses participate in, or undertake various types of export 

promotion activities. The activities for which PEMD funding is available include: 

participation in trade fairs; visits outside Canada to identify markets; visits of 

foreign buyers to Canada; project bidding; establishment of permanent sales offices 

abroad; and formulating marketing agreements. Further information on this 

program is available from the International Trade Centre within the local office of 

Industry, Science and Technology Canada. These numbers are provided below. 

b) The World Information Network for Exports (WIN Exports): a computerized 

directory of Canadian exporters designed to help trade development offices around 

the world respond more quickly to .opportunities identified in their territory. 

c) Info Export Toll Free Number: information and questions relating to any aspect of 

exporting may be directed to the toll free number (1-800-267-8376) for assistance. 

The federal Department of Industry, Science and Technology Canada has established 

International Trade Centres across Canada to assist Canadian  exporters. In addition to the 

Ottàwa headquarters, the Centres are located in each province, as indicated in Table E-.3. 

Provincial industry departments also offer expertise and programs to assist comp anies in 

penetrating export markets. Firms may wish to contact the offices listed in Table E-4 to 

obtain further information in this regard. 
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Table E-1: Canadian Consulates and Trade Offices in the United States 

Boston 
Buffalo 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Dallas 
Dayton 
Denver 
Detroit 

Boston 
Buffalo 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Dallas 
Dayton 
Denver 
Detroit 

Location 
Washington D. 
Atlanta 

El Segundo, CA 
Houston 
Los Angeles 
Miami 
Minneapolis 
New York 
Orlando 
Philadelphia 
Pittsburgh 
Princeton 
San Diego 
San Juan 8-1- 
San Francisco 
Santa Clara 
Seattle 
St. Louis 

Telephone 
C(202) 682-1740 
(404) 577-6810 
(617) 262-3760 
(716) 852-1247 
(312) 427-1031 
(513) 762-7655 
(216) 771-0150 
(214) 922-9806 
(513) 255-4382 
(303) 291-9611 
(313) 567-2340 
(213) 335-4439 
(713) 627-7433 
(213) 687-7432 
(305) 372-2352 
(612) 333-4641 
(212) 768-2400 
(407) 841-7337 
(215) 697-1264 
(412) 392-2308 
(609) 452-9027 
(619) 546-4467 
(809) 758-3500 
(415) 495-6021 
(408) 988-8355 
(206) 443-1777 
(314) 862-0130 

Fax 
(202) 682-7795 
(404) 524-5046 
(617) 262-3415 
(716) 852-4340 
(312) 922-0637 
(513) 762-7802 
(216) 771-1688 
(214) 922-9815 
(513) 255-1821 
(303) 291-9615 
(313) 567-2164 
(213) 335-4185 
(713) 621-0193 
(213) 620-8827 
(305) 374-6774 
(612) 332-4061 
(212) 768-2440 
(407) 425-6408 
(215) 697-5299 
(412) 392-2317 
(609) 452-8464 
(619) 457-2844 

8-1-(809) 250-0369 
(415) 541-7708 
(408) 988-6315 
(206) 443-1782 
(314) 862-3129 

Territory 
DC, DE, MD, VA, EastPA 
AL, FL, GA, MS, NC, SC, TN 
ME, MA, NH, RI, VT, StPierre 
west, central NY 
EL, MO, WI, IA 
satellite office 
KY, OH, WV,west PA 
DC,  AR, KS, LA, NM, OK 
satellite office 
satellite office 
Toledo, MI, IN 
satellite office 
satellite office 
AZ, south CA, NV 
satellite office 
IA, NE, MN, MT, ND,SD 
CT, NJ, south NY, Bermuda 
satellite office 
satellite office 
satellite office 
satellite office 
satellite office 
satellite office 
north CA, CO, HI, NV, UT, WY 
satellite office 
AK, ID, OR, WA 
satellite office 

Source: Department of Extemal Affairs and International Trade 



Table E-2: Addresses of Canadian Consulates in the United States 
Canadian Embassy 
501 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Washington, D.C., 20001, U.S.A. 

Canadian Consulate General, Atlanta 
One CNN Center, South Tcnver, Suite 400 
Atlanta, Georgia, 30303-2705, U.S.A. 

Canadian Consulate General, Boston 
Three Copley Place, Suite 400 
Boston, Massachusetts, 02116, U.S.A. 

Canadian Consulate General, Buffalo 
One Marine Midland CeMU, Suite 3150 
Buffalo, New York, 14203-2884, U.S.A. 

Canaclian Consulate General, Chicago 
310 South Michigan Avenue, 12th Floor 
Chicago, Illinois, 60604-4295, U.S.A. 

Canadian Consulate General, Cleveland 
Illuminating Building, 55 Public Square, Suite 1008 
Cleveland, Ohio, 44113-1983, U.S.A. 

Canadian Consulate General, Dallas 
St. Paul Place, 750 N. St. Paul Street, Suite 1700 
Dallas, Texas, 75201-3281, U.S.A. 

Canadian Consulate General, Detroit 
600 Renaissance Center, Suite 1100 
Detroit, Michigan, 48243-1704, U.S.A. 

Canadian Consulate General, Los Angeles 
California Plaza, 300 South Grand Avenue, 10th Floor 
Los Angeles, California, 90071, U.S.A. 

Canadian Consulate General, Minneapolis 
701 Fourth Avenue South, Suite 900 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55415-1899, U.S.A. 

Canadian Consulate GeneraL New York 
1251 Avenue of the Americas 
New York City, New York, 10020-1175, U.S.A. 

Canadian Consulate General, San Francisco 
50 Fremont Street, Suite 2100 
San Francisco, California, 94105, U.S.A. 

Canadian Consulate General, Seattle 
412 Plaza 600, Sixth and Stewart Streets 
Seattle, Washington, 98101-1286, U.S.A. 



Table E-3: Industry, Science and Technology Canada (ISTC) Offices 

Location 

St. John's, Nfld. 
Charlottetown, P.E.I. 
Halifax, N.S. 
Moncton, N.B. 
Montreal, Que. 
Toronto, Ont. 
Winnipeg, Man. 
Saskatoon, Sask. 
Edmonton, Alta. 
Vancouver, B.C. 

Telephone 

(709) 772-4866 
(902) 566-7400 
(902) 426-3458 
(506) 857-6412 
(514) 283-5938 
(416) 973-5000 
(204) 983-2300 
(306) 975-4318 
(413) 495-2944 
(604) 666-0434 

Fax 

(709) 772-2373 and 5093 
(902) 566-7450 
(902) 426-2624 
(506) 857-6429 
(514) 283-3302 
(416) 973-8714 
(204) 983-2187 
(306) 975-5334 
(403) 495-4507 
(604) 666-8330 

source: ISTC 

Table E-4: Provincial Industry Department Offices 

Location 

St. John's, Nfld. 
Charlottetown, P.E.I. 
Halifax, N.S. 
Moncton, N.B. 
Montreal, Que. 
Toronto, Ont. 
Winnipeg, Man. 
Regina, Sask. 
Edmonton, Alta. 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Whitehorse, Yukon 
Yellowknife, N.W.T. 

Telephone 

(709) 576-2781 
(902) 566-4222 
(902) 424-4242 
(506) 453-2875 
(514) 873-5575 
(416) 963-2501 
(204) 945-3172 
(306) 787-2222 
(413) 427-4809 
(604) 660-3935 
(403) 667-5466 
(403) 873-7381 

Fax 

(709) 576-3627 
(902) 566-4030 
(902) 424-5739 
(506) 454-8410 
(514) 873-4230 
(416) 963-1526 
(204) 945-2775 
(306) 787-2198 
(403) 427-0610 
(604) 660-2457 
(403) 667-3518 
(403) 873-0101 

source: various provincial governments 
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APPENDIX F: FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT IN U.S. CONSTRUCTION 

The International Trade Administration, an agency of the U.S. Department of Commerce, lists 66 

foreign companies that made direct investmaits (acquisition, joint venture, or equity increases) in 

U.S. construction firms between 1974 and 1986. This list is developed from publicly-available 
material and as such does not reflect all direct investments made during the period. As indicated, 
Japanese, British, French and Canadian firms were the most prominent direct investors. In 

general, the foreign construction contractors in the American market are extremely well-financed 
and possess construc tion expertise equal or superior to that of most U.S. builders. 
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Appendix F: Foreign Direct Investments in U.S. Construction Companies: 1974-86 

U.S. Firm Name 	State 

Dandi Building Systems 
Hosby USA 
Sunrise Company 
Perry-Talarico Cos 
Swedehomes, USA 
Cedillnr Fairview 
E.W. Howell Co. Inc. 
NVE, Inc. 
Olympia and York 
Lehrer/McGovern 
Baring Topseal Services 
Blythe Industries, Inc. 
East Texas Stone Co 
Pacific Construction 
Comstock Group, Inc. 
Western Stress, Inc. 
Liberty Homes 
Cohn Communities 
Samico  Dey.  Co. 
John Laing Homes 
Moseman Construction 
Geo-Con Inc. 
Morrison Homes 
JDH America Corp. 
Mericon 
Green Construction Co. 
McInerney Pace Inc. 
Schal Associates 
Hazama-Gumi 
American Home Shield 
SA. Healy Co. 
Toda Construction 
Polygon Corp. 
Sam P. Wallace Co. 
Ferivel Homebuilder 
Kuman Corp. 
Pan Pacific Development 
U.S. Home 
V.I-1. Development 
W. Watson 
1Cajima International 
McKeon Construction 
Chrestiana Cos. 
Societe Auxilliaire 
Toda America, Inc. 
E.W. Halin 
Slattery Associates 
Supreme Constructors 

Kentucky 
New York 
California 
Colorado 
Minnesota 
California 
New York 
California 
Florida 
New York 
N. Carolina 
N. Carolina 
Texas 
Hawaii 
Connecticut 
Texas 
New York 
Georgia 
Texas 
California 
California 	- 
Pennsylvania 
Texas 
Florida 
Utah 
Iowa 
Texas 
Illinois 
California 
California 
Minois 
California 
Washington 
Texas 
Florida 
California 
Hawaii 
Texas 
Arizona 
California 
California 
California 
California 
California 
California 
California 
New York 
Louisiana 

Foreign Investor 

Dandi Building Systems 
Hosby 
Mitsubishi Estate Co. 
British&Commonwealth 
Swedehomes 
Cadillac Fairview Corp. 
Selmer-Sande A/S 
Dai Nippon Construction 
Olympia and York Dev. 
Peo Steam Nav. Co. 
Mills, Andres 
Alfred McAlpine, PLC 
Lafarge Copper, SA 
Fletcher Cone Co. Ltd. 
Spi Bagnotolles 
Mitsui Engin.&Shipbldg 
Corpac Corp. Ltd. 
CH Beazer 
Sumitomo Construction 
John Laing PLC 
Holland Group 
Taisei Corp. 
George Wimpey PLC 
Japan Der. and Coast 
Deutsche Babcock 
Leighton Holdings Ltd. 
McInerney Propenies. 
Tarmac PLC 
Hazama-Gumi 
Fenwick Inc. N.W. 
Unidentifaed 
Tocia Construction Co. 
Polygon Investments 
Pharaon, Ghaith 
Le Groupe Ferret Savinel 
Kumagai Gumi Co. 
Tokyu Construction Co. 
Societe Maisons Phenix 
Nu West Group Ltd. 
Societe Maisons Phenix 
Kajima Corp. 
Barrett Developments 
Group, Ltd. 
Societe Auxiliare 
Toda Construction Co. 
Frizec Corporation 
AB Skanska Cement 
Bralorne Resources, Ltd. 

Nation *Type Am: Yr 
SUS mil 

Canada 	NP N/A 86 
Denmark ar N/A 86 
Japan 	ar 10.0 86 
U. K. 	AM N/A 86 
S weden 	Or N/A 86 
Canada 	ar N/A 86 
Norway AM N/A 86 
Japan 	IV N/A 86 
Canada 	ar N/A 86 
U.K. 	- ar 15.0 86 
U. K. 	at N/A 86 
U. K. 	AM N/A 86 
France 	AM N/A 86 
N.Z. 	CrT N/A 86 
France 	AM 12.0 86 
Japan 	AM N/A 86 
Canada 	AM N/A 85 
U . K. 	AM 5.8 85 
Japan 	ar N/A 85 
U.K. 	ar N/A 85 
Australia AM N/A 85 
Japan 	AM N/A 85 
U . K. 	AM N/A 84 
Japan 	Or 0.5 	84 
Germany ar  NIA 84 
Australia AM 9.5 	83 
Ireland 	JV N/A 83 
U. K. 	ar N/A 83 
Japan 	CT'  N/A 83 
Nether. 	El 	0.1 	83 
Italy 	AM N/A 82 
Japan 	C71-  N/A 82 
C2Tme 	OF  N/A 82 
S.Arabia 	El NIA 82 
France 	at N/A 80 
Japan 	ar N/A 80 
Japan 	OF  N/A 80 
France 	AM 36.0 80 
Canada 	AM N/A 80 
France 	AM N/A 80 
Japan 	at N/A 80 
U. K. 	AM 32.0 80 
Canada 	AM N/A 80 
France 	AM N/A 80 
Japan 	ar N/A 80 
Canada 	AM 70.0 80 
S weden 	AM 25.0 80 
Canada 	AM N/A 80 
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Appendix F (cont): Foreign Direct Investments in US. Construction 

U.S. Firm Name 

Communication Electr. 
Trans Energy Systems 
Hold That River Engin. 
Avco/Bredero JV 
Woodland Hills Village 
Wallace Sara P. Inc. 
Davy McKee Corp. 
Ashland-Warren NE Div 
Charmeo/Nevrarthail JtV 
Sugariand Properties 
Denver TC hic. 
Hallcraft Homes, Inc. 
Hallcraft Homes Inc. 
Fur-Con Corp. 
Great I..akes Dredge-Cm  
Raymond Intl Inc. 
Aime!  Inc. 
Wallace Sam P. Co. 

Stale 

Pennsylvania 
Washington 
Texas 
California 
Maryland 
Texas 
Ohio 
Massachusetts 
Florida 
Texas 
Colorado 
Arizona 
Louisiana 
N/A 
Washington 
Texas 
Wisconsin 
Texas 

Foreign Investor 

Telephone Rental Co. 
Generale de Chauffe SA 
Sidawi Ghana & Tawfig 
Bredero Group 
Aoki Construction Co. 
Pharaon, Ghaith 
Davy Intl Ltd. 
Tilling Thomas Ltd. 
McAlpine Group Ltd. 
Royal Dutch Shell Peas. 
European Ferries, Ltd. 
Nu-West Development 
Nu-West Development 
Bilfinger & Berg
Dredging Intl 
Banister Corp. 
C,anadian Pacific Inves. 
Pharon Ghaith 

Companies 

Nation 	Type Am:  Yr 

U. K. 	AM NIA  80 
France 	N/A N/A 79 
Lebanon  NIA  N/A 79 
Nether. 	N/A N/A 79 
Japan 	N/A N/A 79 
S.Arabia N/A 5.0 	79 
U.K. 	N/A N/A 79 
U. K. 	N/A 44.0 79 
U. K. 	- 	N/A 79 
Nether. 	- 	NIA  79 
U. K. 	- 	NIA  79 
Canada 	AM 4.0 78 
Canada 	AM 6.7 78 
Germany N/A  17.5  78 
Belgium 	JV N/A 78 
Canada 	AM 12.8 77 
Canada 	AM 66.0 77 
S.Arabia AM 1.0 	76 

*JV = Joint Venture 
AM = Acquisition/Merger 
El  = Equity increase 
or = Other 

Note: Investment size is in SUS million for the year in which investment was made. 
Source: International Trade Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce. 
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APPENDIX G: GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT 

The following tables outline Federal Govexnment construction expenditures for 1983 through 

1990. Section 7.2 discusses some of the barriers associated with bidding on government 

procurement contracts in the United States. 



Table G-1: Federal Government Construction Expenditures 
(source: Construction Review, Mayaune 1989) 

Federal Construction-related Direct Federal Programs for Fiscal Years 1983-90 
(Milian of dollars) 

	

1983 	1984 	1985 	1986 	1987 	1988 	1989 	1990 

	

(actual) 	(actual) 	(sausl) 	(actual) 	(actual) 	(actual) 	(estimated) 	(budget) 

Military construction 
(10 accounts)* 	3.312 	3.565 	4.136 	4.$$$ 	5.630 	5.546 	5.401 	5.012 

Housing 	. 
Family Housing. Defense 
(4 accounts) 	 304 	406 	334 	520 	645 	557 	725 	540 

Highways and roads  	 492 	353 	397 	374 	313 	328 	305 	306 
BIA Road Construction 	 45 	2.3 	112 	112 	79 	80 	78 	 79 
USFS  Forest  Roads at Trails 	 
USFS Construction it Land 
Aquisition  	 402 	292 	273 	253 	228 	243 	2 13 	220 
USFS Timber Purchaser Roads 	 45 	38 	12 	9 	6 	5 	Is 	7 

Hospitals and other health facilities 	 511 	563 	589 	590 	609 	815 	809 	'43 
KitHS Indian Health Facilities 	 66 	69 	1 	51 	55 	50 	76 	78 
NIH Buildings tit Facilities .........  	 16 	II 	16 	16 	19 	24 	47 	 24 
DVA Construction, major projects 	 338 	353 	398 	390 	376 	483 	527 	514 
DVA Construction,  minor promcu  	 91 	123 	124 	133 	159 	258 	159 	12 -  

Conservation & Development  	3.810 	3.153 	3.858 	3.901 	' 4.151 	4,34g 	4.205 	4.300 
Corps Civil Construction. general 	1.258 	1.103 	1.103 	908 	951 	1.058 	1,047 	1.103 
Corps Flood Control. Mississippi 
River 	 284 	395 	328 	330 	281 	273 	370 	33 7  
Corps Rivers tt harbors contributed 
funds 	 45 	50 	46 	46 	75 	123 	185 	223 
Corps Inland Waterways Trust Fund 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	34 	59 	73 	119 
Bureau of Reclamation. Construction 	600 	656 	662 	688 	639 	673 	706 	655 
RecUmation Trust Funds 	 0 	0 	2 	8 	29 	40 	61 	53 
Fish at Wildlife Service, 
Construction  	 19 	16 	28 	19 	26 	26 	30 	34 
National Park Service. Construction 	 106 	104 	82 	110 	101 	97 	82 	103 
Tennessee Valley Authority Fund 	1.244 	518 	1.441 	1.553 	1.809 	1.863 	1.431 	1.450 
Bonneville-Power Administration 
Construction  	 160 	206 	146 	174 	149 	95 	183 	- 	18: 
Western Power Administration 
Construction  	 94 	105 	85 	74 	86 	81 	98 	94 

Federal Industrial Structures 	1.937 	1,949 	2.045 	1.564 	1.449 	1.367 	1.492 	1.'51 
Atomic Energy Defense. structures. 	 920 	908 	1.234 	1.099 	997 	826 	870 	967 
Fossil Energy it it D. structures  	 10 	13 	 4 	6 	 I 	18 	:3 	 - 
General Science tt Research. 
structura 	 6 	100 	139 	62 	53 	83 	93 	27: 
Uranium Enrichment. Structures - 	647 	606 	363 	0 	12 	0 	39 	48 

Energy supply R At D. structures-. 	 116 	130 	99 	130 	201 	15 5 	:65 	2-4 

Suategic Petroleum Reserve 
structures 	 178 	192 	206 	287 	183 	185 	202 	186 

Other construction-miated programs... 	1.165 	1.130 	• 1,367 	1.669 	1.974 	2.138 	2.563 	3.08: 
FAA airport faci lities I equipment 	 248 	268 	425 	758 	892 	1.043 	11 	(..345 

Coast Guard Acquisition. structures 	 55 	54 	98 	85 	71 	52 	54 	5 4 

BIA General Construction  	 88 	101 	118 	110 	87 	86 	105 	10: 
FPS Prison Building tk. Facilities.- 	 18 	52 	46 	52 	98 	185 	:03 	31' 

Washington Airport Construction- 	 .14 	III 	18 	 8 	12 	0 	0 	0 
Architect of Capitol. Construction  	 15 	13 	18 	15 	15 	20 	41 	38 

NASA Construction of facilities ..- 	 108 	109 	170 	189 	149 	166 	169  

Social Security Admin.. Construction 	 41 	38 	39 	35 	• 	75 	24 	15 	:0 

GSA Federal Buildings. Construction 	179 	122 	65 	67 	254 	138 	:95 	386 

GSA Federal Buildings. Repair .- 	 168 	265 	232 	259 	268 	390 	642 	540 

OPA Energy Conservation ...--- 	 224 	90 	138 	9 	53 	34 	38 	4: 

Total. 37 major direct Federal 
programs 	 11,541 	11.119 	12.716 	13.5271 	14.771 	15.099 	15.500 	15.-34 

• For more detail regarding this program. see Table 9. 
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Table G-1: Federal Government Construction Expenditures 
(source Construction Review, May/June 1989) 

Major Construction-related Grant-in-Aid Programs for Ftscal Years 1983-90 
(Milions of dollars) 

	

1983 	1984 	1983 	1986 	1987 	1988 	1989 	1990 
Grant-m-aid programs 	 (actual) 	(actual) 	(actual) 	(actual) 	(actual) 	(actual) 	(estimated) 	(budget I 

Houiing  	 0 	 0 	13 	142 	165 	180 	215 	250 
HUD Rental Housing Development 	 0 	 0 	 1 	62 	66 	66 	80 	100 
HUD Rental Rehabilitation grams 	 0 	 0 	• 14 	80 	99 	114 	135 	150 

Highways 	 8.977 	10.231 	12.725 	14.123 	12.794 	13.584 	13.683 	13.420 
Federal-aid highways (trust runes 	 8.718 	10.227 	12.5114 	13.951 	12.614 	1 2.829 	13.360 	13.159 

Less: Transfers to LMTA 	 -219 	-591 	-462 	-389 	-264 	-132 	-179 	-185 
Trust fund share of other highway 
programs 	 9 	 10 	10 	 8 	 1 	13 
Interstate Transfer Grams- Highways 	 173 	284 	284 	124 	37 	49 	74 	73 
FHWA miscellaneous appropriations 	 37 	 92 
Appalachian regional development 
highways 	 116 	108 	83 	92 	74 	65 	74 	 0 
Forest Service permanent 
appropriations 	 144 	203 	236 	236 	303 	303 	344 	360 

Hospitals and other health facilities 	 31 	10 	22 	18 	26 	28 	37 	44 
VA new state medical schools  	 17 	 5 	 2 	 I 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 
VA state extended care facilities 	 14 	 5 	20 	17 	26 	28 	37 	44 

Sewage treatment facilities EPA 
œrtStINCI1011 grants  	 2.983 	2.62.3 	2.900 	3113 	2.930 	_ 	1.514 	2,390 	2.350 
Conservation and devetopment 	 219 	2.56 	293 	264 	210 	1E6 	186 	156 

Watershed protection and flood 
prevention 	 ' 	191 	218 	249 	257 	206 	185 	182 	156 
Urban park and recreation fund 	 28 	38 	 44 	 7 	 4 	 I 	 4 	 0 

Other construction-reiated granu  	8.302 	7.929 	6.779 	6.933 	- 	6.220 	6.126 	6.425 	6.619 
Rural 'rater and waste dispor.al 
grants 	 --. 	 137 	133 	176 	172 	157 	136 	151 	128 
Economic development assistance 
prograins 	 265 	252 	263 	233 	203 	211 	198 	167 
Local public works program  	 17 	 9 	 2 	 2 	 I 	 1 	 0 	 0 
Regional development programs 	 5 	•• 	 9 	•• 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 
Planning assistance grants 	 3 	•• 	•• 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 
Urban development action grants  	 451 	454 	 447 	461 	334 	216 	310 	265 
Urban renewal programs ... ........  	 42 	44 	 7 	13 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 
Community development block 
grants  	 2.554 	2.819 	3.817 	3.337 	2.991 	3.044 	2.021 	3.025 
Appalachtan area development 
prOgrallIS 	 36 	40 	47 	43 	33 	39 	65 	 0 
Impact aid,  school construction   	 7 7 	28 	31 	41 	21 	36 	39 	 26 
FAA grants-in aid for wpm.% 	 433 	694 	789 	853 	917 	825 	1.1:3 	1.256 
UMTA capital grants .....--- ..... - 	2 .262 	907 	376 	906 	• 	759 	585 	564 	533 
UMTA trust fund granu..--.- 	 572 	1.250 	507 	633 	668 	696 	870 	986 
FRRA Northeast corridor 
improvement program 	 296 	241 	153 	97 	95 	53 	50 	 49 

FRFtA capital granu to AMTRAK 	 112 	56 	103 	84 	 2 	32 	63 	 0 
Clean Coal Technology  	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 7 	29 	92 	 95 
Solar at Conservation improvements 	 0 	 0 	 0 	32 	10 	 3 	 1 	•• 

Total. 26 major grant-in aid programs 	 20.312 	21.049 	22.734 	24.593 	22,345 	22.618 	:1936 	:2.939  

• For more detail regarding this program.  ses  Table 10. 
"Less than 9500.000. 



Table G-1: Federal Government Construction Expenditures 
(source: Construction Review, Mayaune 1989) 

Major Constroctioa-related Loan Programs: Loan Disbursements . 
ou  a Credit Budget basis for Fiscal Years 1983-90 

(Millions of dollars) 

	

1983 	1984 	1985 	1986 	1917 	1988 	1989 	. 	1990 
Loan provams 	 (actual) 	(actual) 	(actual) 	(actual) 	(actual) 	(actual) 	(estunated) 	(budIct ■ 
Housing 	 8,911 	6.197 	6.129 	5.122 	5.769 	5.965 	4.935 	4.050 

FmHA Rural Housing Insurance 
Fund  	 2.871 	2.562 	2.934 	2.215 	1.763 	1.887 	1.855 	737 
DEd College Housing Loans 	 69 	 43 	 43 	 11 	32 	36 	32 	• 	3 
FHA Fund 	 1.486 	455 	330 	423 	802 	988 	1.363 	976 
FHA Housing for Elderly or 
Handicapped 	 850 	709 	540 	553 	412 	335 	339 	360 
FF1A  Lourent  Public Housing  	474 	153 	739 	1.453 	1.318 	1.167 	829 	547 
GNMA Special Assistance Functions 	2.059 	1.261 	455 	180 	12 	 2 	 0 	 0 
GNMA Emergency Mortgage 
Purchases  	 11 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	 0 	• 0 	 0 
GNMA Guarantees of Mortgage- 
backed Securities  	 1 	14 	 6 	 8 	169 	413 	367 	:09 
HUD Rehabilitation loam 	 34 	49 	69 	59 	38 	58 	45 	65 
DVA Housing loans and default 
claims  	 1.056 	944 	963 	970 	1.223 	1.079 	. 	1.105 	1.153 

Hospitals and Other Health Facilities 	 22 	 4 	 3 	 I 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 
HRSA Health Facilities  	 8 	 2 	 1 	 0 	0 	 0 	0 	 0 
HRSA HMO Loan and Guarantee 
Fund 	 9 	 2 	 2 	 1 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 

Conservation and Development   	 118 	129 	143 	133 	139 	112 	107 	94 
FmHA Soil & Water Loans".- 	 47 	22 	21 	Il 	11 	II 	11 	 0 
TVA Authority Fund .-----

' 
-..- 	 41 	60 	63 	65 	97 	73 	74 	 66 

Bureau of Reclamation Loan Fund  	 30 	44 	 58 	47 	51 	 IS 	 :2 	Z3 
Other Construction-reiated Programs_ 	 6.343 	5.266 	4.675 	3.872 	2.806 	4.391 	3.111 	2.406 

FmHA Rural Development Insurance 	 . 

	

573 	457 	531 	463 	468 	336 	441 	 379 

CCC Storage Facility Loans..-....-- 	 SS 	 1 	 I 	 I 	 0 	 1 	 0 • 	0 
REA Conununity antenna loans   	 6 	4 	 5 	 I 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 
EDA Economic Development 
Assistance 	 17 	 4 	0 	0 	0 	 0 	 0 	 0 
EDA Economic Development 
Revolving Fund ..._---...-.--... 	 7 	9 	 3 	 4 	0 	 9 	 0 	 0 

HUD Community Development  ...... 	 117 	71 	10) 	89 	63 	39 	30 	:0 
DEd College Housing & Academic 
Facilities Loans 	 0 	0 	0 	 0 	0 	 4 	39 	46 

FRRA Railroad Rehabiliatim & 
Improvement 	 52 	46 	13 	 9 	 2 	 7 	 13 	 11 

D.C. Capital projects_____....--- 	 145 	115 	 0 	 0 	0 	 0 	 0 	 C 

SBA Business loan and Investment 
Fund  	 151 	751 	497 	607 	670 	559 	559 	4o.: 

SBA Small Business Investment 
Companies 	 261 	373 	263 	136 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 

SBA Disaster loans 	 126 	160 	319 	361 	209 	158 	:18 	ZIO 

Rural Electrificauon & Telephone 
Fund'  	 4.010 	3.175 	2.1160 	1.129 	1.342 	2.959 	1.695 	1.05 - 

Rural Telephone bank".- 	-...--. 	 93 	90 	73 	72 	52 	119 	116 	11 ,3  

	

Total. 29 major loan programs --. 	15.399 	11.596 	10.950 	10.080 	8,734 	10.468 	9.153 	6.550 

a  These are off-budget programs on the regular budget, but are included  in the credit budget. 

'Off-budget  Federal Financing Bank loans made directly. on the basis of loan guarantees made by on-budget agencies. These are included in the cre 

budget. 
This program also provides short-tenn construction loam.  (ses  Table 12). 

Lcan obligations rather than disbursements. 
Includes botli insured and guaruneed loans. 

r  Starting in 1913  these bonds sold directly to  the  public,  rather than to the FFI. 



Table G-1: Federal Government Construction Expenditures 
(source: Consmiction Review, Mayaune 1989) 

Major Construction-related Loan Guarantee programs for Focal Years 1983-90 
(Millions of dollars) 

	

1913 	1914 	1913 	1916 	1987 	1988 	1989 	1990 
Loin  guaranue programs 	 (actual) 	(actual) 	(actual) 	(actual) 	(actual) 	(actual) 	(estimated) 	(budget) 

Housing  	 41.229 	37.499 	34,721 	74.217 	121.918 	65.920 	58.698 	62.054 
FmHA Rural Housing Insurance Fund 	 4,162 	3.050 	3.721 	21 	 ' 	 • 	 • 	 • 
1-ess: FmHA guarantee of loans sold to 
FFB  	 -4.440 	-5.020 	-3.695 	 0 	 o 	o 	o 	0 
FHA Fund (mortgage insurance) -..- 	27.564 	21.870 	23.234 	52.220 	94.011 	48.618 	45.212 	48.203 
Law-rent Public Housing  	..._ 	.___ 	 474 	133 	 e 	 e 	 c 	 c 	 e 	 c 
Less: Guarantee of FFB Loans-II.- 	 -474 	-133 	 c 	 c 	 c 	 c 	 c 	 e 
GNMA Guarantee of Mortgage Pools' 	43.624 	32.090 	36.277 	11.779 	115.299 	57.135 	52.177 	55.217 
Less: Primary guarantee by 
VA/FHA/FmHA .--...--..---- 	45.624 	-32.090 	-36.277 	41.779 	-113.299 	-57.135 	-52.177 	-55.217 
DVA GI Home Loan program ._._- 	13.643 	15.399 	11.432 	21,976 	34.900 	17.302 	13.486 	13.831 
Hospitals and other Health Facilities.. 	 5 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 
HRSA HMO Loan and Guarantee ....

à 	
14 	 I 	 0 	 0 	 o 	o 	o 	0 

Less: HRSA guarantee of FFB Loans 	 -9 	 -I 	 0 	 0 	 o 	o 	o 	0 
Other Construction-related Prevents.. 	 5.107 	5.395 	3,166 	2.250 	3.423 	3.163 	3.220 	3.211 
FmHA Rural Development irtsurance. 	1.092 	1.381 	1.186 	127 	75 	101 	174 	166 
Leu: FirtHA guarantees of FEB Loans 	-1.010 	-1.300 	-1.010 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 o 	0 
Rural Elecuification Administration-. 	 3.537 	2.312 	335 	933 	602 	2.000 	500 	 0 
Less: REA guarantee of loans sold to 

	

FEE' -344 	 -69 	-118 	-933 	-590 	-2.000 	-500 	 0 
EDA &manic Deve-lopment 
Assisunce 	 3 	11 	13 	22 	 0 	 0 	 o 	0 
Geothermal Resources Development 	 • 
Fund 	.- 	 9 	10 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 
Biomass Energy Development --- 	 45 	72 	- 	300 	294 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 
DOE Alternative Fuels Production - 	 546 	404- 	247 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 o 	0 
Community Development (HUD) .----: 	 117 	71 	•-i3 	59 	54 	85 	100 	100 
Lesa: HUD guarantees of FFI Loans. 	-117 	-T1 	- 8 in 	 -59 	-24 	nu. 	 ILL 	 n.a 
BIA Indian Loan Guarantee Fund-. 	 14 	11 	49 	37 	39 	31 	45 	45 
FRRA Railroad Rehabilitation Ilt 
improvement 	 -19 	-1 	 -4 	-9 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 
Le s: FRRA guarantees of FEB  Lomb 	-19 	 -I 	 -4 	-9 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 
SBA Business Loan guarantees -_-. 	2.011 	2.925 	2.496 	1.734 	3.255 	2.939 	2.900 	2.900 
Leu: SBA guarantees of FFB Loans .. 	 -261 	-373 	-263 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 
SBA Pollution control bond guarantees 	 1 	11 	 I 	 16 	12 	 0 	 1 	 0 
Total 18 major loan guarantee 

	

47.041 	43.093 	37478 	76.467 	132,411 	69.083 	61.918 	65.265 

'The  GNMA guarantee is a secondary guarantee. which is «dueled to avoid double-coalmine. 
b  FFB !AVIS are counted u direct loans (see  Table  11). thus these loan guarantees are minded to avoid double-counting. 
g  In FY 1985 these FFB loans were mplaced with direct loans from HUD. (Ses  Table 11. )  
'Less than 3300.030. 



Table G-1: Federal Government Construction Expenditures 
(source: Construction Review, May/June 1989) 

Abbreviations and Acronyms 

Amtrak - National Railroad Passenger Corporation 
BIA - Bureau of Indian Affairs 
CBI - Certificates of Beneficial Interest 
CE10 - Certificates of Beneficial Ownership 
CCC - Commodity Credit Corporation 
Corps - U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
D.C. - District of Columbia 
DEd - Department of Education 
DVA - Department of Veterans' Affairs 
EDA - Economic Development Administration 
EPA - Environmental Protection Agency 
FAA - Federal Aviation Administration 
FFB - Federal Financing Bank 
FFIA - Federal Housing Administration 
EllWA - Federal Highway Administration 
FHLMC - Federal Home Loan Mortpge Corporation 
("Freddie Mac") . 
FmHA - Farmers Home Administration 
FNMA - Federal National Mortgage Association 
("Fannie Mae") 
FPS - Federal Prison Service 
FRRA - Federal Railroad Administration 
FY - Fiscal Year 
GNMA • Government National Mortpge Association 
("Ginnie Mac") 

GSA - General Services Administration 
H&HS - Deparunent of Health and Human Services 

HMO - Health Maintenance Organizations 
HRSA - Health Resources and Services Administration 
HUD - Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment 
ITA - International Trade Administration 
LUST - Leaking Underground Storage Tank Reclama-
tion Program 
Metro - Washington Metropolitan Area Transit 
Authority 
NASA - National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion 
OMB - Office of Management and Budget 

OSMRE - Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and 
Enforcement 
PHA - Public Housing Authorities • 

REA - Rural Electrification Administration 
SBA - Small Business Administration 
SŒ  - Soil Conservation Service 
TVA - Tennessee Valley Authority 
UMTA - Urban Mass Transportation Administration 

USES. U.S. Forest Service 
USPS - U.S. Postal Service 



APPENDIX H: WEEKLY WAGES BY TRADE AND REGION 



Appendis II: Average Weekly Wages  al  Tradespeople by Stale end Trade In 1987 

Plumbing 	Paint 	Electr. 	Stoning 	Plaster 	Tile 	Carp«. 	Floors 	Roofing Concrete 	Well 	Sleel 	Glass 	Excev 
MAC 	Decor. 	 Insul. 	Marble 	 Sheeting 	 Drilling Erec lion 	Work 	Foundal 

United eaten 	 464 	353 	490 	361 	418 	420 	359 	401 	355 	382 	380 	186 	450 	428 

Northeast Region 
New England 
Connecticut 	 570 	383 	568 	477 	581 	488 	391 	471 	480 	479 	545 	519 	511 	567 
Maine 	 404 	254 	391 	307 	378 	384 	297 	326 	344 	325 	400 	378 	320 	351 
Massachusetts 	 522 	379 	531 	493 	489 	512 	379 	466 	145 	495 	827 	688 	SOO 	533 

New liarripshke 	 448 	272 	420 	384 	488 	363 	301 	339 	374 	390 	489 	373 	455 	420 
Rhode Island 	 439 	336 	454 	441 	438 	383 	338 	309 	395 	432 	338 	632 	458 	410 
Vermont 	 388 	252 	381 	294 	380 	269 	282 	253 	334 	320 	431 	429 	403 	34 7  
Mid-Atlantic Division 
New Jersey 	 655 	425 	598 	480 	662 	485 	423 	522 	458 	513 	523 	692 	592 	570 
New York 	 551 	422 	840 	488 	564 	519 	44 7 	46 7 	407 	479 	484 	657 	601 	495 
Pennsylvania 	 500 	380 	513 	38 7 	490 	469 	363 	374 	388 	383 	429 	541 	438 	409 

Midweel Region 
EN  Cordial Division 
Illinois 	 594 	458 	634 	495 	548 	528 	479 	502 	428 	498 	475 	689 	5111 	588 
Indiana 	 477 	356 	492 	340 	420 	479 	278 	328 	383 	330 	413 	493 	433 	388 
Michigan 	 629 	398 	588 	435 	442 	498 	399 	304 	424 	488 	384 	581 	478 	4911 
Otto 	 470 	349 	402 	377 	438 	471 	320 	403 	370 	387 	377 	524 	428 	308 
Wisconsin 	 482 	341 	500 	378 	388 	397 	308 	324 	381 	385 	384 	558 	423 	405 
W-N Central Division 
Iowa 	 409 	302 	431 	332 	374 	414 	253 	3 00 	282 	328 	$ 10 	348 	418 	$ 44 
Kansas 	 433 	329 	484 	319 	3911 	343 	321 	437 	332 	379 	308 	302 	431 	417 
Minnesota 	 547 	417 	683 	480 	497 	628 	339 	427 	41 $ 	477 	407 	581 	495 	489 
Missouri 	 521 	$ 80 	554 	427 	478 	502 	410 	424 	378 	381 	$ 38 	508 	591 	411 
Nebraska 	 388 	283 	411 	287 	378 	398 	277 	319 	308 	281 	$ 14 	359 	384 	328 
Noah Dakota 	 378 	282 	3 1 1 	318 	352 	258 	223 	266 	31 $ 	241 	280 	484 	un 	275 

Souh Dakota 	 323 	281 	342 	2117 	293 	341 	224 	205 	347 	290 	249 	302 	359 	354 

NOTE: TAILS CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAO! 



Appendis 	Average Weekly Wages ol Tradespeople by State and Trad. in 1987 

	

Plumbing Peint 	E loch. 	Stone« 	Plaste( 	Ille 	Carpen. 	Flow. 	Gooling Concret. 	Wall 	Steel 	Glas. 	Excev 	Wreck 	InsIall 	Special 
WC 	Decor. 	 Insul. 	Marble 	• 	 Sheating 	 Drilling Ereclion 	Work 	Foundai 	Damai 	Equip 	Tanks 

South Boulon 
South Atlantic Div'n 
Delaware 	 380 	320 	443 	308 	383 	625 	281 	311 	334 	283 	360 	400 	419 	420 	332 	494 	317 
Washington, O.C. 	 513 	382 	434 	377 	402 	422 	411 	302 	349 	392 	Mét 	512 	343 	400 	281 	OU 	423 
Maryland 	 448 	345 	473 	356 	438 	600 	342 	305 	374 	372 	432 	417 	4 7 8 	437 	389 	542 	371 
North Caroline 	 35 7 	281 	387 	237 	$ 10 	311 	254 	263 	267 	280 	309 	329 	379 	313 	224 	440 	282 
South Caroline 	 338 	224 	380 	192 	203 	295 	248 	220 	267 	244 	304 	343 	389 	327 	212 	439 	283 
Florida 	 382 	295 	370 	241 	346 	338 	303 	358 	301 	315 	322 	384 	$ 70 	341 	354 	688 	334 
Georgie 	 382 	322 	425 	245 	363 	359 	279 	348 	318 	307 	294 	400 	412 	357 	$ 02 	523 	344 
Virginie 	 388 	320 	422 	$ 17 	400 	388 	317 	3 7 4 	308 	367 	339 	440 	473 	$ 89 	382 	527 	335 
West Virginie 	 400 	$ 38 	487 	264 	503 	372 	289 	226 	361 	286 	284 	497 	389 	339 	$ 18 	482 	390 
E•S C•nral Division 	 . 
Alabama 	 353 	282 	357 	242 	332 	332 	239 	270 	241 	243 	259 	380 	352 	288 	242 	438 	287 
Kentucky 	 379 	$ 17 	405 	280 	347 	334 	234 	292 	302 	274 	272 	408 	357 	288 	242 	455 	288 
Mississippi 	 $ 11 	268 	375 	184 	323 	301 	227 	242 	282 	213 	$ 11 	359 	334 	293 	221 	458 	259 

, Tennessee 	 388 	318 	413 	281 	339 	$ 67 	255 	297 	302 	200 	295 	384 	402 	340 	283 	482 	312 
W - S Cenral Division 
Arkansas 	 345 	285 	380 	228 	31 $ 	280 	2115 	281 	211 	232 	$10 	$ 29 	un 	278 	lé% 	408 	287 
Louisiane 	 378 	325 	421 	284 	383 	315 	27 1 	300 	292 	265 	321 	$ 68 	384 	290 	283 	483 	347 
Oklahoma 	 383 	300 	378 	281 	374 	351 	273 	$ 04 	351 	308 	224 	421 	348 	310 	385 	411 	278 
Texas 	 380 	320 	420 	208 	$11 	328 	2911 . 	345 	2911 	202 	307 	$711 	364 	$ 34 	385 	584 	339 

West Région 
Mountain Division 
Arizona 	 395 	277 	380 	306 	323 	323 	357 	318 	309 	347 	$ 08 	464 	374 	$ 87 	428 	489 	348 
New Mexico 	 ' 349 	271 	378 	253 	282 	287 	226 	270 	23 1 	281 	288 	$ 52 	317 	311 	285 	481 	272 
Colorado 	 442 	$ 21 	485 	358 	$ 81 	439 	344 	431 	331 	$ 20 	333 	404 	38 7 	308 	319 	681 	385 
Idaho 	 31111 	234 	380 	241 	280 	290 	245 	244 	270 	254 	311 	427 	un 	288 	FA 	628 	314 
"Ioniens 	 424 	335 	432 	314 	315 	$ 08 	278 	185 	322 	330 	291 	340 	270 	245 	FA 	un 	310 
Utah 	 401 	278 	421 	273 	325 	3 32 	261 	336 	304 	348 	288 	429 	326 	338 	$ 10 	457 	350 
Wyoming 	 370 	278 	428 	284 	355 	359 	240 	174 	241 	310 	349 	522 	347 	339 	FM 	un 	280 
Nevada 	 479 	381 	494 	431 	409 	417 	$ 18 	405 	$ 74 	443 	423 	6211 	436 	437 	li■ 	un 	388 
Peak Division 
Californie 	 648 	391 	640 	444 	434 	458 	374 	431 	376 	440 	482 	544 	510 	548 	482 	480 	431 

009on 	 439 	303 	497 	388 	344 	333 	283 	333 	$ 04 	324 	334 	482 	402 	434 	360 	600 	338 
Washington 	 472 	321 	480 	31111 	367 	380 	280 	324 	328 	318 	343 	603 	386 	373 	399 	821 	330 
Alaska 	 884 	803 	737 	588 	530 	681 	420 	524 	III 	878 	4711 	741 	613 	653 	410 	783 	700 
Hawaii 	 699 	547 	808 	413 	598 	464 	484 	439 	408 	488 	180 	832 	517 	508 	477 	829 	432 

Source: US. Department of labour; Employment and Wages, 1087 
Note: ENR in Ihe June 29,  1089 Issue, listed  the 1981  incmase ln trade wages as averaging  5 percent. This can be applied hIrly consistently  le  eN fades. 
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APPENDIX J: INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS, BY REGION 

The research firm, R.S. Means, monitors the U.S. construction industry on an ongoing basis and 

publishes construction cost information dealing with foundations, framing, roofing, mechanical, 

electrical, overhead, profit and various other aspects of the construction of residentiaL commercial, 

repair and =modeling, and industrial structures. 

The following table presents information dealing with  the  costs of constructing small, large and 

high technology industrial structures. These costs are hig,hest in the northeastern cities, where 

large industrial plants typically require more than SUS 25 per square foot to construct. Costs in the 

southern and western cities, on the other hand, generally rest in the SUS 15-20 range. Rates in 

Toronto and Montreal, as indicated, are quite high relative to most U.S. cities. 

The table aLso provides "location factors" for each city, as derived by R.S. Means in their annual 

survey. This measure is a further indication of the relative costs of construction and materiaLs in 

various cities. As an example, the location factor information suggests that the cost of constructing 

a commercial facility in Madison is 93 percent of what it would cost for a comparable facility in 

Chicago. 

Appendix J - Industrial Construction Costs. by Region 



Appendix J: Industrial Conslruction Cos' Comparisons, 1987/1986 

ilegion 	 City 	 Construction CosIs kx SUS per square foot 	 Location Factor 

South Raglan 
South Atlantic Division 
Delaware 	 Wilmington 	 ni 	 14 	 ru 	 1.02 

Washington, D.C. 	 Washington 	 45 	 25 	60 	 0.98 

Maryland 	 Baltimore 	 55-80 	22-25 	• 	50 	 0.98 

North Caroline 	 Charlotte 	 40 	 16 	 45 	 0.82 

South Caroline 	 Charleston 	 20-25 	12 Io 20 	22-30 	 0.82 

Virginie 	 Norfolk 	 30 	17.5 	40 	 0.86 

West Virginie 	 Lewisburg 	 na 	 na 	 ' ra 	 1.00 

Floride 	 Jacksonville 	 20-35 	15-18 	18-22 	 0.8 7  

Floride 	 Fl Lauderdale 	 27 	 18 	 42 	 0.94 

Floride 	 Orlando 	 30 	 *5 	 39 	 0.88 
Floride 	 Miami 	 27 	 *7 	34 	 0.96 

Floride 	 Palm Beach 	 32 	 rus 	 no 	 0.02 

Floride 	 TanTa 	 28 	 II 	30 	 0.93 

Georgie 	 Atlante 	 42 	 18 	47 	 0.90 . 
E -S Cantal Division 
Alabarne 	 Birmingham 	 32 	 18 	40 	 ' 0.88 
Kentucky 	 Louisville 	 25 	18- 20 	na 	 0.91 
Mississippi 	 Jackson 	 22.5 	18 	40 	 0.83 
Tarets« 	 Memphis 	 21.5 	13.6 	30

• 	
0.91 

W-S Caillai Division 
Arkansas 	 Little Rock 	 22.5 	19.5 	 na 	 0.97 

Oklahoma 	 Oklahona City 	 27 	 1 7 	 35 	 0.92 

Texas 	 Austin 	 28 	 Il 	4.0 	 0.90 

Texas 	 Dalles 	 24 	12.5 	38 	 0.91 
Texas 	 Housbn 	 29-30 	14-18 	25-35 	 0.94 

Texas 	 San Antonio 	 21-26 	10$ 12 	24-27 	 0.88 

Louisiane 	 New Orleans 	 28 	15.5 	25 	 0.03 

West  Rien 
Mountain Division 
Cobredo 
Idaho 	• 
Monana 
Utah 
Wyoming 
Arizona 
New Mexico 
Nevada 
Pacific Division 
Californie 
Californie 
Californie 
Californie 
Californie 
Oregon  
Washington 
Alaska 
Hawaii 

• Carat 
Carets 
Garnis 
TAIIIE C.C11111UED ON NEXT PAGE 

Denver 	 22 	 14 	28 	 0.98 

Boisa 	 ne 	 na 	 . ne 	 0.95 
°Ming s 	 ra 	 ri 	ra 	 0.95 
Salt Lake City 	 na 	 ne 	 ne 	 0.94 
Cheyenne 	 ne 	 na 	 na 	 0.90 
Phoenix 	 20-25 	10 b 15 	50-12 $ 	 0.92 
Albuquerque 	 37.5 	27.6 	65 	 0.94 
Lm Wei 	 ras 	 NI 	 III 	 1.08 

Los Angeles 	 20-35 	13-20 	30-80 	 1.15 
Oakland 	 40 	28 	80 	 1.25 
San Francisco 	 55 	 na 	 na 	 1.25 
San Diego 	 27-30 	14-18 	24-28 	 1.12 
Sacramento 	 22 	12.5 	25 	 1.09 
PorIland 	 20 	 18 	22 	 1.04 
Saillie 	 30 	 14 	30 	 1.04 
Fairbanks 	 na 	 na 	 nis 	 1.34 
Honolulu 	 na 	 na 	 na 	 1.15 
Toronto 	 55.85 	35 	70 	 1.08 
Vancouver 	 na 	 ni 	 na 	 1.08 
Montreel 	 50-55 	32 	45-85 	 0.98 



Appendit! J: Industriel Construction Cost Compulsons, 19971 1988 

Agen 	 City 	 Construction Costa in SUS per square foot 	 location Factor 
-Small" 	'Large"iligh Tech" 	 Commercial 

Northeas1 n'ilion 
New England Division 
Connecticut 	 Hertford 	 4$ 	 3$ 	 45 	 1.01 
Maine 	 Bangor 	 ri 	 ru 	 na 	 0.89 
Massachusetts 	 Boston 	 40 	 1 8 	$0 	 1.12 
New Hampshire 	 Manchester 	 ru 	I* 	ro 	 0.93 
Rhode Island 	 Previdence 	 na 	 ru 	 ru 	 1.01 

' Vermont 	 Burlington 	 na 	 ru 	 ru 	 0.90 
Mid-Atlantic Division 
New Jersey 	 MidN J. 	 43 	 27 	 Il 0 	 1.08 
New Jersey 	 Northern N.J. 	 37 	 27 	55 	 1.07 
New York 	 Manhatten 	 4 5- 7 5 	50 	• 	re 	 1.20 
New York 	 Long Island 	 7 5 - 8 5 	50.55 	7 IS• 1 50 	 1.20 
New York 	 Buffalo 	 3 0 -3 5 	2 4 - 28 	8 S• / 5 	 1.04 
New York 	 Syracuse 	 30 	 22 	50 	 0.17 
Pennsylvanie 	 Philadelphie 	 43 	 24 	15 	 1.04 

/ Pennsylvanie 	 Pittsburgh 	 35 	 24 	 ;5 	 1.03 

1Aldweel Reglon 
UN Central Division 
Illinois 	 Chicago 	 39 	 20 	17 	 1.00 
Indiana 	 Indianapolis 	 1022 	1 3- 1 5 	15-40 	 0.98 
Michigan 	 Detroit 	 3 6 -3 7 	25 	10 	 1.0$ 
Ohio 	 Cleveland 	 3 5- 4 2 	1 7 • III 	4 5 • 80 	 1.10 
Ohio 	 Cincinnati 	 40 	 1 7 	 H% 	 0.98 
Ohio 	 Columbus 	 24 - 4 0 	12 b 15 	'3 li• 40 	 0.99 
Wisconsin 	 Miction 	 Ni 	 na 	 na 	 0.93 
Woll Central Division 
lowe 	 Des Moines 	 25 	17.5 	31 	• 	 0.03 
Kansas 	 Kansas City 	 50 	 22 	 1 0 	 0.98 
Minnesota 	 Minneapolis 	 40 	 II 	47 	 1.00 
Missouri 	 St. Louis 	 40 	 21 	30 	 1.01 
Nebraska 	 Otaru 	 2$-30 	1 3-1 4 	3 2-3 5 	 011 
North Dakota 	 Farel 	 na 	 ru 	 ne 	 0.91 
Soue Dakota 	 Sioux Falls 	 te 	 na 	 na 	 0.84 

Sources: Society of Industriel and Office n'allers for Construction  Costs; RS Moine for Location Factors. 
Notes: 1) 'Smer Industriel fecitity denotes a facility of lm than 5000 square bel. 
2) large Industriel lecIllty denotet  a building of rester Ilion 100.000 square lest. 
3) ligh Tech' danoise a high technology (ecility end Includes buldngs for R&D purposes. 
4) Construction costs rellect general contact°, coati, overhead end profit 'May exclude architectural. engineering end financing fees. 
5) location Fectors' epply to sh• costs for motoriste and installation for a given commercial project end Indice!, the relative cos, for verious locations. 
For exemple, building a commercial facility ln Madison would cos1 03% of lhat of a similar facIlity ln Chicago. 
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APPENDIX K: CORPORATE AND SALES TAX LEVELS 

The following table illustrates the corporate income tax levels applied by individual states in 1988. 

These rates do not incorporate deductions which may exist in different states or industries. Taxes 

are generally due in March or April to the appropriate Revenue or Tax department of the state. 

Individual states apply sales tax on construction materials, although certain projects are exempt 

from sales tax. State sales tax rates are also listed in the table. 



Appendix K: Corporate Rates and Sales Tax by State, 1988 

	

Conporate 	Rate 	Ircorne Range 	Sales Tax 
Alabama 	 5% 	 4% 
Alaska 	 I% 	1st 10,000 	 0% 

	

2% 	$10420M 

	

3% 	$20430M 
$30-$40M 

	

5% 	 $40450M 

	

6% 	 S.50-S60M 

	

7% 	$60470M 

	

8% 	 $70-$80M 

	

9% 	 S80490M 

	

9.4% 	 over S9OM 
Arizona 	 2.5% 	 1st  $1M 	 5% 

	

4% 	 2nd SIM 

	

5% 	 3rd SIM 

	

63% 	 4th  $IM 

	

8% 	 5th  $IM 

	

9% 	 6th SIM 

	

10.5% 	 over  $6M 
Arkansas 	 *I% 	 1st S3M 	 4% 

	

2% 	 2nd S3M 

	

3% 	 next S5M 

	

5% 	 next  $14M 

	

6% 	 over  $25M 
California 	 93% 	 min.  5300 	 6% 

	

Colorado 	 5.5% 	• 	Ist S50M 	 3% 

	

5.9% 	 balance 
Connecticut 	 113% 	 7.5% 
Delawaœ 	 8.7% 	 • Pcx, 
D.C. 	 *12.5% 	 min. $100 	 6% 
Florida 	 5.5% 	 5% 
Georgia 	 6% 	 3% 
Hawaii 	 4.4% 	 1st $25M 	 4% 

	

5.4% 	 next  $75M 

	

6.4% 	over  $100M 
Idaho 	 8% 	 4% 
Minois 	 4% 	 5% 
Indiana 	 3.4% 	 5% 
Iowa 	 6% 	 1st  $25M 	 4% 

	

8% 	 next  $75M 

	

10% 	next  $150M 

	

12% 	over  $250M 
Kansas 	 *6.75% 	 over  $25M 	 3% 
Kentucky 	 3% 	 1st 25M 	 5% 

	

4% 	 2nd  $25M 

	

5% 	 next  $50M 

	

6% 	next S150M 

	

7.25% 	over  5250M 
Louisiana 	 4% 	 1st S25M 	 4% 

	

5% 	 2nd S25M 

	

6% 	 next  $UM 

	

7% 	next SIOOM 
8% 	over  $200M 

* includes a surtax 
table continued... 



Appendix K (cont): Corporate Tax Rates and Sales Tax b. State, 1988 
Corporate Rate 	Ircome Range 	Sales Tax 

Maine 	 3.5% 	 1st  $25M - 	 5% 
• 

	

7.93% 	 next S5OM 

	

8.33% 	 $175M 
' 	8.93% 	 over  3250M 

	

Maryland 7% 	 5% 
Massachusetts 	 9.5% 42.60/SM net-worth 	 5% 

$456  min. 
Michigan 	 2.35% 	 4% 
Minnesota 	 9.5% 	 6% 
Mississippi 	 3% 	 1st  $5M 	 6% 

	

4% 	 next  $5M 

	

5% 	 over $10M 
Missouri 	 3% 	 6.2% 
Montana 	 6.75% 	 min.  350 	 0% 
Nelxaska 	 4.75% 	 1st S50M 	 33% 

	

6.65% 	 over  $sam 
Nevada 	 na 	 5.8% 
New Hampshire 	 8% 	 0% 
New Jersey 	 9% 	 6% 
New Mexico 	 4.8% 	 1st  3500M 	 3.8% 

	

6.4% 	 2nd  3500M 

	

7.6% 	 over SIM 
New York 	 9% 	 min. 3250 	 4% 
North Carolina 	 7% 	 3% 
North Dakota 	 • 3% 	 1st  53M 	 4% 

	

43% 	 next  $5M 

	

6% 	 next S12M 

	

7.5% 	 next  $ lOM _ 

	

9% 	 next S2OM 
" 

	

10.5% 	 over $50M 
Ohio 	 5.1% 	 1st  325M 	 5.5% 

	

plus 8.9% 	 over  $25M 
min.  $50  

Oklahoma 	 5% 	 3% 
Oregon 	 6.6% 	 min.  $10 	 0% 
Pennsylvania 	 83% 	 6% 
Rhode Island 	 8% 	 min.  $100 	 6% 
South Carolina 	 5% 	 5% 
South Dakota 	 na 	 4% 
Tames= 	 6% 	 5.5% 
Texas 	 Da 	 4% 
Utah 	 5% 	 min.  $100 	 53% 
Vermont 	 5.5% 	 1st SlOM 	 4% 

	

6.6% 	 neat S15M 

	

7.7% 	 next  $225M 

	

8.25% 	 over S250M 
min.  $75  

' Virginia 	 6% 	 4% 
'Washington 	 na 	 6.5% 
West Virginia 	 9.6% 	 5% 
Wisconsin 	 7,9% 	 5% 
Wyoming . 	 na 	 3% 

- U.S. Average 	 na 	 4.25%  

!Source: Associated General Contractors of America 
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